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(1)	[COUNCIL] of [    ] (the “Authority”); and






(A)	by an advertisement dated [    ] in the Supplement to the Official Journal of the European Union, the Authority sought proposals for the [refurbishment] [provision] of the Schools and associated services under the Private Finance Initiative of Her Majesty's Government;
(B)	the Authority has selected the Contractor to carry out the Project;
(C)	the parties intend that this Agreement be a certified contract for the purposes of the Local Government (Contracts) Act 1997;
(D)	the relevant discharge terms are set out in Schedule 13; and
(E)	the Authority is a Best Value authority under the Local Government Act 1999 and the functions in respect of which the Authority wishes to procure the Services are Best Value functions,​[1]​










In this Agreement unless the context otherwise requires the following terms shall have the meanings given to them below:
“Abandon”	not to carry out any Works contemplated by the Construction Programme [at [  ] Schools] for 20 consecutive Working Days or during 60 Working Days (whether consecutive or not) in any Contract Year and/or not to provide substantially all the Services for 15 consecutive Working Days except when relieved of the obligation to do so by the express provisions of this Agreement
“Acceptance Certificate”	a certificate issued by the Technical Adviser confirming its agreement with the issue of a Certificate of Service Availability
“Acquired Rights Directive”	EC Directive 77/187
“Affiliate”	in relation to any Company, any holding company or subsidiary of that person or any subsidiary of such holding company and “holding company” and “subsidiary” shall have the meaning given to them in section 736 of the Companies Act 1985
“Agreed Form”	in relation to any document, the form of the document initialled by or on behalf of the parties for the purpose of identification
“Agreement”	this agreement (including its Schedules)
“Ancillary Documents”	the Building Contract, the FM Contract and any Performance Guarantees [and any other significant Project Documents to which the Authority is not a party] as the same may be amended or replaced from time to time
“Ancillary Rights”	such rights of passage over, access to and egress from each Site as shown in the Site Plans where:(a)	areas shown coloured blue are exclusively licensed to the Contractor during the period shown on the relevant Site Plan;(b)	areas shown coloured red are non-exclusively licensed to the Contractor during the period shown on the relevant Site Plan; and(c)	areas shown coloured brown are non-exclusively licensed to the Contractor for the purpose of the passing and re-passing of pedestrians, vehicles and plant during the period shown on the relevant Site Plan but not for occupation by the Contractor or any Contractor Related Party.
“Approved RDD Item”	an item of Reviewable Design Data which has been returned or deemed to have been returned marked ‘no comment’ or proceed subject to amendment under the Review Procedure
“Assets”	all assets and rights to enable the Authority or a successor contractor to own, operate and maintain the Schools in accordance with this Agreement including:(a)	any land or buildings;(b)	any equipment;(c)	any books and records (including operating and maintenance manuals, health and safety manuals and other know how);(d)	any spare parts, tools and other assets (together with any warranties in respect of assets being transferred);(e)	any revenues and any other contractual rights; and(f)	any intellectual property rights, but excluding any assets and rights in respect of which the Authority is full legal and beneficial owner
“Authority Default”​[2]​	one of the following events:(a)	an expropriation, sequestration or requisition of a material part of the assets and/or shares of the Contractor by the Authority or Relevant Authority; (b)	a failure by the Authority to make payment of any amount of money exceeding £[    ] (indexed) that is due and payable by the Authority under this Agreement within 30 days of service of a formal written demand by the Contractor, where the amount fell due and payable two months prior to the date of service of the written demand; or(c)	a breach by the Authority of its obligations under this Agreement which substantially frustrates or renders it impossible for the Contractor to perform its obligations under this Agreement for a continuous period of two months
“Authority’s Conditions Precedent”	the Conditions Precedent set out in Part 1 of Schedule 1
“Authority’s Requirements”	the requirements of the Authority in respect of the Project set out in Schedule 2
“Authority’s Refinancing Share”	[   ]% of the Refinancing Gain arising from any Refinancing 
“Authority Related Party”	(a)	an officer, agent or employee of the Authority acting in the course of his office or employment;(b)	in relation to any School, any Governor of that School acting as such, or any teacher employed at that School acting in the course of his employment; (c)	in relation to any School during Terms and during the School Day any pupil of that School, or any person visiting that School at the invitation (whether express or implied) of the Authority; and(d)	in relation to any School during any period of Community Use, any person using the School for that purpose but excluding in each case the Contractor and any Contractor Related Parties.
“Authority’s Representative”	the representative appointed by the Authority pursuant to Clause 12.
“Authority’s Share”	the percentage figure corresponding to the amount of Cumulative Capital Expenditure at the relevant time, as shown in the first column of the table set out in Schedule 4
“Available”	as defined in Schedule 7, and “Unavailable”, “Availability” and “Unavailability”, shall be construed accordingly
“Best Value Change in Law”​[3]​	a Change in Law which comprises:(a)	an order made by the Secretary of State under section 4(1) Local Government Act 1999 the substance of which amounts to a change in the definition or details of a performance indicator (as opposed to a change in the description of a performance indicator);(b)	an order made by the Audit Commission under sections 44 and 46 Audit Commission Act 1998 the substance of which amounts to a change in the definition or details of a performance indicator (as opposed to a change in the description of a performance indicator);(c)	an order made by Secretary of State under section 4(2) Local Government Act 1999; or(d)	guidance issued by the Secretary of State or the Audit Commission or other Relevant Authority in respect of (a) (b) or (c) abovewhich in each case is not foreseeable at the Execution Date.
“Best Value Duty”​[4]​	
“Building”	any building at on or one of the Sites
“Building Contract”	the building contract in the Agreed Form between the Contractor and the Building Contractor relating to the Works 
“Building Contractor”	[    ], or such other building contractor as the Contractor may, subject to clause 7, appoint to carry out the Works	
“Building Sub–Contractor”	a sub-contractor appointed under the Building Contract
“Business Day”	a day (other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which banks are open for domestic business in the City of London
“Capital Expenditure”	any expenditure which falls to be treated as capital expenditure in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in the United Kingdom from time to time
“Certificate of Service Availability”	A certificate stating the satisfaction in relation to the School[s] referred to in the certificate of the Service Availability Requirements
“Certification Period”	the period within which the Certification Requirements must be satisfied for a contract to be a certified contract for the purposes of the Local Government (Contracts) Act 1997
“Certification Requirements”	the requirements which must be satisfied for a contract to be a certified contract for the purposes of the Local Government (Contracts) Act 1997
“Change in Law”	the coming into effect after the date of this Agreement of:(a)	Legislation, other than any Legislation which on the date of this Agreement has been published:(i)	in a draft Bill as part of a Government Departmental Consultation Paper;(ii)	in a Bill; (iii)	in a draft statutory instrument; or (iv)	as a proposal in the Official Journal of the European Union;(b)	any Guidance; or(c)	any applicable judgment of a relevant court of law which changes a binding precedent
“Collateral Warranty”	a collateral warranty between the Authority and either (as the case may be) the Building Contractor, a Building Sub–Contractor, a member of the Professional Team or the Technical Adviser, in the relevant form as set out in Schedule 8
“Conditions Precedent”	the conditions set out in Schedule 1
“Commencement Date”	the day which is [5] Working Days after the Effective Date
“Commercially Sensitive Information”	any information which is agreed by the parties at the time of this Agreement as being commercially sensitive
“Community Use”	use of a School by or at the invitation of the Authority outside the School Day
“Compensation Event”	(a)	or a breach by the Authority or any Authority Related Party of any of the Authority's obligations under this Agreement ; or(b)	an Authority Change; (c)	a Qualifying Change of Law
“Contract Period”	the period from the Commencement Date to the Expiry Date, or if earlier, the Termination Date 
“Contractor Commissioning”	any installation, commissioning, testing or running in of plant, machinery or facilities required to bring the Schools into compliance with the Facilities Requirements other than Joint Commissioning 
“Contractor Equipment”	any educational equipment required to be installed at any School by the Contractor
“Contractor Related Party”	(a)	an officer, servant or agent of the Contractor, or any Affiliate of the Contractor and any officer, servant or agent of such a person; (b)	any Sub-Contractor or sub-contractor of the Contractor of any tier and any of their officers, servants or agents; and(c)	any person on or at any of the schools at the express or implied invitation of the Contractor (other than an Authority Related Party)  
“Contractor’s Conditions Precedent”	the Conditions Precedent set out in Part 2 of Schedule 1
“Contractor’s Proposals”	the proposals for the [provision/refurbishment] of the Schools and provision of services set out in Schedule 3
“Contractor’s Representative”	the person to be appointed by the Contractor pursuant to clause 12
“Cumulative Capital Expenditure”	the aggregate of all Capital Expenditure which has been incurred as a result of each General Change of Law which has come into effect during the Services Period and the amount of Capital Expenditure which is agreed, or determined to be required, as a result of a General Change in Law under clause Change in Law
“Cut-Off Date”​[5]​	[the date which is 60 days after the Execution Date]
“Design Data”	all drawings, reports, documents, plans, software, formulae, calculations and other data relating to the design, construction, testing or operation of the Schools
“Direct Agreement”	the agreement of the same date as this Agreement between the Authority and the [Security Trustee] in the Agreed Form
“Disclosed Data”	information relating to the Project disclosed to the Contractor and its shareholders and advisers including:(a)	the ITN;(b)	the [Information Memorandum];(c)	the [Data Room];(d)	[others]
“Discriminatory Change of Law”	a Change in Law, the terms of which apply expressly to:(a)	the Project and not to similar projects procured under the PFI;(b)	the Contractor and not to other persons; or(c)	PFI contractors and not to other persons
“Dispute Resolution Procedure”	the procedure for the resolution of disputes set out in Clause 62
“DPA”	the Data Protection Act 1998
“Educational Services”	the making available of school accommodation, the provision of teaching and pastoral support for school age children, the provision of careers advice, liaison with parents and guardians of pupils and the carrying on of extra-curricular activities for pupils and the use of school accommodation by the local community
“Effective Date”	the date on which the last Condition Precedent to be satisfied is satisfied
“Emergency”	an event causing or, in the reasonable opinion of a party, threatening to cause death or injury to any individual, or serious disruption to the lives of number of people or extensive damage to property, or contamination of the environment, in each case on a scale beyond the capacity of the emergency services or preventing the Services operating under normal circumstances and requiring the mobilisation and organisation of the emergency services
“Estimated Revised Project Costs”	the aggregate of any estimated revised construction, operating and financing costs which result directly from a Compensation Event, Variation or Qualifying Change in Law (as the case may be)
“Existing School”	a School listed in Part 1 of Schedule 5
“Expiry Date”	[the day prior to the 25th anniversary of the Commencement Date]
“Financial Model”	the financial model in the Agreed Form 
“FM Agreement”	the agreement of even date under which the FM Contractor is to provide the Services to the Contractor in the Agreed Form
“FM Contractor”	[    ] or such other facilities management as the Contractor may, subject to Clause 7 appoint to provide the Services 
“Force Majeure Event”	the occurrence after the date of this Agreement of:(a)	war, civil war, armed conflict or terrorism; or(b)	nuclear, chemical or biological contamination unless the source or cause of the contamination is as a result of the acts or omissions of the Contractor or its sub-contractors; or(c)	pressure waves caused by devices travelling at supersonic speedswhich directly causes either party to be unable to comply with all or a material part of its obligations under this Agreement
“Funding Agreements”	all or any of the agreements or instruments to be entered into by the Contractor or any of its Affiliates relating to the financing of the Project including the Initial Funding Agreement and any agreements or instruments entered into by the Contractor or any of its Affiliates relating to the re-scheduling of their indebtedness or the refinancing of the Project
“General Change in Law”	a Change in Law which is not a Discriminatory Change in Law or a Specific Change in Law or a Best Value Change in Law
“Good Industry Practice”	that degree of skill, care, prudence and foresight and operating practice which would reasonably and ordinarily be expected from time to time of a skilled and experienced operator (engaged in the same type of undertaking as that of the Contractor) or facilities management contractor or building contractor or any sub-contractor under the same or similar circumstances
“Guidance”	any applicable guidance or directions with which the Contractor is bound to comply
“Indexed Element”	that part of the Unitary Charge which is to be indexed in accordance with Part 4 of Schedule 7
“Initial Amount”	[in relation to a School/Project Phase] the amount shown in the column so headed in Schedule 5 [against that School/Project Phase]
“Initial Funding Agreements”	[list]
“Insured Risks”	[during the Initial Phase,] such risks as are usually covered in a contractor’s all risks policy of insurance and thereafter, such risks against which the Contractor is required to insure in accordance with clause Indemnities and Responsibility
“Intellectual Property Rights”	any and all patents, trade marks, service marks, copyright, moral rights, rights in a design, know–how, confidential information and all or any other intellectual or industrial property rights whether or not registered or capable of registration and whether subsisting in the United Kingdom or any other part of the world together with all or any goodwill relating or attached thereto
“Interim Phase”	[in relation to a School] the period from and including the Commencement Date until and excluding the Service Availability Date [for that School]
“Interim Services”	the Services required to satisfy the requirements of the Interim Services Specification
“Interim Services Specification”	Part 2 of Schedule 2
“Joint Commissioning”	any installation, commissioning, testing or running in of plant, machinery or facilities shown in the Construction Programme as being carried out by the Contractor and the Authority together
“Latent Defects”	any defect in any of the Buildings, or any part of them, or anything installed in the Buildings attributable to:(a)	defective design;(b)	defective workmanship or defective materials, plant or machinery used in such construction having regard to good industry practice and to appropriate British standards and codes of practice current at the date of construction of the Building;(c)	defective installation of anything in or on the Buildings;(d)	defective preparation of the site on which the Building is constructed; or(e)	defects brought about by adverse ground conditions or by reason of subsidence, water table change or any other change to ground conditions
“Legislation”	in relation to the United Kingdom:(a)	any Act of Parliament;(b)	any subordinate legislation within the meaning of section 21(1) of the Interpretation Act 1978;(c)	any exercise of the Royal Prerogative; and(d)	any enforceable community right within the meaning of section 2 of the European Communities Act 1972
“Lender[s]”	[    ]
“Liaison Procedure”	the procedure set out in Schedule 11
“Loan Agreements”	those of the Funding Agreements to which [the Lenders] [the Security Trustee] [are] [is] a party 
“Longstop Date”	the date six months after the last Target Service Availability Date
“Market Testing”	market testing in accordance with clause Market Testing Procedure 
“NCC”	National Computer Centre Limited
“Necessary Consents”	all approvals, permissions, consents, licences, certificates and authorisations (whether statutory or otherwise) which are required for the purposes of carrying out the  Project, whether required in order to comply with Legislation or as a result of the rights of any third party 
“New School”	a School listed in Part 2 of Schedule 5
“Operational Period”	[in relation to a Project Phase] the period from and including the Service Availability Date for the [School/last School [in that Project Phase] to achieve Service Availability] until and including the Termination Date
“Operational Services”	the services required to satisfy the Operational Services Specification 
“Operational Services Specification”	Part 3 of Schedule 1
"Operations Manager"	The manager appointed by the Contractor pursuant to Clause 12.
“Payment Period”	each month during the Contract Period
“Periodic Rate”	[in relation to a School/Project Phase] the amount shown in the column so headed in Schedule 5 [against that School/Project Phase]
“Persistent Breach”	a breach which has continued or recurred frequently within [6] months after the date on which a final warning notice referred to in Clause 38 (Persistent Breach) is served on the Contractor
“Personal Data”	personal data within the meaning given to the phrase personal data by DPA which is acquired by or communicated to the Contractor in connection with the Project
“PFI”	the UK Government’s Private Finance Initiative or any similar or replacement initiative
“Plans”	the plans of the Schools in the Agreed Form
“Prescribed Rate”	two per cent. above the base rate from time to time of [    ] Bank plc
“Procurement Rules”	the Legislation in force from time to time in respect of the procurement of goods, works, and/or services by or on behalf of public sector bodies
“Professional Team”	the professional team employed by the Building Contractor in connection with the Works
“Prohibited Act”	(a)	offering giving or agreeing to give to any servant of the Authority any gift or consideration of any kind as an inducement or reward:(i)	for doing or not doing (or for having done or not having done) any act in relation to the obtaining or performance of this Agreement or any other contract with the Authority; or(ii)	for showing or not showing favour or disfavour to any person in relation to this Agreement or any other contract with the Authority;(b)	entering into this Agreement or any other contract with the Authority in connection with which commission has been paid or has been agreed to be paid by the Contractor or on its behalf, or to its knowledge, unless before the relevant contract is entered into particulars of any such commission and of the terms and conditions of any such contract for the payment thereof have been disclosed in writing to the Authority; or(c)	committing any offence:(i)	under the Prevention of Corruption Acts 1889-1916; or(ii)	under Legislation creating offences in respect of fraudulent acts; or(iii)	at common law in respect of fraudulent acts in relation to this Agreement or any other contract with the Authority; or(d)	defrauding or attempting to defraud or conspiring to defraud the Authority
“Prohibited Materials”	those products or materials listed in Schedule 10 and any products or materials not in conformity with relevant British or European Union Standards or codes of practice which at the time of use are widely known to building contractors or members of the relevant design profession within the European Union to be deleterious to health or safety as to the durability of buildings and/or other structures and/or finishes and/or plant and machinery in these particular circumstances in which they are used
“Project”	the provision of serviced accommodation to the Authority at the Schools by the Contractor as contemplated by this Agreement including the carrying out of the Works and the provision of the Services
“Project Data”	(a)	all Design Data;(b)	all drawings, reports, documents, plans, software, formulae, calculations and other data relating to the carrying out of the Works or the provision of the Services;(c)	any other materials, documents or data acquired brought into existence or used in relation to the Works, the Services or this Agreement
“Project Documents”	[list ]
“Property Agreements”	the property agreements listed in Schedule 15
“Qualifying Change in Law”	(a)	a Discriminatory Change in Law;(b)	a Specific Change in Law; (c)	a Change in Law not referred to in paragraphs a. or b. above, which comes into effect during the Service Period and which involves Capital Expenditure such that the prospective cumulative capital expenditure is such that the Authority’s shares is greater than nil; or(d)	a Best Value Change in Lawwhich was not foreseeable at the date of this Agreement
“Refinancing”	any change or variation to any Financing Agreement, any relaxation in the enforcement of the terms of any Financing Agreement, the suspension, cancellation, revocation or disapplication of any Financing Agreement or the entry into any Financing Agreement in the place of an existing Financing Agreement from time to time or in addition to the existing Financing Agreement from time to time which in any case has the actual or intended effect of increasing or bringing forward the actual or projected amount available for distribution to the [Shareholders in the] Contractor or the providers of Junior Debt expressed in each case either as a rate of return on the amounts subscribed for shares in the Contractor [or the Holding Company] or by providers of Junior Debt is projected to be so distributed in the Financial Model on the date of this Agreement] or as a present discounted value.
“Refinancing Gain”	the monetary value in present terms of the increases in distribution to the Shareholders in the Contractor [or its Holding Company] or providers of Junior Debt [above the levels [shown in the Financial Modal on the date of this Agreement] [projected as a result of the immediately preceding Refinancing] projected to arise from a Refinancing at the time at which that Refinancing is agreed to
“Relevant Authority”	any court with the relevant jurisdiction and any local, national or supra-national agency, inspectorate, minister, ministry, official or public or statutory person of the government of the United Kingdom or of the European Union
“Relevant Transfer”	a relevant transfer for the purposes of TUPE
“Relief Event”	any of the following:(a)	fire, explosion, lightning, storm, tempest, flood, bursting or overflowing of water tanks apparatus or pipes, ionising radiation (to the extent it does not constitute a Force Majeure Event), earthquakes, riot and civil commotion;(b)	failure by any statutory undertaker, utility company, local authority (other than the Authority) or other like body to carry out works or provide services;(c)	any accidental loss or damage to the Sites or any roads servicing them;(d)	any failure or shortage of power, fuel or transport (other than an interruption under an interruptible supply arrangement);(e)	any blockade or embargo; or(f)	any official or unofficial strike, lock out, go slow or other dispute (“industrial action”) generally affecting the construction or facilities management industries in the United Kingdom or a significant sector of either of them, but not including industrial action specific to the Sites or industrial action which affects only the employees of the Contractor or its sub–contractors
“Restrictions”	all matters (whether arising before or after the date of this Agreement) affecting a Site or its use registered or capable of registration as local land charges, and all notices, charges, orders, resolutions demands, proposals, requirements, regulations restrictions, agreements, directions or other matters affecting a Site or its use served or made by any local or other competent authority or otherwise arising under any Legislation
“Restricted Share Transfer”	a transfer of shares in the Contractor or its holding company to any person engaged, or with substantial interests in, [gambling, gaming, the production or sale of alcoholic drinks, the production or sale of products containing or derived from tobacco, the manufacture or sale of arms and weapons]
“Review Date”	the first and each subsequent anniversary of the Commencement Date
“Review Procedure”	Schedule 9
“Reviewable Design Data”	the plans, drawings, documents and information relating to the Works listed in Appendix A to the Review Procedure
“RPI[x]”	[the index published in Table 5 (excluding mortgage interest payments) of Business Monitor (MM23) published by the Office of National Statistics (or any index that replaces it)
“School”	a school listed in Schedule 5
“School Day”​[6]​	means [0800 to 1800] each Monday to Friday during a Term
[“Security Trustee”]	
“Service Availability”	[in relation to a School], satisfaction of the Service Availability Requirements
“Service Availability Requirements”	the requirements set out in Schedule 5
“Service Start Date”	in relation to an Existing School, the date shown against that School in the column headed Service Start Date in Part 1 of Schedule 5
“Services Period”	in relation to each School, the period from the date that a Notification Acceptance Certificate is issued by the Technical Adviser until the Expiry Date
“Sites”	the area edged [red] on the relevant Site Plan for each School [together with the buildings and other erections in and upon the same and the service ducts and media for all utilities and services serving such buildings and erections]
“Site Plans”	the plans of the School[s] in Appendix A [to Schedule 5]
“Snagging List”	the list, to be prepared by the Contractor, of minor defects, deficiencies or omissions of a snagging nature which do not prevent the Contractor from issuing a Notification Statement
“Specific Change of Law”	any Change in Law which specifically refers to the provision of a service the same as or similar to the Services or to the holding of shares in companies whose main business is providing a service the same as or similar to the Services
“Specific Risk”	a risk against which a provider of school premises is required by law to carry and against which a provider of premises other than Schools to which the public at large or a section of its has access is not required by law to carry over
“Sub-Contractor”	a counter party of the Contractor to a Project Document
“Target Service Availability Date”	in relation to each [School/Project Phase], the date shown as the Target Service Availability Date in Schedule 5 or such later date as may be allowed in accordance with the terms of this Agreement
“Tax”	any kind of tax, duty, levy or other charge (other than VAT) whether or not similar to any in force at the date of this Agreement and whether imposed by a local, governmental or other Relevant Authority in the United Kingdom or elsewhere
“Technical Adviser”	the person appointed [jointly by the Authority and the Contractor] to act as technical adviser to the Project in accordance with the Technical Adviser’s Deed of Appointment
“Technical Adviser’s Deed of Appointment”	the deed of appointment of the Technical Adviser in the Agreed Form
“Third Party Use”	use of the Schools other than by the Authority or an Authority Related Party during the Required Period
“TUPE”	the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations 1981
“Unindexed Element”	As defined in Part 5 of Schedule 7
“Uninsurable”	in relation to a risk, either that:(a)	insurance required pursuant to clause Indemnities and Responsibility is not available in the worldwide insurance market in respect of that risk; or(b)	the insurance premium payable for insuring that risk is at such a level that the risk is not generally being insured against in the worldwide insurance market
“Unitary Charge”	the fee payable by the Authority under Clause 33 and calculated in accordance with Schedule 7
“Variation”	a Services Variation, an Increase Variation or a Decrease Variation
“Variation Procedure”	clause [55]
“Warranted Data”	the information [relating to Relevant Employees] set out or described in Schedule 12
“Working Day”	Monday to Friday (inclusive) in each week excluding bank holidays and statutory holidays [and local holidays affecting the [School/relevant School/Phase]
“Works”	all of the works (including design and works necessary for obtaining access to the Sites) to be undertaken in accordance with this Agreement
“Works Area”	those parts of the Sites which are from time to time occupied by the Contractor, the Building Contractor or any of their sub-contractors for the purpose of carrying out the Works
“Works Period”	the period from the Service Start Date to the Actual Full Service Phase Commencement Date for the final School
“Year”	the 12 month period from and including a day to (but not including) the day bearing the same number in the same month of the following year (or, in the case only of a period commencing on 29 February, ending on the next following 28 February)
1.2	Interpretation
In this Agreement except where the context otherwise requires:
1.2.1	each gender includes all genders; 
1.2.2	the singular includes the plural and vice versa; 
1.2.3	a references to any clauses, sub-clause, paragraph, Schedules or annex is except where expressly stated to the contrary, a reference to such clause, sub-clause, paragraph, Schedules or annex of and to this Agreement;
1.2.4	any reference to this Agreement or to any other document shall include any permitted variation, amendment or supplement to such document;
1.2.5	references to any enactment, order, regulation or other similar instrument, statute or statutory provisions shall be construed as a reference to  the enactment, order, regulation or instrument as amended, replaced consolidated or re-enacted;
1.2.6	a reference to a person includes firms, partnerships and corporations and their successors and permitted assignees or transferees;
1.2.7	the Schedule, clause, sub-clause and (where provided) paragraph headings and captions in the body of this Agreement do not form part of this Agreement and shall not be taken into account in its construction or interpretation;
1.2.8	words preceding “include”, “includes”, “including” and “included” shall be construed without limitation by the words which follow those words;
1.3	Schedules
The Schedules to this Agreement form part of this Agreement;
1.4	Consents
The right of a party under this Agreement to give or withhold its approval, consent, agreement, confirmation or analogous endorsement shall in each case unless otherwise stated be subject to an obligation not to unreasonably withhold or delay the giving or withholding of any such endorsement.
1.5	Indexation
In this Agreement, references to amounts expressed to be “indexed” are references to such amounts multiplied by:
Index 1
Index 2
where Index 1 is the value of RPI[x] most recently published prior to the relevant calculation date and Index 2 is the value of RPI[x] on [the pricing reference date for the Project].
2.	EXCLUSION OF LEGISLATION
2.1	Housing Grants, Construction and Regeneration Act
This Agreement is entered into under the PFI and in accordance with the Construction Contracts (England and Wales) Exclusion Order 1998 is intended to be, and shall be, excluded from Part II of the Housing Grants, Construction and Regeneration Act 1996.
2.2	Third Party Rights
Any rights of any person who is not a party to this Agreement to enforce the terms of this Agreement pursuant to the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 are excluded.
3.	COMMENCEMENT AND DURATION
Subject to Clause 4.1 this Agreement and the rights and obligations of the parties shall take effect on the Effective Date and (subject to the provisions for early termination set out in clauses Termination and Termination of this Agreement) shall continue until the Expiry Date.
4.	CONDITIONS PRECEDENT 
4.1	Conditionality
This Agreement (other than the provisions of Clauses 1, 2, 3, 4, 64, 68, 69, 70, 72, 73, 74, 80 and 81) is conditional on the satisfaction of the Conditions Precedent.
4.2	Termination
If the Conditions Precedent have not been satisfied by the Cut-Off Date or waived in relation to the Contractor’s Conditions Precedent by the Authority and in relation to Authority’s Conditions Precedent by the Contractor, this Agreement shall terminate on the Cut-Off Date and be without further effect.
4.3	Authority’s obligation to satisfy
The Authority shall use its reasonable endeavours to ensure that the Authority’s Conditions Precedent are satisfied by the Cut-Off Date. 
4.4	Contractor’s obligation to satisfy
The Contractor shall use its reasonable endeavours to ensure that the Contractor’s Conditions Precedent are satisfied by the Cut-Off Date.
4.5	Satisfaction of Conditions Precedent
A Condition Precedent shall be deemed to be satisfied on the date following its satisfaction on which notice of satisfaction:
4.5.1	in the case of an Authority’s Condition Precedent, is received by the Contractor from the Authority; and
4.5.2	in the case of a Contractor’s Condition Precedent, is received by the Authority from the Contractor.
5.	WARRANTIES AND INDEMNITIES
5.1	Contractor Warranty
The Contractor warrants, represents and undertakes to the Authority that:
5.1.1	it is properly constituted and incorporated under the laws of England and Wales and has all necessary authority, power and capacity to enter into this Agreement;
5.1.2	the information relating to the Contractor and its Affiliates set out in Schedule 12 is true and accurate;
5.1.3	there are no material facts or circumstances in relation to the financial position or operational constitution of the Contractor which have not been fully and fairly disclosed to the Authority and which if disclosed might reasonably have been expected to affect the decision of the Authority to enter into this Agreement; and
5.1.4	[any computer system used by the Contractor in support of the performance of this Agreement shall be compliant with the British Standards Institution’s “Definition of Year 2000 Conformity Requirements” (Ref DISC PD2000–1)]
and the Authority relies upon such warranties, representations and undertakings.
5.2	Status of Warranties
All warranties, representations, undertakings, indemnities and other obligations made, given or undertaken by the Contractor in this Agreement are cumulative and none shall be given a limited construction by reference to any other.
6.	BACKGROUND INFORMATION
6.1	No warranty by Authority
Subject to Clause Warranted Data, the Authority does not give any warranty or undertaking as to the relevance, completeness, accuracy or fitness for any purpose of any of the Disclosed Data.
6.2	No liability to Contractor
Neither the Authority nor any of its agents or servants shall be liable to the Contractor in contract, tort (including negligence or breach of statutory duty), statute or otherwise as a result of:
6.2.1	any inaccuracy, omission, unfitness for any purpose or inadequacy of any kind whatsoever in the Disclosed Data; or
6.2.2	any failure to make available to the Contractor any materials, documents, drawings, plans or other information relating to the Project.
6.3	Contractor’s warranty
The Contractor warrants and represents to the Authority that it has conducted its own analysis and review of the Disclosed Data that it has satisfied itself as to the accuracy, completeness and fitness for purpose of any Disclosed Data on which it places reliance.
6.4	Fraudulent Statements
Nothing in this clause 6 shall exclude any liability which the Authority or any of its agents or servants would otherwise have to the Contractor in respect of any statements made fraudulently prior to the date of this Agreement.
6.5	Warranted Data
The Authority represents to the Contractor that the Warranted Data have been prepared after due and careful enquiry and are reasonably believed to be true, accurate and complete.
6.6	Contractor’s Due Diligence
The Contractor shall be deemed to have:
(A)	satisfied itself as to the assets to which it will acquire rights and the nature and extent of the risks assumed by it under this Agreement; and
(B)	gathered all information necessary to perform its obligations under this Agreement and other obligations assumed, including:
(1)	information as to the nature, location and condition of the sites (including hydrological, geological, geo-technical and sub-surface conditions);
(2)	information relating to archaeological finds, areas of archaeological, scientific or natural interest, local conditions and facilities and the quality of existing structures; and
(3)	[other relevant information (eg environmental contamination)]
6.7	No Relief
Subject to Clause Warranted Data, the Contractor shall not in any way be relieved from any obligation under this Agreement nor shall it be entitled to claim against the Authority on grounds that any information, whether obtained from the Authority or otherwise (including information made available by the Authority) is incorrect or insufficient and shall make its own enquiries as to the accuracy of that information.
7.	PROJECT DOCUMENTS
7.1	Ancillary Documents
The Contractor shall perform its obligations under, and observe all of the provisions of, the Project Documents [to which it is a party] and the Funding Agreement and shall not:
(a)	terminate or agree to the termination of all or part of any Ancillary Document or Funding Agreement;
(b)	make or agree to any material variation of any Ancillary Document;
(c)	in any material respect depart from its obligations (or waive or allow to lapse any rights it may have in a material respect), or procure that others in any material respect depart from their obligations (or waive or allow to lapse any rights they may have in a material respect), under any Ancillary Document or Funding Agreement; or
(d)	enter into (or permit the entry into by any other person of) any agreement replacing all or part of (or otherwise materially and adversely affecting the interpretation of) any Ancillary Document or Funding Agreement,
unless the proposed course of action (and any relevant documentation) has been submitted to the Authority’s Representative for review under the Review Procedure and there has been no objection in accordance with paragraph 3(b) of the Review Procedure within twenty (20) Working Days of receipt by the Authority’s Representative of the submission of the proposed course of action (and any relevant documentation), or such shorter period as may be agreed by the parties and, in the circumstances specified in Clause 7.1(a), the Contractor has compiled with Clause 50.5 (Assignment, Sub-contracting and Changes in Control).
7.2	Changes to Funding Agreements
In relation to any Funding Agreement only, the Contractor shall [subject to the Authority receiving the Authority’s Refinancing Share]​[7]​ be free, at any time, to enter into, terminate, amend, waive its rights and generally deal with its Funding Agreements on such terms and conditions as it sees fit provided that (at any time such action is contemplated and effected) the same will not materially and adversely affect the ability of the Contractor to perform its obligations under the Project Documents or this Agreement and sub-paragraphs (A)-(C) of paragraph 3.1.2 of the Review Procedure shall not apply to a proposed Refinancing.
7.3	Delivery





8.	NATURE OF LAND INTERESTS​[8]​
8.1	Access during Construction
From the Commencement Date until the date when the Leases are completed in accordance with this Clause (or if earlier the Termination Date), the Authority will afford the Ancillary Rights to the Contractor and the Contractor Related Parties for the purpose of implementing the Works and providing the Services.
8.2	Grant of Leases
After the occurrence of the Service Availability Date [for a School]:
8.2.1	the Authority shall grant to the Contractor and the Contractor shall accept, the Head Lease for that School; and
8.2.2	the Contractor shall grant to the Authority and the Authority shall accept, the Sub Lease for that School, 
in accordance (including as to timing) with this Clause.
8.3	Court Orders 
The Authority’s agreement to its grant of each Head Lease, and to the grant of each Sub Lease by the Contractor to the Authority are subject to (and in all respects conditional on) an order of the Court pursuant to Section 38(4) of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1954 being obtained authorising, in relation to each Head Lease and each Sub Lease, the exclusion of the provisions of Sections 24-28 of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1954.
8.4	Applications to Court
The Authority and the Contractor shall, forthwith following each Service Availability Date, make applications to the Court for the orders referred to in Clause 38.3 in the form of the draft applications agreed between their solicitors, and shall take such steps (and so instruct their solicitors) diligently to pursue such applications and shall if so required make reapplications to obtain such orders with all due expedition.  The Contractor shall bear the cost of obtaining the Court orders.
8.5	Grant of Leases
The grant of the Leases shall take place at the offices of the Trust’s Solicitors and each Sub Lease will be completed immediately after the grant of the corresponding Head Lease.  The term of the Leases [relating to a School] shall commence on the Service Availability Date [for that School].
8.6	Delivery of Engrossments
Within ten (10) Working Days after [the] [a] Service Availability Date, the Authority’s Representative shall deliver engrossments of the counterpart Head Lease and the original Sub Lease for that School to the Contractor.  The Contractor shall execute and deliver the Leases as deeds to the Authority’s Representative within a further five (5) Working Days of receipt.  The Authority shall then execute each original Head Lease and counterpart Sub Lease as deeds.
8.7	Stamping
The Contractor shall, as soon as reasonably practicable, arrange for each Head Lease to be stamped and the Authority shall, as soon as reasonably practicable, arrange for each Sub Lease to be stamped (if necessary).
8.8	Registration
The Contractor shall apply for, and procure, registration of each Head Lease at HM Land Registry as soon as reasonable practicable after the first of the relevant Head Lease.  The Authority shall use all reasonable endeavours to assist the Contractor in responding to any proper requisitions raised by HM Land Registry of such documents that are in the Authority’s possession relating to the freehold reversion as the Land Registry may request.  The Contractor shall facilitate the Authority’s application for registration of the corresponding Sub Lease.
8.9	Expenses reimbursed
The Contractor shall on demand reimburse the Authority for any reasonable expenses incurred by the Authority in registering each Sub Lease and obtaining 2 copies of each of the Leases.
8.10	Post-termination Licence
The Contractor agrees to and hereby grants irrevocably to the Authority a licence to occupy and use the Schools for the provision and management of Educational Services at each School and to carry out any other statutory functions of the Authority for the period of time (if any) between the expiry or early termination of each Sub Lease and the expiry or early termination of the corresponding Head Lease.
8.11	Early Termination 
If this Agreement is terminated for any reason prior to the Expiry Date, all Head Leases shall automatically cease and determine with effect from the date of termination of this Agreement (or, if not granted at the time, the obligation to do so shall automatically cease to apply).  The Contractor shall forthwith deliver to the Authority each Head Lease and the counterpart Sub Lease together with any Land or Charge Certificates, releases from any charge and a direction to the Chief Land Registrar to cancel the registered titled relating to the Head Leases.  The Contractor shall take all steps as may be proper and reasonable to cancel or assist in the cancellation of all entries at HM Land Registry and the Land Charges Registry in relation to the Leases.
8.12	Expiry of Agreement 
Prior to the Expiry Date the Authority may, by written notice to the Contractor, require the Contractor forthwith on receipt, at the Authority’s option, either:
8.12.1	to assign, with effect from the Expiry Date, its unencumbered interest in each Head Lease (and consent to any variation in the terms of the Head Lease if required), to such assignee as shall be notified by the Authority to the Contractor in the notice by delivering to the Authority within ten (10) Working Days and the Contractor shall agree 
8.12.2	to surrender its interest, with effect from the Expiry Date, in each Head Lease in respect of the School by delivering to the Authority, within ten (10 Working Days of receipt of the notice, a duly executed deed of surrender in such form as the Authority and the Contractor shall agree (each acting reasonably) together with all relevant title deeds, releases or discharges.
8.13	No Compensation
To avoid doubt, the Contractor shall not be entitled to any compensation in respect of any variation of the terms of a Head Lease or the unexpired part of its interest as tenant under a Head Lease on assignment or surrender or automatic determination in accordance with this Clause.
8.14	Compliance with the Title Deeds
The Contractor shall procure that:
8.14.1	the carrying out of the Works and the provision of the services at each School by or on behalf of the Contractor (whether before, during or after the completion of the Works) shall be carried out in a manner which does not breach any provisions of the Title Deeds for that School; and








The Contractor shall provide the Interim Services [at each School] with effect from the [Commencement Date / the relevant Service Start Date shown in Schedule 5 for each School / Project Phase].
9.2	Nature of Interim Services
The Interim Services shall be provided in accordance with this Agreement and in particular the Interim Services Specification.
10.	THE WORKS
10.1	Obligation to Carry Out 
The Contractor shall or shall procure that the Building Contractor shall carry out the Works in accordance with the Facilities Requirements, the Contractor’s Proposals and Good Industry Practice so that:
10.1.1	[the School [s] / each Project Phase] shall achieve Service Availability on or before the Target Service Availability Date [for that [School / Project Phase]]; 
10.1.2	the Works fully comply with and meet all the requirements of this Agreement, the Facilities Requirements, the Contractor’s Proposals and all applicable Legislation;
10.1.3	new materials only will be included in the Works (unless the Authority agrees otherwise in writing) that all goods used or included in the Works which will be of satisfactory quality and no Prohibited Materials will be used or included in the Works;
10.1.4	all persons employed in connection with the performance of the Works will be careful, skilled and experienced in their several professions, trades and callings; and
10.1.5	all aspects of the Works will be supervised by sufficient numbers of persons having adequate knowledge of such matters for the satisfactory and safe performance of the Works in accordance with this Agreement and having regard to the activities which are carried on at the Sites.
11.	construction programme
11.1	Contractor to follow Construction Programme 
Insofar as the carrying out of the Works affects or may affect the provision of Educational Services at any Existing School, the Contractor shall procure that the Works are carried out strictly in accordance with the Construction Programme and so as to minimise any disruption to the provision of Educational Services.
11.2	Authority not to obstruct construction
The Authority shall ensure that Educational Services provided at any Existing Schools prior to Service Availability are provided by it in such a way and in such locations as will not prevent the Contractor from carrying out the relevant part of the Works at each such Site at the times shown in the Construction Programme and in the areas shown on the Site Plans.
11.3	Joint Commissioning
The Authority shall cooperate with the Contractor to ensure that any Joint Commissioning is so far as reasonably practicable completed within the time for it shown in the Construction Programme.
12.	REPRESENTATIVES
12.1	Contractor’s Representative
The Contractor shall employ a representative the identity of whom will be subject to the prior approval of the Authority to act as the Contractor’s Representative in connection with the carrying out of the Works, the provision of the Services and generally in connection with this Agreement.
12.2	Authority of Contractor’s Representative
The Contractor’s Representative shall have full authority to act on behalf of the Contractor for all purposes of this Agreement. The Authority shall be entitled to treat any act of the Contractor’s Representative in connection with this Agreement as being expressly authorised by the Contractor (save where the Contractor has notified the Authority that such authority has been revoked) and the Authority shall not be required to determine whether any express authority has in fact been given.
12.3	No Termination of Appointment
The Contractor may terminate the appointment of the Contractor’s Representative and appoint a substitute in accordance with the Review Procedure.
12.4	Authority’s Representative
The Authority shall appoint a project director to be the Authority’s Representative and as such to liaise with the Contractor’s Representative, and shall keep the Contractor informed of the identity from time to time of the Authority’s Representative.
12.5	Authority of the Authority’s Representative
The Authority’s Representative shall have full authority to act on behalf of the Authority for all purposes of this Agreement. The Contractor shall be entitled to treat any act of the Authority’s Representative in connection with this Agreement as being expressly authorised by the Authority (save where the Authority has notified the Contractor that such authority has been revoked) and the Contractor shall not be required to determine whether any express authority has in fact been given.
12.6	Notices etc
Any notice, information, instructions or public communication given to:
12.6.1	the Contractor’s Representative shall be given in writing and shall be deemed to have been given to the Contractor; and
12.6.2	the Authority’s Representative shall be given in writing and shall be deemed to have been given to the Authority.
13.	site meetings
The Contractor shall procure that representatives of the Authority are afforded an opportunity to attend site meetings relating to the Works and (whether or not such representatives have attended) that a copy of the minutes of site meetings is promptly supplied to the Authority.
14.	COLLATERAL WARRANTIES
The Contractor shall not engage any new Building Contractor or new member of the Professional Team in connection with the Works without the relevant new Building Contractor or new member of the Professional Team having delivered to the Authority a duly executed agreement substantially in the form of the Collateral Warranty and the Contractor shall also procure that an agreement substantially in the form of the Collateral Warranty is duly executed by any relevant Building Sub–Contractor is delivered to the Contractor forthwith upon the relevant sub–contract being entered into.
15.	DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
15.1	Obligation to finalise design
The Contractor shall develop and finalise the design and specification of the Works and the Authority may review the Reviewable Design Data in accordance with the Review Procedure and the provisions of this Clause.
15.2	Submit Reviewable Design Data
The Contractor shall submit the Reviewable Design Data and the design of any variations developed in accordance with the Variation Procedure to the Authority’s Representative for review under the Review Procedure.
15.3	No construction prior to review
The Contractor shall not commence or permit the commencement of the construction of the part or parts of the Works to which any Reviewable Design Data relate until it has submitted the relevant Reviewable Design Data for review and is entitled to proceed in accordance with the Review Procedure.
15.4	Approved RDD
With effect from the date on which any item of Reviewable Design Data is or becomes an Approved RDD Item in accordance with the Review Procedure, the Contractor may proceed with the construction of the relevant part or part of the Works (subject to the need to submit any associated Reviewable Design Data to review) in accordance with that Approved RDD Item.
15.5	Review of Design Data
The Contractor shall allow the Authority’s Representative at any time a reasonable opportunity to view any items of Design Data, which shall be made available to the Authority’s Representative as soon as practicable following receipt of any written request from the Authority’s Representative.
15.6	Design Database
The Contractor shall procure that the Building Contractor establishes and maintains a computerised design database which the Contractor’s Representative and the Authority’s Representative may access remotely by computer to view drawings comprised within the Design Data (including Reviewable Design Data) and electronically store and print copies of such Design Data.  In the event of the Authority’s Representative being unable to access that design database, the Contractor shall procure that it is made available for inspection by the Authority’s Representative or any person authorised by the Authority’s Representative.
15.7	Rectification of Contractor’ Proposals
If it should be found that the Contractor’s Proposals do not fulfil the Facilities Requirements, the Contractor shall at its own expense amend the Contractor’s Proposals and rectify the Works or any part affected.  Such amendment and rectification shall have the effect that:
15.7.1	the Contractor’s Proposals shall satisfy the Facilities Requirements; and
15.7.2	following the amendment or rectification the structural, mechanical and electrical performance of the School[s] will be of an equivalent standard of performance to that set out in the Contractor’s Proposals prior to their amendment or rectification (for the purpose of comparison disregarding the fault which required the amendment or rectification to be made). 
16.	changes TO THE contractor’s proposals
16.1	Proposal to Vary Contractor’s Proposal
The Contractor shall be entitled to propose variations to the Contractor’s Proposals or the Construction Programme by submitting the relevant variation to the Authority for review under the Review Procedure.
16.2	Limitation
The Contractor shall not be entitled to propose a variation to the Contractor’s Proposals or the Construction Programme (other than where necessitated by a Discriminatory Change of Law or as a direct consequence of an variation to the Contractor’s Proposals or the Construction Programme which is implemented at the request of the Authority) which would delay [a/the] Target Service Availability Date or would lead to an increase in the Unitary Charge. 
16.3	Implementing a variation to the Contractor’s Proposals or the Construction Programme
The Contractor shall not implement any variation to the Contractor’s Proposals or the Construction Programme until the Authority consents or is deemed to have consented to the variation in accordance with the Review Procedure.  Once consented to, a proposed variation will form part of the Contractor’s Proposals or Construction Programme as the case may be. 
17.	EXTENSIONS OF TIME
17.1	Notice
If at any time the Contractor becomes aware that there will be or is likely to be a delay to a Target Service Availability Date the Contractor shall as soon as reasonably practicable and in any event within [20] Working Days give notice to the Authority to that effect specifying:
17.1.1	the reason for the delay or likely delay; and
17.1.2	an estimate of the likely effect of the delay on the Target Service Availability Date (taking into account any measures that the Contractor proposes to adopt to mitigate the consequences of the delay in accordance with clause Duty to Mitigate).
17.2	Supply of Information
Following service of a notice by the Contractor pursuant to clause Notice the Contractor shall promptly supply to the Authority any further information relating to the delay which:
17.2.1	is received by the Contractor; or
17.2.2	is reasonably requested by the Authority.
17.3	Duty to Mitigate
The Contractor shall take all reasonable steps to mitigate the consequences of any delay which is the subject of a notice pursuant to clause Notice.
17.4	Time for Completion of the Works
If any anticipated failure to meet a Target Service Availability Date is notified to the Authority by the Contractor as being in the Contractor’s reasonable opinion attributable to:
17.4.1	a Compensation Event, then the provisions of clause Delays Due to a Compensation Event shall apply;
17.4.2	a Relief Event, then the provisions of clause Liaison with Schools shall apply; or
17.4.3	a Force Majeure Event, then the provisions of clause Force Majeure shall apply.
17.5	Delays due to a Compensation Event
17.5.1	If, on or before a Target Service Availability Date, as a result of the occurrence of a Compensation Event:
(A)	the Contractor will be unable to [provide the Operational Services] [at that School] on or before the Target Service Availability Date; or
(B)	the Contractor is unable to comply with its obligations under this Part of this Agreement; or
(C)	the Contractor incurs costs or loses revenue,
then the Contractor shall be entitled to relief from its obligations or claim compensation under this Part of this Agreement.
17.6	Procedure for relief
To obtain relief or claim compensation under Clause Delays due to a Compensation Event the Contractor must:
17.6.1	as soon as practicable, and in any event within [20] Working Days after it becomes aware that the Compensation Event has caused or is likely to cause delay, breach of an obligation under this Part of this Agreement or the Contractor to incur costs or lose revenue, give to the Authority a notice of its claim for an extension of time to [the Target Service Availability Date], payment of compensation or relief from its obligations under this Part of this Agreement;
17.6.2	within [14] days of receipt by the Authority of the notice referred to in clause 17.6.1, give full details of the Compensation Event and the extension of time and any Estimated Revised Project Costs claimed (including evidence, on an open book basis, of the calculation of any Estimated Revised Project Costs); and
17.6.3	demonstrate to the reasonable satisfaction of the Authority that:
(A)	the Compensation Event was the cause of the Estimated Revised Project Costs and any delay in the achievement of the Target Service Availability Date; and
(B)	the Estimated Revised Project Costs, time lost and relief from the obligations under this Part of this Agreement claimed, could not reasonably be expected to be mitigated or recovered by the Contractor acting in accordance with Good Industry Practice.
17.7	Giving of relief
In the event that the Contractor has complied with its obligations under clause Procedure for relief, then:
17.7.1	the [Target Service Availability Date] shall be postponed by such time as shall be reasonable for such a Compensation Event, taking into account the likely effect of delay;
17.7.2	in the case of an additional cost being incurred by the Contractor:
(A)	[in relation to a School] on or before Target Service Availability Date; or
(B)	as a result of Capital Expenditure being incurred by the Contractor at any time;
the Authority shall reimburse to Contractor the amount of the relevant Estimated Revised Project Costs demonstrated as having been incurred in accordance clause 17.6.2 within [30] days of its receipt of a written demand by the Contractor supported by all relevant information;
17.7.3	in the case of a payment of compensation for the relevant Estimated Revised Project Costs that does result in Capital Expenditure being incurred by the Contractor referred to in clause Procedure for relief but which reflects a change in the costs being incurred by the Contractor after a Target Service Availability Date, the Authority shall compensate the Contractor in accordance with clause [    ] by an adjustment to the Unitary Charge; and
17.7.4	the Authority shall give the Contractor such relief from its obligations under this Part of this Agreement as is reasonable for such a Compensation Event.
17.8	Late provision of information
In the event that information is provided after the dates referred to in clause Procedure for releif, then the Contractor shall not be entitled to any extension of time, compensation, or relief from its obligations under this Part of this Agreement in respect of the period for which the information is delayed.
17.9	Failure to agree
If the parties cannot agree the extent of any compensation, delay incurred, relief from the Contractor’s obligations under this Part of this Agreement, or the Authority disagrees that a Compensation Event has occurred (or as to its consequences), or that the Contractor is entitled to any relief under this clause, the parties shall resolve the matter in accordance with the Dispute Resolution Procedure.
17.10	Method of Calculating Compensation
Any payment of compensation referred to in clause 17.7.3 shall be calculated in accordance with Part 5 of Schedule 7.
18.	CDM REGULATIONS
18.1	Responsibility for Design
As between the Contractor and the Authority the Contractor shall be entirely responsible for the safety of any design which forms part of the Works and for the adequacy, stability and safety of all site operations and methods of construction.
18.2	Contractor as Client
The Contractor shall act as the only client in respect of the Project. Within 10 Working Days of the Effective Date the Contractor shall make and serve on the Authority a declaration in accordance with paragraph (4) of Regulation 4 of the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994 (“the CDM Regulations”). The Contractor shall as soon as possible provide to the Authority a copy of the notice which it receives pursuant to paragraph (5) of Regulation 4 of the CDM Regulations. The Contractor shall ensure that the Building Contractor is aware of such declaration and shall not prior to the completion of the Works seek to withdraw, terminate or in any manner derogate from such declaration.
18.3	Duties under CDM Regulations
The Contractor shall observe, perform and discharge and/or shall procure the observance, performance and discharge of all the obligations, requirements and duties arising under the CDM Regulations in connection with the Works.
18.4	Indemnity
The Contractor shall indemnify the Authority and keep the Authority indemnified in full from and against all direct, indirect or consequential liability, loss, damages, injury, claims, costs and expenses (including management and legal expenses) awarded against or incurred or paid by the Authority as a result of or in connection with the Works (including as a result of or in connection with the CDM Regulations).
19.	THE SITES
19.1	Access
If at any time the Contractor requires access to or any interest in any land which does not form part of the Sites or any additional rights beyond those which the Contractor has in relation to any part of the Sites, the responsibility and cost of securing or acquiring such access or interest shall be entirely the responsibility of the Contractor.
19.2	Use of Sites
The Contractor is deemed:
19.2.1	to have satisfied itself in relation to:
(A)	means of access to and through the Sites, the possibility of interference by any person with such access and the times and methods of working necessary to prevent any nuisance whether public or private to any third party; 
(B)	the boundaries of the Sites;
(C)	the rights exercisable over or in relation to the Sites; 
(D)	the Restrictions affecting the Sites;
(E)	the ground conditions of the Sites; and
(F)	the extent and nature of work and materials necessary for conducting and completing the Works; and
19.2.2	in general to have obtained for itself all necessary information as to risks, contingencies and all other circumstances which may influence, delay or affect the Works.
19.3	No Warranty
The Contractor shall take the Sites in their state and condition in all respects as at the date of this Agreement. Nothing in this Agreement or otherwise shall constitute or imply a warranty by or on the part of the Authority as to the fitness and suitability of the Sites or any part thereof for the Works or for any other purpose.
19.4	Third Party Rights
The Contractor shall observe and comply with any third party rights (including public rights) which may exist from time to time in respect of land comprising and adjoining the Sites, and the Contractor shall ensure that the Works are carried out in such a way as not to interfere with access to and use and occupation of public or private roads or footpaths by any person who is entitled to any such access, use or occupation.
19.5	Safety, Security and Cleaning
The Contractor shall procure that at all times prior to the issue of an Acceptance Certificate in respect of a School that the Works Area in question is maintained in a clean, orderly, safe and secure state provided that no act or omission on the part of the Authority shall result in the Contractor being in breach of the provisions of this clause.
19.6	Ground Conditions
In respect of the Sites, the Contractor accepts entire responsibility (including any financial or other consequences which result whether directly or indirectly) for the ascertainment of and dealing with ground conditions.
19.7	Latent Defects and the Existing Schools
In respect of the Sites, the Contractor accepts entire responsibility (including any financial or other consequences which result whether directly or indirectly) for the ascertainment of and dealing with the Latent Defects.
19.8	Compliance with Authority Notices
The Contractor shall comply with and/or procure compliance with any notice issued by the Authority from time to time requiring the removal from any of the Sites of any person employed or engaged thereon who in the opinion of the Authority is prejudicial to the delivery by the Authority or any Authority Related Party of Educational Services.  Where the Contractor wishes to dispute any such notice, the relevant individual shall not attend any site pending the outcome of the dispute.
20.	MONITORING AND INSPECTION
20.1	Right of Inspection
The Contractor shall procure that any representative or adviser of the Authority shall have, at all reasonable times, the right (but not so as to delay or impede the progress of the Works) to enter any of the Sites in order to inspect and view the state and progress of the Works and to ascertain whether they are being executed in accordance with this Agreement.
20.2	Supply of Information
The Contractor shall supply to the Authority and any representative or adviser of the Authority visiting any of the Sites pursuant to clause Right for Inspection such information in respect of the Works as may reasonably be required.
21.	NOTIFICATION OF SERVICE AVAILABILITY
21.1	Inspection of a School
The Contractor shall give the Authority and the Technical Adviser not less than five Working Days notice of the date when it proposes to inspect [a / the School / Project Phase] with a view to issuing a Certificate of Service Availability in respect of [that School/Project Phase] and representatives from the Authority and the Technical Adviser shall be entitled to make a joint inspection with the Contractor. 
21.2	Dates on which Service Availability Dates may occur
Notwithstanding the Service Availability Requirements may have been met [in relation to a School], [a/the] Service Availability Date may only fall:
21.2.1	on or after the [relevant] Target Service Availability Date;
21.2.2	[when the Service Availability Requirements have also been met by all other Schools [within the relevant Project Phase]]; and
21.2.3	unless the Authority otherwise agrees, on a date which is within 5 Working Days of the end of the Term following which the Target Service Availability date falls.​[9]​
21.3	Authority Representations
The Contractor shall have due and proper regard of any representations made by the Authority or the Technical Adviser regarding the condition of the School in respect of which a Certificate of Service Availability is proposed to be issued by the Contractor and any defects or items to be included on a Snagging List.
21.4	Issue of Statement
Immediately following the issue of any Certificate of Service Availability the Contractor shall send a true and complete certified copy of such statement to the Authority and the Technical Adviser.
21.5	Issue of Acceptance Certificate
Following receipt of the certified copy of the Certificate of Service Availability pursuant to clause Issue of Statement and provided that the Technical Adviser acting reasonably is satisfied that:
21.5.1	in relation to the [relevant] School[s] the Service Availability Requirements have been met; and
21.5.2	all outstanding Works detailed in the Snagging List will be carried out within 20 Working Days of the issue of such written statement in accordance with the terms of this Agreement. 
then the Technical Adviser shall within 5 Working Days issue an Acceptance Certificate [in respect of the relevant School[s]].  If the Technical Adviser declines to issue an Acceptance Certificate, the matter shall be determined under the Dispute Resolution Procedure.
21.6	Issue of Final Acceptance Certificate
As soon as practicable following the issue by the Technical Adviser of the Acceptance Certificate in respect of the final School to be completed in accordance with the Construction Programme, the Technical Adviser shall (provided that the Contractor has complied with its obligations to remedy any works listed in the Snagging List) issue a final Acceptance Certificate to the Contractor.
21.7	Technical Adviser
The Technical Adviser’s Deed of Appointment shall specify that the Technical Adviser owes a duty of care to both the Authority and the Contractor and a duty to act in good faith in relation to the discharge of his duties under this Agreement and that the Technical Adviser is to have due and equal regard to any representations made by either party in respect of the matters to be determined thereunder.​[10]​
22.	delay and supervening unAVAILABILITY 
22.1	Liquidated Damages
If for any reason an Acceptance Certificate shall not have been issued in relation to [the School / Schools / a Project Phase] by the Target Service Availability Date then from the Target Service Availability Date until the Service Availability Date or (if earlier) the date on which this Agreement is terminated, the Contractor shall pay to the Authority by way of liquidated and ascertained damages the Initial Amount together with a further sum calculated at the rate of the Periodic Rate for each complete week or part of a week for each [School/Project Phase].
22.2	Unavailability of Existing Schools
22.2.1	Notwithstanding Unavailability Deductions may not be made in relation to a School prior to its Service Availability Date, the provisions of this Clause Unavailability of Existing Schools apply to Existing Schools when the condition in Clause 22.2.2 is satisfied.
22.2.2	The condition referred to in Clause 22.2.1 is that an Existing School cannot reasonably continue to be used for the provision of Educational Services prior to the Service Availability Date [for that School] through a failure by the Contractor in the provision of the Interim Services or the carrying out of the Works otherwise than in accordance with Clause 9 (The Works).
22.2.3	In addition to the rights of the Authority under clause Liquidated Damages and at the option of the Authority, the Contractor shall either:
(A)	reimburse to the Authority the proper costs reasonably incurred by the Authority in the provision of alternative accommodation and associated arrangements; or







The Contractor shall provide to the Authority or procure the provision to the Authority of the Operational Services at [each School / Project Phase] on the terms of this Agreement with effect from the Service Availability Date for that [School/Project Phase].
23.2	Standard of Performance
The Contractor will at all times ensure that the Operational Services are performed by appropriately qualified and trained personnel in accordance with Good Industry Practice.
24.	CONDITION OF THE SCHOOLS
24.1	Maintenance
The Contractor shall ensure that the maintenance and operating procedures set out in the Contractor’s Proposals are and remain sufficient to ensure that:
24.1.1	the Schools are continuously Available;
24.1.2	the Schools are kept in good structural and decorative order (subject to fair wear and  tear) in accordance with this Agreement and the Authority’s Requirements;
24.1.3	the Contractor can continuously deliver the Operational Services in accordance with this Agreement and the Authority’s Requirements; and
24.1.4	the Schools are handed back to the Authority on the Expiry Date in a condition complying with the requirements of this clause.
24.2	Surveys
24.2.1	If the Authority reasonably believes that the Contractor is in breach of its obligations under clause Maintenance then it may carry out or procure the carrying out of a survey of the School [s] [believed to be non-compliant] to assess whether the School [s] [have / has] been and [are / is] being maintained by the Contractor in accordance with its obligations under clause Maintenance. This right may not be exercised [in relation to any individual School] more often than once every two years.
24.2.2	The Authority shall notify the Contractor in writing a minimum of five Working Days in advance of the date it wishes to carry out the survey. The Authority shall consider any reasonable requests by the Contractor for the survey to be carried out on a different date if such request is made at least two Working Days prior to the notified date and the Contractor is able to demonstrate that carrying out the survey on the notified date would materially prejudice the Contractor’s ability to provide the Services.
24.2.3	When carrying out any survey, the Authority shall cause the minimum disruption reasonably practicable to the provision of the Services by the Contractor. The cost of the survey, except where clause  applies, shall be borne by the Authority. The Contractor shall give the Authority any reasonable assistance required by the Authority from time to time during the carrying out of any survey.
24.2.4	If a survey shows that the Contractor has not complied or is not complying with its obligations under clause Maintenance, the Authority shall:
(A)	notify the Contractor of the standard that the condition of the [relevant] School [s] should be in to comply with its obligations under clause Maintenance; 
(B)	specify a reasonable period within which the Contractor must carry out such rectification and/or maintenance work; and
(C)	be entitled to be reimbursed by the Contractor for the cost of the survey and any administrative costs incurred by the Authority in relation to the survey.
24.2.5	The Contractor shall at its own cost carry out such rectification or maintenance work within the period specified by the Authority.
24.3	Planned Maintenance
The Contractor shall undertake routine repair and maintenance of the Schools in accordance with a Maintenance Programme which has been approved or not commented on by the Authority under the Review Procedure.
24.4	Maintenance Programme
The Maintenance Programme shall to the extent reasonably practicable provide for routine repair and maintenance to take place outside Terms.
25.	HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
25.1	Storage
The Contractor shall ensure that any hazardous materials or equipment used or intended to be used in the provision of the Services are kept under control and in safe keeping in accordance with all relevant Legislation, and Good Industry Practice and shall ensure that all such materials are properly and clearly labelled on their containers, and shall promptly inform the Authority of all such materials being used or stored at the Sites and shall comply with any other reasonable requirement of the Authority in respect thereof.
25.2	COSHH Register
The Contractor shall maintain a COSHH register in relation to each [School] and shall ensure that a copy of each register is held at the relevant [School], at the Contractor’s registered office and that a copy is given to the Authority.
26.	EMERGENCIES
26.1	Authority may instruct
If an Emergency arises during the Service Period which cannot be dealt with by performance of the Operational Services, the Authority may instruct the Contractor to procure that such additional or alternative services are undertaken by the Contractor as and when required by the Authority to ensure that the Emergency is dealt with and normal operation of the School[s] resumes as soon as is reasonably practicable.
26.2	The cost of any additional or alternative services provided by the Authority under Clause 26.1 shall be borne by the Authority and paid in accordance with Clause 33.
27.	PERFORMANCE MONITORING
27.1	Contractor Monitoring
The Contractor shall monitor its performance in the delivery of the Services in accordance with the procedure determined under Schedule 5.
27.2	Authority Monitoring
The Authority may elect, at its own cost, to undertake its own performance monitoring at any stage during the Service Period for any purpose including in order to ensure that the Services are being provided in accordance with this Agreement. The Contractor will use its reasonable endeavours to assist the Authority in such an exercise. The Authority shall be entitled to notify the Contractor of the outcome of the performance monitoring exercise, and the Contractor shall have due regard to the Authority’s comments in relation to the future provision of the Services.
28.	MARKET TESTING AND BENCHMARKING
28.1	Benchmarking
28.1.1	The Contractor shall undertake a benchmarking exercise (“the Benchmarking Exercise”) at its own cost six months before any Market Testing Review Date in relation to the Operational Services which are subject to Market Testing under Clause Market Testing Review Dates.
28.1.2	Each Benchmarking Exercise will be undertaken to ascertain the relative quality and competitiveness of the Services in question.  The Benchmarking Exercise will be undertaken in good faith by the Contractor and on the basis of an objective and like for like comparison by comparing the standards and prices of the Services in question and the costs of providing them with the standards and prices of equivalent services and the costs of providing them provided by reputable organisations possessing an appropriate degree of skill, resources, reputation and financial standing relative to the provision of the Services in question.
28.1.3	With a view to agreeing with the Authority the appropriate adjustments to the Unitary Change on the basis set out in Clause 28.5, the Contractor will make the results of any Benchmarking Exercise available to the Authority by the date occurring three months before the relevant Market Testing Review Date.  The results shall indicate the extent to which (if at all) the costs (“Market Costs”) of reputable organisations possessing an appropriate degree of skill, resources, reputation and financial standing relative to the provision of the Services in question differ (in percentage terms) from the element within the Financial Model as the costs of providing the Service in question (as such element may have been adjusted as a result of being indexed or as a result of previous adjustments made pursuant to this clause MARKET TESTING AND BENCHMARKETING.
28.1.4	Where the Market Costs are between 95-105% of the element within the Financial Model, no change shall be made to the Base Unitary Charge.  Where the Market Costs are less or more than 95-105% of the element within the Financial Model or a Benchmarking Exercise cannot be carried out, the parties shall endeavour to agree any change to the Base Unitary Charge or if no agreement is reached by the Market Testing Review Date, the Contractor shall undertake Market Testing.
28.2	Market Testing Review Dates
Subject to clause 0 the following elements of the Operational Services shall be subject to Market Testing by the Contractor on the dates specified in the table below (such dates being referred to in this clause as the “Market Testing Review Dates”):




28.3	Conditions for Market Testing
The Contractor shall not be required to undertake Market Testing on any Market Testing Review Date unless any Benchmarking Exercise carried out pursuant to clause Benchmarking indicates that there is a cost difference between the element within the Financial Model as the costs of providing the Service in question and Market Costs (as defined in clause Benchmarking) of more than five per cent or the parties cannot agree an adjustment to the Unitary Charge following a Benchmarking Exercise.
28.4	Market Testing Procedure
Where this Agreement requires market testing, the following procedure shall apply:
28.4.1	at least 10 weeks before each Market Testing Review Date the parties shall endeavour to agree:
(A)	the number and identity of prospective tenderers that will be invited to prepare and submit tenders for the Service or Services in question provided that any prospective tenderer shall possess an appropriate degree of skill, resources, reputation and financial standing relative to the provision of the Services in question (and any dispute as to the selection of a prospective tenderer shall be determined in accordance with the Dispute Resolution Procedure); and
(B)	the form and contents of the tender documents (which shall include the Output Specification) to be delivered to prospective tenderers “the Tender Documents”).
28.4.2	No later than 6 weeks before each Market Testing Review Date the Contractor shall prepare and deliver to the Authority a draft market testing proposal (“the Market Testing Proposal”) describing in detail the Contractor’s proposed tenderers and the Tender Documents for each of the Services in question, and the Market Testing Proposal shall incorporate all of the matters agreed by the parties and shall reflect the payment structure contained in this Agreement.
28.4.3	If the parties are unable to agree any of the matters set out in the Market Testing Proposal or if the Authority reasonably considers that the Contractor has made a material error or omission in the Market Testing Proposal the Authority may (subject to clause [ ]) amend the provisions of the Market Testing Proposal to accord with statutory and government requirements at its sole discretion.
28.4.4	The Contractor may upon receiving any amendments made by the Authority in accordance with clause 28.4.3 refer the matter to the Dispute Resolution Procedure.
28.4.5	The Contractor shall manage the Market Testing tendering process in accordance with the Market Testing Proposal agreed or determined in accordance with this clause Market Testing Procedure.
28.4.6	The Contractor shall bear all of its own costs, fees and expenses associated with the Market Testing.
28.4.7	The Contractor shall provide to the Authority as soon as reasonably practicable of a copy of the tender documentation and each response to the tender documentation.
28.4.8	Subject to clause [ ] following the expiry of the tender period the Contractor shall determine following consultation with the Authority which tender to select, if any, in respect of each relevant Service.
28.4.9	The Contractor shall select:
(A)	in respect of tenders for the provision of an individual Service, the most economically advantageous tender received in respect of the provision of that Service; and
(B)	in respect of tenders for the provision of more than one Service, the most economically advantageous tender in respect of the provision of those Services
(C)	provided that nothing in this clause  shall oblige the Contractor to accept the lowest tender.
28.4.10	Any dispute under clause 28.4.8 shall be determined in accordance with the Dispute Resolution Procedure.
28.4.11	The Contractor shall procure that it appoints all tenderers selected in accordance with clauses 28.4.6 and 28.4.8 as sub-contractors in respect of the relevant Service or Services.
28.4.12	The Authority shall have the right to object to the selection of a tenderer and such tenderer shall not be selected where the tenderer has committed a Prohibited Act.
28.5	Adjustments to Unitary Charge
28.5.1	Where the tender price of a sub-contractor appointed by the Contractor pursuant to clause 28.4 (“the Successful Tenderer”) is lower than the element within the Financial Model as the costs of providing the Service in question  as such element may have been adjusted as a result of being Indexed and/or as a result of previous adjustments made pursuant to this clause 28 (“the Latest Service Element”), then the cost difference between the Successful Tenderer’s tender price and the Latest Service Element shall be deducted from the Latest Service Element with effect from the relevant Market Testing Review Date.
28.5.2	Where the tender price of the Successful Tenderer is higher than the Latest Service Element then the cost difference between the Successful Tenderer’s tender price and the Latest Service Element shall be added to the Latest Service Element with effect from the relevant Market Testing Review Date.
29.	use of schools
29.1	Priority
The Schools shall be made available for use in the following order of priority:
29.1.1	the provision by the Authority of Educational Services during the Required Period;
29.1.2	Community Use;
29.1.3	Third Party Use. 
29.2	Notification of Terms 
29.2.1	The Terms for [first] Contract Year are [those stated in the Authority’s Requirements]
29.2.2	No later than [31st March] in each year the Authority shall notify the Contractor of the dates for Terms (including any half-term holidays) in the period [1st September] to [31st August] following that notice
29.2.3	In the event that the Authority wishes Terms to have an aggregate yearly duration in excess of [195] days it may propose a change to the Authority’s Requirements.
29.3	Third Party Use
The Contractor may enter into arrangements for Third Party Use provided that:
29.3.1	any is in accordance with legislation; 
29.3.2	the Third Party Use cannot reasonably be expected to impair the ability of the Authority to provide Educational Services or to hinder Community Use; and
29.3.3	prior to such Third Party Use the Contractor has submitted the proposed Third Party Use to the Authority under the Review Procedure and the Authority has either approved or not objected to the relevant Third Party Use within the time stipulated by the Review Procedure.
29.4	Use Forbidden
The Authority may forbid the use of the Schools by any person or on any occasion, if the Authority reasonably believes that such use is not compatible with the use of the Schools as schools.  
29.5	Fees for Third Party Use 
The Contractor shall be entitled to charge for, and be paid by, each third party user a fee determined by the Contractor for the use made of the Schools.
29.6	Community Use
The Authority shall notify the Contractor of any periods of Community Use [for each School] not less than [one] month before the commencement of each Term.
29.7	Period of Community Use
In the event that the Authority wishes Community Use [of any School] to have an aggregate duration in [each Term and the school holiday which follows it] in excess of [  ] days/hours it may propose a change to the Authority’s Requirements.
29.8	Payment for Community Use
The Contractor shall enter into arrangements for Community Use and shall be entitled to charge a fee for such use [which is the same as the amount charged by the Authority for the services or similar use in the year prior to the Commencement Date indexed]. 
29.9	Maximum period of Community Use
Unless the parties otherwise agree Community Use may not exceed [  ] in any year. 
29.10	Minimum Net Income
The Minimum Net Income shall be the sum of £[    ] (indexed) from the date of this Agreement.  The Contractor shall deduct from each payment of the Unitary Charge an amount equal to one twelfth of the Minimum Net Income.
29.11	Income
All income received whether directly or indirectly and whether by payment, set off or other accommodation by the Contractor in connection with Community Use or Third Party Use (“Gross Income”) after deducting:
29.11.1	the aggregate of the direct and indirect costs incurred by the Contractor, so far as they are additional to the costs which the Contractor would have incurred in connection with the provision of the Services, in constructing, altering and/or making available any part of the Schools to such third party (“Costs”); and
29.11.2	the Minimum Net Income
is referred to below as “the Net Income” and shall be divided between the Authority and the Contractor in equal shares.  The Contractor shall notify the Authority in respect of the six months ending on each 30 June and 31 December, within one month of the end of each such period, of the Gross Income and the amount and nature of all Costs which the Contractor considers are eligible to be deducted from the Gross Income in accordance with this clause Income (“Income Notice”).  The Authority shall be entitled to dispute the amount of the Gross Income and the Costs by written notice to the Contractor within 10 Working Days (“Dispute Notice”).  If the Authority does not serve a Dispute Notice, the Income Notice shall be conclusive evidence of the Gross Income and the Costs.  If the Authority does serve a Dispute Notice, the matter shall, in default of agreement, be resolved by reference to the Dispute Resolution Procedure.  One half of the Net Income shall be deemed to have been paid by the Authority on account of the Unitary Charge and the Unitary Charge payable for the Payment Period following the final determination of the amount of Net Income in accordance with this clause Income shall be reduced accordingly and the Contractor shall be entitled to retain for itself the amount of the Net Income and the Authority shall have no further entitlement to any part of it.  If the date of such final determination is after the end of the Contract Period, one half of the amount of such Net Income shall be paid by the Contractor to the Authority.
30.	TUPE
30.1	Relevant Transfers
The Authority and the Contractor agree that where the identity of a Contractor (including the Authority) of any service which constitutes or which will constitute one of the Services is changed in anticipation of or changes pursuant to this Agreement (including the termination of this Agreement) then the change in the identity of such Contractor may constitute a Relevant Transfer. On the occasion of each Relevant Transfer the Contractor shall procure that the new provider of the relevant service will comply with all of its obligations under TUPE in respect of any Relevant Employees.
30.2	Contractor Responsibilities
The Contractor shall:
30.2.1	become responsible for the payment of all salaries and provision of other benefits and deductions of any Relevant Employees with effect from the date of any Relevant Transfer;
30.2.2	ensure that all Relevant Employees either remain members of the pension scheme of which they were members prior to the Relevant Transfer or are afforded pension rights which are broadly comparable for each relevant employee with the terms of their pension (if any) with the Authority;
30.2.3	not for a period of 24 months from the date of any Relevant Transfer adversely change or amend the terms and conditions of the Relevant Employees are the subject of that Relevant Transfer; and
30.2.4	indemnify the Authority and keep the Authority indemnified in full from and against all direct, indirect or consequential liability, loss, damages, injury, claims, costs and expenses (including legal expenses) awarded against or incurred or paid by the Authority as a result of or in connection with the employment or termination of employment of any Relevant Employees on or after the date of any Relevant Transfer or the breach by the Contractor or any of the provisions of this clause TUPE including pursuant to Regulation 10 of TUPE and Article 6 of the Acquired Rights Directive.
30.3	Provision of Details and Indemnity
The Contractor shall immediately upon request by the Authority provide to the Authority details of any measures which the Contractor or any sub–contractor of the Contractor envisages it or they will take in relation to any employees who are or who will be the subject of a Relevant Transfer and shall indemnify the Authority against all injury, claims, costs and expenses (including legal expenses) and/or damages resulting from any failure by the Contractor to comply with this obligation.
30.4	Authority Indemnity
The Authority shall indemnify the Contractor against any claims made against the Contractor by any Relevant Employee who is the subject of a Relevant Transfer where the cause of action arose prior to the date of the Relevant Transfer, providing any such claim is not in connection with the Relevant Transfer.
31.	EMPLOYEES
31.1	Rehabilitation of Offenders
The provisions of the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 do not apply to any office or employment concerned with the provision to persons aged under 18 of accommodation, care, leisure and recreational facilities, schooling, social services, supervision or training, being an office or employment of such a kind as to enable the holder to have access in the course of his normal duties to such persons and any other office or employment the normal duties of which are carried out wholly or partly on the premises where such provision takes place.  Accordingly the Contractor shall disclose to the Authority, before any employee of the Contractor or any sub-contractor of the Contractor commences work at the [Sites] [[any] School], the name and address and sufficient further information to allow proper enquiries to be made about such person and shall question any person proposed to be employed or engaged or seeking to be employed or engaged in the provision of the Services and who may reasonably be expected in the course of such employment or engagement to have access to pupils of the Schools or to carry out his duties [a / the]School as to whether he or she has any convictions for offences of any description and shall not without the prior written approval of the Authority employ or engage or permit or suffer to be employed or engaged in connection with the Services any such person who discloses any previous conviction or convictions or who shall subsequently be convicted of any offence.
31.2	Police Checks
Notwithstanding the enquiries made by the Contractor pursuant to clause Rehabilitation of Offenders, the Authority may carry out a police check in respect of each person notified by the Contractor to the Authority pursuant to clause Rehabilitation of Offenders.  The Authority shall be entitled to invoice the Contractor for its reasonable costs in carrying out such a police check, such invoice to be paid within [28] days of the date of the invoice.
31.3	Conduct of Staff
Whilst engaged at the Sites the Contractor shall comply with such rules, regulations and requirements relating to the conduct of staff (including those in respect of security arrangements) as may be made and enforced by the Authority from time to time acting reasonably and shall ensure that its employees, servants, agents and sub–contractors do likewise. The Contractor shall take and/or procure appropriate disciplinary action against any person employed by the Contractor and/or any sub–contractor of the Contractor who transgresses any such rules, regulations and requirements (which may include the removal from work in or about the provision of the Services of any such person).
31.4	Contractor’s Employees
Other than as expressly provided in this Agreement, the Contractor shall be entirely responsible for the employment and conditions of service of the Contractor's employees and shall procure that any sub–contractor of the Contractor is likewise responsible for its employees.
31.5	Admission to the Sites
The Contractor shall at least [    ] Working Days before the date on which the Contractor first provides any of the Services provide the Authority with a written list of the names and addresses of all employees or other persons who it expects may require admission to each Site or School in connection with the provision of the Services specifying the capacities in which those employees or other persons are concerned with the Services and giving such other particulars as the Authority may require. The Contractor shall update this information as and when any such individuals are replaced or complemented by others, not less than [    ] Working Days before their inclusion. Where an unreasonable volume of amendments to the list is made by the Contractor the Authority reserves the right to make an appropriate administrative charge. The decision of the Authority on whether any person is to be refused admission to a Site or a School shall be final and conclusive and the Authority shall not be obliged to give reasons for its decision.
31.6	Refusal of Admission
The Authority reserves the right to refuse to admit to any premises occupied by or on behalf of the Authority any person, employed or engaged by the Contractor, or a sub–contractor including those identified in accordance with clause Admission to the Sites, whose admission would be, in the opinion of the Authority, undesirable and shall not be obliged to give any reasons for such refusal.
31.7	Decision to Refuse Admission
The decision of the Authority as to whether any person is to be refused admission to the Sites pursuant to clauses Admission to the Sites or Refusal of Admission shall be final and conclusive, and the Authority shall not be obliged to give any further details of the reasons for its decision beyond a statement that the decision is made pursuant to clauses Admission to the Sites or Refusal of Admission.
31.8	Authority's Employees
The Authority shall be entirely responsible for the employment and conditions of service of its own employees.
31.9	Removal from Sites
The Contractor shall comply with and/or procure compliance with any notice issued by the Authority from time to time requiring the removal from any of the Sites of any person employed thereon who in the opinion of the Authority (which it shall not be required to explain or disclose to the Contractor) is not acceptable on the grounds of security or other grounds and that such persons shall not be employed again upon the Project without the written consent of the Authority.
32.	OPERATING MANUAL
32.1	Maintenance of Manual
The Contractor shall throughout the Contract Period maintain and update an operating and maintenance manual setting out the procedures for providing the Services which if complied with would constitute compliance by the Contractor with its obligations in respect of the Services (“the Operating Manual”).
32.2	Access to Manual
The Contractor shall at the request of the Authority provide the Authority with access to the Operating Manual in order to demonstrate that the Contractor has complied with its obligation to maintain and update the Operating Manual under clause Maintenance of Manual.
32.3	Copy on Termination






33.1	Payment of Unitary Charge
The Authority shall pay the Contractor the Unitary Charge in respect of each Payment Period, calculated in accordance with Schedule 7.
33.2	Report and Invoice
Within 10 Working Days of the end of each Payment Period the Contractor shall submit to the Authority: 
33.2.1	a report showing for that Payment Period:
(A)	the Base Unitary Charge;
(B)	any Unavailability Deductions which fall to be made in accordance with Schedule 7;
(C)	any Performance Point Deductions which fall to be made in accordance with Schedule 7;
(D)	any adjustments to the Unitary Charge in accordance with Part 5 of Schedule 7;
(E)	any undisputed amounts owed by either party to the other in accordance with Clause 58 (Indemnities and Responsibility);
(F)	any amounts owed to the Contractor by the Authority in accordance with Clause 26;
(G)	any amounts owed by the Contractor to the Authority under clause 22 (Failure to achieve etc);
(H)	any amounts owed by either party to the other under Part 6 of Schedule 7 (Energy and Vandalism Payments); and
(I)	any amounts owed under Clause EMERGENCIES (Emergencies) and Clause use of schools (Use of Schools) 
an invoice for the amount (if any) shown by the report owing by the Authority to the Contractor and for any VAT payable by the Authority in respect of that amount 
33.3	Payment of Invoices
33.3.1	Subject to Clause Disputed Amount, the Authority shall pay the amount stated in any invoice submitted under clause Report and Invoice with [15] Working Days of its submission.
33.3.2	Where a report shows a net amount owed by the Contractor to the Authority, the Contractor shall pay that amount to the Authority within 15 Working Days of the report or, at the option of the Authority, carry forward that amount to the next report in reduction of accounts which would otherwise have been owed by the Authority to the Contractor.
33.4	Disputed Amounts
33.4.1	If the Authority disputes the Contractor’s entitlement to any part of the amount claimed by the Contractor pursuant to clause Report and Invoice in respect of any Payment Period the provisions of this clause 28.6 shall apply.
33.4.2	The Authority shall notify the Contractor in writing within [    ] Working Days of receipt by the Authority of the relevant invoice and supporting report of that part of the amount (insofar as at the time of such notice the Authority is reasonably able to quantify it) which the Authority disputes (a “Disputed Amount”) and submit to the Contractor such supporting evidence as the Authority may have.
33.4.3	The Authority may withhold payment of any Disputed Amount pending agreement or determination of the Contractor’s entitlement in relation to the Disputed Amount.
33.5	Response to Authority Notice
Within [    ] Working Days following receipt by the Contractor of any notice served by the Authority pursuant to clause The Authority shall notify, the Contractor shall respond by notifying the Authority as to whether or not it agrees with the statements made in that notice. If the Contractor indicates that it does agree, or if the Contractor fails to make such a response within that time limit, the Authority shall be entitled:
33.5.1	to retain on a permanent basis any amounts withheld pursuant to clause 33.4.2; and
33.5.2	to reclaim from the Contractor the amount of any over–payment which may have been made to the Contractor together with interest on any such amount at the Prescribed Rate calculated on a daily basis and compounded quarterly from the date on which the over–payment was made until that amount has been paid in full and whether before or after judgment.
33.6	Dispute
If the Contractor responds pursuant to clause Response to Authority Notice) that it does not agree with all or any of the statements made in any notice served by the Authority pursuant to clause 33.4.2, the matter or matters in question shall be determined under the Dispute Resolution Procedure.
33.7	Determination of Dispute
If the determination of any dispute conducted pursuant to clause Dispute shows that:
33.7.1	the Authority has withheld any amount which the Contractor was entitled to be paid; or
33.7.2	the Contractor has claimed under clause Report and Invoice any amount which  it was not entitled to be paid
the Authority shall pay such amount to the Contractor or the Contractor shall repay such amount to the Authority with interest in each case on that amount at the rate of [    ] % above the base rate from time to time of [    ] Bank plc calculated on a daily basis and compounded quarterly from the date on which payment should have been made (in the case of failure to pay by the Authority) or from the date on which over payment was made (in the case of excessive claims by the Contractor) until all relevant monies have been paid in full and whether before or after judgment.
33.8	Rights of Set-Off
The Contractor shall not be entitled to retain or set off any amount due to the Authority by it, but the Authority may (subject to Clause 51) retain or set off any amount owed to it by the Contractor under this Agreement which has fallen due and payable against any amount due to the Contractor under this Agreement.
33.9	Set-Off and Disputed Amounts
If the payment or deduction of any amount referred to in clause Rights of Set-Off above is disputed then any undisputed element of that amount shall be paid and the disputed element shall be dealt with in accordance with clause ORDERING OF GOODS AND SERVICES.
33.10	VAT
33.10.1	All amounts due under this Agreement are exclusive of VAT.
33.10.2	If any supply made or referred to in this Agreement is or becomes chargeable to VAT then the person receiving the supply (the “Recipient”) shall in addition pay the person making the supply (the “Supplier”) the amount of that VAT against receipt by the Recipient from the Supplier of a proper VAT invoice in respect of that supply.
33.10.3	Where under this Agreement any amount is calculated by reference to any sum which has or may be incurred by any person, the amount shall include any VAT in respect of that amount only to the extent that such VAT is not recoverable as input tax by that person (or a member of the same VAT group), whether by set–off or repayment .
33.10.4	The Contractor shall provide the Authority with any information reasonably requested by the Authority from time to time in relation to the amount of VAT chargeable in accordance with this Agreement and payable by the Authority to the Contractor.
34.	INDEXATION
34.1	Indexation
On each Review Date, the Unitary Charge shall be adjusted for the Year commencing on that Review Date in accordance with Part 5 of Schedule 7.
35.	BEST VALUE





The provisions set out in this Part 6 of this Agreement are subject to the Direct Agreement.
37.	TERMINATION OF THIS AGREEMENT
37.1	Contractor Default Termination
The Authority shall be entitled to terminate this Agreement by notice in writing to the Contractor (subject to clause termination Notices) if:
37.1.1	the Contractor has not commenced the Works by [    ];
37.1.2	the Contractor wholly or substantially Abandons the Project at any time;
37.1.3	the Service Availability Date for the [last] School [Project Phase] [to achieve Service Availability] is not before the Longstop Date;
37.1.4	the Contractor commits a breach of clause 7.1, clause 59 or clause 65;
37.1.5	the Contractor:
(A)	ceases to carry on the whole of its business or disposes of all of its assets (other than in the terms of this Agreement);
(B)	becomes the subject of a voluntary arrangement under section 1 of the Insolvency Act 1986;
(C)	is unable to pay its debts within the meaning of section 123 of the Insolvency Act 1986;
(D)	has a receiver, manager, administrator or administrative receiver appointed over all or any part of its undertakings, assets or income;
(E)	has a petition presented to any court for its winding up or for an administration order;
(F)	has passed a resolution for its winding–up; or
(G)	is the subject of any process or event similar or analogous to the events in clauses [ ]  to [ ]  in any jurisdiction outside England and Wales;
37.1.6	in any [    ] month period the Authority has been entitled to reduce the amount of the Unitary Charge to less than 80 per cent of the Basic Monthly Amount through Unavailability Deductions;
37.1.7	in each and every month of any [    ] month period the Authority has been entitled to reduce the amount of the Unitary Charge by more than [    ] per cent through Performance Point Deductions; 
37.1.8	in any 3 month period [a School has] [3 Schools have] been Unavailable for [8/24] days [in aggregate] or more;
37.1.9	the occurrence of a Persistent Breach; or
37.1.10	the Contractor commits a breach of any of its obligations under this Agreement which materially and adversely affects the performance of the Services and which, if capable of remedy, is not remedied within the Rectification Period.
37.2	Voluntary Termination by the Authority
37.2.1	The Authority may terminate this Agreement at any time on or before the Expiry Date in accordance with this Clause.
37.2.2	The Authority may terminate this Agreement at any time by 6 month’s notice in writing to the Contractor.
37.2.3	At any time while a Contractor Event of Default is outstanding the Authority may terminate this Agreement by notice (“Termination Notice”) to the Contractor stating:
(A)	the breach in respect of which the notice is given; and
(B)	that the Authority is terminating this Agreement under this clause; and
(C)	that this Agreement will terminate on the date falling 180 days after the date of receipt of the notice.
37.2.4	Subject to the provisions of the Direct Agreement, this Agreement will terminate on the date falling 180 days after the date of receipt of a Termination Notice.
37.3	Authority Default Termination
If:
37.3.1	an Authority Default has occurred and is outstanding; and
37.3.2	the Contractor has served a written notice of its intention to terminate this Agreement (the “Contractor Termination Notice”) on the Authority within 30 days of becoming aware of the Authority Default; and
37.3.3	the Termination Notice specifies the Authority Default in respect of which the Contractor Termination Notice is given the Contractor to terminate this Agreement
this Agreement will terminate on the day falling [45] days after the date the Authority receives the termination notice, unless the Authority rectifies the Authority Default within 30 days of receipt of the Termination Notice.
37.4	Termination Notices
Any notice of termination served pursuant to clause Customer Default Termination shall specify the period after which termination is to take effect, which period shall be suspended during the period following service of a Step-in Notice with the earlier
(a)	Service of a Step-out Notice, and
(b)	the end of the Step-in Period through the passage of time.
38.	PERSISTENT BREACH
38.1	Warning Notice
If a breach of the Contractor’s obligations has occurred more than once then the Authority may serve a notice on the Contractor:
38.1.1	specifying that the notice is a formal warning notice;
38.1.2	giving reasonable details of the breach; and
38.1.3	stating that the breach is a breach which, if it recurs frequently or continues, may result in a termination of this Agreement.
38.2	Final Notice
If, following service of a warning notice under the preceding sub-clause the breach specified has continued or recurred frequently after the date falling 30 days after the date of service of the warning notice, then the Authority may serve another notice (a “final notice”) on the Contractor:
38.2.1	specifying that it is a final warning notice;
38.2.2	stating that the breach specified has been the subject of a warning notice served within the [twelve] month period prior to the date of service of the final warning notice; and
38.2.3	stating that if the breach continue or recurs [4] times within the [six] month period after the date of service of the final warning notice, the Contract may be terminated.
38.3	Currency of Warning Notices
A warning notice may not be served in respect of a breach notice which has been the subject of a warning notice which has already been served with the expiry of a period of 12 months since the date of the previous warning notice or final notice.
39.	FORCE MAJEURE
39.1	Obligations
No party shall be entitled to bring a claim for a breach of obligations under this Agreement by the other party or incur any liability to the other party for any losses or damages incurred by that other party to the extent that a Force Majeure Event occurs and it is prevented from carrying out obligations by that Force Majeure Event.
39.2	Ability to Make Deductions
Nothing in clause Obligations shall affect any entitlement to make Unavailability Deductions or any Performance Point Deductions in the period during which the Force Majeure Event is subsisting.
39.3	Notify
On the occurrence of a Force Majeure Event, the Affected Party shall notify the other party as soon as practicable. The notification shall include details of the Force Majeure Event, including evidence of its effect on the obligations of the Affected Party and any action proposed to mitigate its effect.
39.4	Consultation
As soon as practicable following such notification, the parties shall consult with each other in good faith and use all reasonable endeavours to agree appropriate terms to mitigate the effects of the Force Majeure Event and facilitate the continued performance of this Agreement.
39.5	Unable to Agree
If no such terms are agreed on or before the date falling 120 days after the date of the commencement of the Force Majeure Event and such Force Majeure Event is continuing or its consequence remains such that the affected party is unable to comply with its obligations under this Agreement for a period of more than 180 days, then, subject to clause Consequences of Termination, either party may terminate this Agreement by giving 30 days’ written notice to the other party.
39.6	Not all Schools affected
Where a Force Majeure Event prevents the Contractor from providing the Services at some but not all of the Schools, the Authority may after 150 days propose a change to the Authority’s requirements under which the affected Schools cease to be subject to this Agreement.
39.7	Consequences of Termination
If this Agreement is terminated under clause Unable to agree or clause Notice to Continue:
39.7.1	compensation shall be payable by the Authority in accordance with clause FORCE MAJEURE COMPENSATION; and
39.7.2	the Authority may require the Contractor to transfer its title, interest and rights in and to any Assets to the Authority.
39.8	Notice to Continue
If the Contractor gives notice to the Authority under clause Unable to Agree that it wishes to terminate this Agreement, then the Authority has the option either to accept such notice or to respond in writing on or before the date falling 10 days after the date of its receipt stating that it requires this Agreement to continue.  If the Authority gives the Contractor such notice, then:
39.8.1	the Authority shall pay to the Contractor the Unitary Charge from the day after the date this Agreement would have terminated under clause Unable to Agree as if the Service was being fully provided; and
39.8.2	this Agreement will not terminate until expiry of written notice (of at least 30 days ) from the Authority to the Contractor that it wishes this Agreement to terminate.
39.9	Mitigation
The parties shall at all times following the occurrence of a Force Majeure Event use all reasonable endeavours to prevent and mitigate the effects of any delay and the Contractor shall at all times during which a Force Majeure Event is subsisting take all steps in accordance with Good Industry Practice to overcome or minimise the consequences of the Force Majeure Event.
39.10	Event Ceases
The Affected Party shall notify the other party as soon as practicable after the Force Majeure Event ceases or no longer causes the Affected Party to be unable to comply with its obligations under this Agreement. Following such notification this Agreement shall continue to be performed on the terms existing immediately prior to the occurrence of the Force Majeure Event.
40.	CONSEQUENCES OF TERMINATION
40.1	Compensation Provisions
If this Agreement is terminated pursuant to:
40.1.1	clause Contractor Default Termination, the provisions of clause TERMINATION ON CONTRATOR DEFAULT shall apply;
40.1.2	clause Voluntary Termination by the Authority, the provisions of clause TERMINATION ON AUTHORITY DEFAULT shall apply;
40.1.3	clause Authority Default termination, the provisions of clause TERMINATION ON AUTHORITY DEFAULT shall apply.
40.2	Accrued Rights
The termination of this Agreement howsoever arising is without prejudice to the rights, duties and liabilities of either party accrued prior to termination. The clauses of this Agreement which expressly or impliedly have effect after termination will continue to be enforceable notwithstanding termination.
41.	SURVEYS ON TERMINATION AND RETENTION FUND
41.1	Retention Fund
[24] months prior to the Expiry Date the Authority shall deduct [    ] % from each payment of the Unitary Charge payable after such date and pay such amount into an interest bearing account (the “Retention Fund Account”) until this Agreement has expired or terminated.
41.2	Final Survey
[24] months prior to the Expiry Date, the Authority shall be entitled to carry out or procure the carrying out of a survey of the Schools to assess whether they have been and are being maintained by the Contractor in accordance with its obligations under clause Maintenance.
41.3	Notification of Survey
The Authority shall notify the Contractor in writing a minimum of [    ] Working Days in advance of the date it wishes to carry out or procure the carrying out of the final survey.  The Authority shall consider in good faith any reasonable request by the Contractor for the final survey to be carried out on a different date if such request is made at least [    ] Working Days prior to the notified date and the Contractor (acting reasonably) is able to demonstrate that carrying out the final survey on the notified date would materially prejudice the Contractor’s ability to provide the Services.
41.4	Minimise Disruption
Where the Authority carries out the final survey, the Authority shall use reasonable endeavours to minimise any disruption caused to the provision of the Services by the Contractor. Where the Authority procures the carrying out of the final survey, the Authority shall use its reasonable endeavours to try to ensure that the person carrying out the survey minimises any disruption caused to the provision of the Services by the Contractor. The Contractor shall afford the Authority or any person carrying out the survey (free of charge) any reasonable assistance required by the Authority during the carrying out of the final survey.  The cost of the final survey shall be borne by the Authority.
41.5	Results of Survey
If the final survey shows that the Contractor has not complied with or is not complying with its obligations under clause Maintenance the Authority shall:
41.5.1	notify the Contractor of the rectification and/or maintenance work which is required to bring the condition of the Schools to the standard they would have been in if the Contractor had complied or was complying with its obligations under clause Maintenance (“the Required Standard”); 
41.5.2	specify a reasonable period within which the Contractor must carry out such work; and
41.5.3	recover the cost of the survey from the Contractor by means of a withdrawal from the [Retention Fund Account] or deduction from the next payment of the Unitary Charge.
41.6	Maintenance Work
The Contractor shall carry out such rectification and/or maintenance work notified pursuant to clause 41.5.1 in order to reach the Required Standard within the period specified and any costs it incurs in carrying out such rectification and/or maintenance work shall be at its own expense.
41.7	Costs
If and to the extent that the Contractor carries out the rectification and/or maintenance to the Required Standard within the specified period as notified pursuant to clause 41.5.1, the Authority shall reimburse the Contractor’s costs of so doing by withdrawing amounts from the Retention Fund Account and paying these to the Contractor.  If the amount in the Retention Fund Account is insufficient to cover the Contractor’s costs the Authority shall reimburse the Contractor’s costs from any amounts which subsequently stand to the credit of the Retention Fund Account as a result of the deductions made from the Unitary Charge pursuant to clause Retention Fund.  In the event that the amount remaining in the Retention Fund on the Expiry Date is insufficient to cover the Contractor’s costs which have not been reimbursed, the Contractor shall bear the balance of such costs itself.
41.8	Failure to Carry Out Work
If and to the extent that the Contractor fails to carry out the necessary rectification and/or maintenance work to the Required Standard within the specified period as notified pursuant to clause 0, the Authority shall be entitled to carry out itself, or procure, such rectification and/or maintenance work at the Contractor’s expense and shall make withdrawals from the Retention Fund Account or, where there is insufficient funds in the Retention Fund Account, make deductions from the Unitary Charge to pay for such work.
41.9	Balance of Fund
If:
41.9.1	all the rectification and/or maintenance work identified by the Authority or the person the Authority procures to carry out the final survey has been carried out to the Required Standard; and
41.9.2	all such work has been paid for by the Contractor; and
41.9.3	no other [notice of termination] is outstanding
on the later of the Expiry Date and the expiry of the period notified pursuant to clause 41.5.1, then the Authority shall pay any credit balance on the Retention Fund Account to the Contractor as soon as practicable. If the rectification and/or maintenance work identified by the Authority has not all been carried out to the Required Standard or paid for by the Contractor, then the provisions of clause Failure to Carry Out Work  shall apply.
42.	TRANSITION TO ANOTHER CONTRACTOR
42.1	Duty to Co–operate
During the final [    ] months of the Contract Period (where this expires by  effluxion of time) or during the period of any notice of termination of this  Agreement or of any of the Services, and in either case for a period of [    ] months thereafter, the Contractor shall co–operate fully with the transfer of responsibility for the Services (or any of the Services) to any new Contractor of such services the same or similar to the Services (“New Contractor”), and for the purposes of this clause TRANSITION TO ANOTHER the meaning of the term “co–operate” shall include:
42.1.1	liaising with the Authority and/or any New Contractor, and providing reasonable assistance and advice concerning the Services and their transfer to the Authority or to such New Contractor;
42.1.2	allowing any such New Contractor access (at reasonable times and on reasonable notice) to the Schools but not so as to interfere with or impede the provision of the Services; and
42.1.3	(without prejudice to the obligations of the Contractor pursuant to clause OPERATING MANUAL) providing to the Authority and/or to any New Contractor all and any information concerning the Sites and the Services which is required for the efficient transfer of responsibility for their performance.
42.2	Transfer of Responsibility






For the purposes of this Part of this Agreement, the words and expressions in the left hand column below shall have the meanings appearing opposite them in the right hand column below:
“Adjusted Estimated Fair Value”	the Estimated Fair Value, less an amount equal to the aggregate of: (a)	the Post Termination Service Amounts (if a positive number);(b)	the Tender Costs; and (c)	amounts which the Authority is entitled to set off or deduct under clause 33.8,plus an amount equal to the aggregate of:(i)	all credit balances on any bank accounts held by or on behalf of the Contractor on the date that the Estimated Fair Value is calculated; and(ii)	any insurance proceeds and other amounts owing to the Contractor (and which the Contractor is entitled to retain), to the extent not included in (i) above; and(iii)	the Post Termination Service Amounts (if a negative number)to the extent that:(1)	(i), (ii) and (iii) have not been directly taken into account in calculating the Estimated Fair Value; and(2)	the Authority has received such amounts in accordance with the Agreement
“Adjusted Highest Compliant Tender Price”	the price offered by the Compliant Tenderer (if any) with the highest tender price with the highest tender price less the aggregate of:(a)	the Post Termination Service Amounts (if a positive number); (b)	the Tender Costs; and(c)	amounts that the Authority is entitled to set off or deduct under Clause 33.8.plus an amount equal to the aggregate of:(i)	all credit balances on any bank accounts held by or on behalf of the Contractor on the date that the highest priced Compliant Tender is received; and(ii)	any insurance proceeds and other amounts owing to the is entitled Contractor (and which the Contractor is entitled to retain) to the extent not included in (i) above; and(iii)	the Post Termination Service Amounts (if a negative number) to the extent that:(A)	(i), (ii) and (iii) have not been directly taken into account in that Compliant Tender; and(B)	the Authority has received such amounts in accordance with the Agreement.
“Compensation Date”	either:(a)	if  clause Retendering applies, the earlier of:	(i)	the date that the New Contract is entered into; and	(ii)	the date on which the Authority pays the Adjusted Highest Compliant Tender Price to the Contractor; or(b)	if clause No Retendering applies, the date on which the Adjusted Estimated Fair Value of the Agreement  has been agreed or determined
“Compliant Tender”	a tender that meets all of the Qualification Criteria
“Compliant Tenderer”	a tenderer who submits a Compliant Tender
“Deemed New Contract”	an agreement on the same terms and conditions as this Agreement as at the Termination Date, but with the following amendments:(a)	if this Agreement is terminated prior to a Service Availability Date, then the relevant Target Service Availability Date [s] shall be extended by such period as would have been granted to allow a New Contractor (had one been appointed) to achieve completion of the Works [at the School [s] in question];(b)	any accrued Performance Points shall be cancelled; and(c)	the term of such agreement shall be for such  period as is equal to the term from the Termination Date to the Expiry Date
“Estimated Fair Value”	the amount determined in accordance with clause No Retendering that a third party would pay to the Authority as the market value of the Deemed New Contract
“Fair Value”	the amount at which an asset or liability could be exchanged in an arm’s length transaction between informed and willing parties, other than in a forced or liquidation sale
“Junior Debt”	all amounts outstanding on the Termination Date under the [subordinated finance documents]
“Liquid Market”	a market where there are sufficient willing bidders, for PFI or similar contracts (the same as or similar to this Agreement) for the price that is likely to be achieved through a tender to be a reliable indicator of Fair Value
“Market Value Availability Deduction Amount”	For any month or part of a month, an amount equal to the Unavailability Deductions and Performance Point Deductions for the Payment Period immediately preceding the Termination Date, less an amount equal to any Unavailability Deductions to the extent that the deduction relates to an Area which has subsequently become Available whether it has become available as a result of the Authority incurring Rectification Costs or otherwise
"Maximum Unitary Charge"	One twelfth of the Base Unitary Charge as at the Termination Date.
“New Contract”	an agreement on the same terms and conditions as this Agreement  as at the Termination Date, but with the following amendments:(a)	if this Agreement is terminated prior to a Service Availability Date, then the relevant Target Service Availability Dates shall be extended by a period to allow a New Contractor to complete the Works at the Schools in question;(b)	any accrued Performance Points shall be cancelled;(c)	the term of such agreement shall be such period as is equal to the term from the Termination Date until the Expiry Date; (d)	any other amendments which do not materially adversely affect the Contractor 
“New Contractor”	the person who has entered or who will enter into the New Contract with the Authority
“Post Termination Service Amount”	an amount equal to the Base Unitary Charge (pro rata for any part of a month)  less an amount equal to the aggregate of:(a)	the reasonable and proper costs to the Authority of procuring the services;(b)	the Market Value Availability Deduction Amount for the month; and(c)	the Rectification Costs incurred by the Authority in the month.
“Qualification Criteria”	the criteria which the Authority requires tenderers to meet as part of the Tender Process, which shall be:a.	the tender criteria used in selecting the Contractor;b.	the financial ability of the tenderers to pay the Capital Sum; c.	a requirement to pay one tender price in a lump sum on signature of the new contract; and d.	any other tender criteria agreed by the Contractor and the Authority
“Rectification Costs”	for the purposes of any Termination Date that occurs during the Operational Period, an amount equal to the reasonable and proper costs incurred by the Authority in a particular month or for a  month in ensuring that the Services are available.
“Senior Debt”	a.	all amounts outstanding at the Termination Date, including interest accrued as at that date, from the Contractor to the Senior Lenders under the [Financing Agreements]; andb.	all amounts, including costs of early termination of interest rate hedging arrangements and other breakage costs, payable by the Contractor to the Senior Lenders as a result of prepayment under the [Financing Agreements], subject to the Contractor and the Senior Lenders mitigating all such costs to the extent reasonably possible;lessc.	all credit balances on any bank accounts held by or on behalf of the Contractor on the Termination Date; andd.	all amounts, including costs of early termination of interest rate hedging arrangements and other breakage costs, payable by the Senior Lenders to the Contractor as a result of prepayments of amounts outstanding under the [Financing Agreements]
“Suitable Substitute Contractor”	a suitable substitute contractor as defined in the Lenders' Direct Agreement
“Tender Costs”	the reasonable and proper costs of the Authority incurred in carrying out the Tender Process and/or in connection with any calculation of the Estimated Fair Value of the Agreement
“Tender Process”	the process by which the Authority requests tenders from any parties interested in entering into a New Contract, evaluates the responses from those interested parties and enters into a New Contract with a new service provider, in accordance with clause Retendering
“Termination Date”	the date of termination of this Agreement in accordance with clauses TERMINATION OF THIS AGREEMENT or 
44.	FORCE MAJEURE COMPENSATION
44.1	Amount
If this Agreement is terminated pursuant to clause FORCE MAJEURE the Authority shall pay to the Contractor compensation of an amount equal to the aggregate of:
44.1.1	the Senior Debt;
44.1.2	the Junior Debt, less an amount equal to the aggregate of payments of interest on the Junior Debt;
44.1.3	an amount equal to all amounts paid to the Contractor by way of subscription for shares in the capital of the Contractor less dividends and other distributions paid to the shareholders of the Contractor; and
44.1.4	redundancy payments for employees of the Contractor that have been or will be reasonably incurred by the Contractor as a direct result of termination of this Agreement and amounts payable to the Contractor’s sub-contractors as a direct result of such termination.
44.2	Amounts less than zero
If the amounts referred to in clauses 41.1.1 and 41.1.2 are less than zero then, for the purposes of the calculation in clause FORCE MAJEURE COMPENSATION Amount, they shall be deemed to be zero.
44.3	Payment
The compensation payable pursuant to clause FORCE MAJEURE COMPENSATION shall at the Authority’s discretion be paid in a lump sum within six months of the Termination Date or in equal monthly instalments together with interest at [Contractor’s funding rate] on the same days as the Contractor’s debt obligations are due to the Lender for the Debt Obligation Period or as the parties may otherwise agree.
45.	TERMINATION ON CONTRACTOR DEFAULT
45.1	Retendering Election
45.1.1	Subject to clause 45.1.2 below, the Authority shall be entitled at its sole option to:
(A)	retender the provision of the Services in accordance with clause Retendering; or
(B)	require an expert determination in accordance with clause No Retendering.
45.1.2	Subject to clause 45.1.3, the Authority shall notify the Contractor of its election on or before the date falling 30 days after the Termination Date.
45.1.3	The Authority shall not be entitled to elect to retender the provision of the Services in accordance with clause Retendering if:
(A)	the Senior Lenders have exercised their rights to step-in under the Direct Agreement;
(B)	the Contractor or the Senior Lenders have demonstrated to the Authority that the Senior Lenders have used all reasonable efforts to procure the transfer of the Contractor’s rights and liabilities under the Agreement to a Suitable Substitute Contractor but have not done so;
(C)	the Contractor or Senior Lenders have demonstrated to the Authority that the reason for failure to transfer the Contractor’s rights and liabilities under the Agreement is that there is no Liquid Market; and
(D)	either the Authority agrees or it is determined in accordance with the Dispute Resolution Procedure that no Liquid Market exists 
45.2	Retendering
If the Authority elects to retender the provision of the Services pursuant to clause Retendering Election the following provisions shall apply:
45.2.1	The objective of the Tender Process shall be to enter into a New Contract with the Compliant Tenderer that offers the highest lump sum capital payment as the tender price.
45.2.2	The Authority shall use its reasonable endeavours to complete the Tender Process as soon as practicable.
45.2.3	The Authority shall notify the Contractor of the Qualification Criteria and the other requirements and terms of the Tender Process, including the timing of the Tender Process, but shall act reasonably in setting such requirements and terms.
45.2.4	The Contractor authorises the release of any information by the Authority which would otherwise be prevented under clause INFORMATION AND CONFIDENTIALITY which is reasonably required as part of the Tender Process.
45.2.5	For all or any part of a month falling within the period from the Termination Date to the Compensation Date the Authority shall pay to the Contractor the Post Termination Service Amount for that month on or before the date falling 10 Working Days after the end of that month and the Post Termination Service Amount for the period ending on the Compensation Date on or before the date falling 20 Working Days after the Compensation Date.
45.2.6	If any Post Termination Service Amount is less than zero, it shall be carried forward and shall be set off against any future positive Post Termination Service Amounts.  If any such Post Termination Service Amount has not been set off on or before the Compensation Date then it shall be set off against the Adjusted market value of this Agreement. 
45.2.7	As soon as practicable after tenders have been received, the Authority shall (acting reasonably) determine the Compliant Tenders and shall notify the Contractor of the Adjusted Highest Compliant Tender Price.
45.2.8	If the Contractor refers a dispute relating to the Adjusted Highest Compliant Tender Price to the Dispute Resolution Procedure the Authority shall be entitled to enter into a New Contract.  The Authority shall pay to the Contractor the Adjusted Highest Compliant Tender Price on or before the date falling 20 Working Days after it has been determined under the Dispute Resolution Procedure. 
45.2.9	Subject to Clause 45.2.8, the Authority shall pay to the Contractor an amount equal to the Adjusted Highest Compliant Tender Price no later than the date falling 20 Working Days after receipt of the Market Value of this Agreement from the New Contractor.  The discharge by the Authority of its payment obligation in clause 45.2.8 or Clause 45.2.9  shall be in full and final settlement of all the Contractor’s claims and rights against the Authority for breaches and/or termination of this Agreement and the [Project Documents] whether under contract, tort, restitution or otherwise save for any liability of the Authority which arose prior to the Termination Date which has not already been taken into account in determining the Adjusted Highest Compliant Tender Price.
45.2.10	If the Authority has not paid an amount equal to the Adjusted Highest Compliant Tender Price to the Contractor on or before the date falling two years after the Termination Date then the provisions of clauses 45.2.11 to 45.2.12 inclusive shall not apply to that termination and the provisions of clause No Retendering  shall apply instead.
45.2.11	If the Adjusted Highest Compliant Tender Price is less than zero or a negative number then an amount equal to the Adjusted Highest Compliant Tender Price shall be due and payable by the Contractor to the Authority on the date of the new Contract. 
45.2.12	The Authority may elect at any time to follow the no retendering procedure under clause No Retendering by notifying the Contractor that this election has been made and upon the making of such an election, the provisions of clause No Retendering  shall apply.
45.3	No Retendering
If clause 45.1.2 is satisfied, or the Authority elects to require an expert determination in accordance with this clause No Retendering, the following provisions shall apply:
45.3.1	Subject to clause 45.3.2, the Contractor shall not be entitled to receive any Post Termination Service Amount.
45.3.2	If the Authority elects to require an expert determination in accordance with this clause No Retendering after it has elected to follow the procedure under clause Retendering, then the Authority shall continue to pay to the Contractor each Post Termination Service Amount until the Compensation Date, in accordance with clause Retendering.
45.3.3	In agreeing or determining the Estimated Fair Value of the Agreement, the parties shall be obliged to follow the principles set out below:
(A)	all forecast amounts shall be calculated on a “real” basis;
(B)	the total of all payments of the Unitary Charge forecast to be made over the term of the Deemed New Contract and shall be calculated and discounted back at the real base case project IRR;
(C)	the total of all costs forecast to be incurred by the Authority as a result of termination shall be calculated and discounted at the real base case project IRR, such costs to include (without double counting):
(1)	a reasonable risk assessment of any cost overruns that will arise, whether or not forecast in the relevant base case;
(2)	the costs of the Services forecast to be incurred by the Authority in providing the Services to the standard required; and
(3)	any rectification costs required to deliver the Services or the Schools to the standard required (including any costs forecast to be incurred by the Authority to complete construction or development work and additional operating costs required to restore operating services standards)
in each case such costs to be forecast at a level that will deliver the full Base Unitary Charge
45.3.4	If the parties cannot agree on the Estimated Fair Value of the Agreement on or before the date falling 30 days after the date on which the Authority elected to require an expert determination in accordance with this clause No Retendering, then the Estimated Fair Value of the Agreement shall be determined in accordance with the Dispute Resolution Procedure.
45.3.5	The Authority shall pay to the Contractor an amount equal to the Adjusted Estimated Fair Value of the Agreement either by way of a lump sum payment on the date falling 28 days after the date on which the Adjusted Estimated Fair Value of the Agreement has been agreed or determined in accordance with this clause No Retendering or, at its election, in equal monthly instalments over the period to the Expiry Date;
45.3.6	The discharge by the Authority of its obligation in clause 45.3.5 is in full and final settlement of all the Contractor’s claims and rights against the Authority for breaches and/or termination of this Agreement or other [Project Document] whether in contract, tort, restitution or otherwise, save for any liability which arose prior to the Termination Date (but not from the termination itself) which has not been taken into account in determining the Adjusted Estimated Fair Value of the Agreement.
45.3.7	To the extent that the Adjusted Estimated Fair Value of the Agreement is less than zero, an amount equal to the sum by which the Adjusted Estimated Fair Value of the Agreement falls below zero shall be due and payable by the Contractor to the Authority on the Compensation Date.
46.	TERMINATION ON AUTHORITY DEFAULT
46.1	Amount Payable
On termination of this Agreement pursuant to clauses Voluntary Termination by the Authority or Authority Default Termination the Authority shall pay the Contractor in accordance with clause Method of Payment an amount equal to the aggregate of:
46.1.1	an amount equal to the Senior Debt; and
46.1.2	redundancy payments for employees of the Contractor that have been or will be reasonably incurred by the Contractor as a direct result of termination of this Agreement and amounts payable to the Contractor’s sub-contractors as a direct result of such termination; and
46.1.3	an amount which when taken together with:
(A)	dividends (or other distributions) paid by the Contractor on its share capital on or before the Termination Date; and
(B)	interest paid and principal repaid by the Contractor on Junior Debt on or before the Termination Date.
(C)	taking account of the actual timing of all such payments, gives a real internal rate of return on the share capital subscribed and Junior Debt advanced of [insert base case IRR].
46.2	Method of Payment
The compensation payable pursuant to this clause TERMINATION ON AUTHORITY DEFAULT shall at the Authority’s discretion be paid either:
46.2.1	in a lump sum on the expiry of six months from the Termination Date; or
46.2.2	in equal monthly instalments on the same days as the Contractor’s debt obligations are due to the Lenders for the Debt Obligation Period or as the parties may otherwise agree save that where the Authority is in material breach of its obligation to pay in monthly instalments the whole amount of the compensation shall become due and payable within three months.
47.	COMPENSATION ON TERMINATION FOR CORRUPT GIFTS AND FRAUD
47.1	Amount of Compensation
On termination of this Agreement in accordance with clause Termination for Corrupt Gifts and Fraud the Authority shall pay the Contractor an amount equal to Senior Debt outstanding on the Termination Date.
47.2	Payment
The compensation payable pursuant to clause Amount of Compensation shall at the Authority’s discretion be paid in a lump sum within six months of the Termination Date or in equal monthly instalments on the same days as the Contractor’s debt obligations are due to the Lender for the Debt Obligation Period or as the parties may otherwise agree.
48.	assets
If termination of this Agreement occurs for whatever reason then the Authority may require the Contractor to transfer its rights, title and interest in and to the Assets to the Authority at no cost to the Authority.
49.	ACcounts of the Contractor
The accounts of the Contractor shall be maintained as foreseen in the Financial Model, in particular, and without limiting the generality of the obligation contained in this clause, the Contractor shall ensure that it is at all times possible to determine the balances of the Debt Service Reserve Fund and the Life Cycle Maintenance Reserve.
50.	gross up
If any amount of compensation payable by the Authority under clauses 43-47 (but not under Clause 45 (Contractor Default) is subject to Tax payable to a Relevant Authority in the United Kingdom, then the Authority shall pay to the Contractor such additional amount as will put the Contractor in the same after Tax position as it would have been in had the payment not been subject to Tax taking account of any relief, allowances deduction, setting off or credit in respect of Tax (whether available by choice or not) which may be available to the Contractor to reduce the Tax to which the payment is subject.
51.	Set-off on termination






The parties shall give effect to the Liaison Procedure.
53.	RELIEF EVENTS
53.1	Occurrence
If and to the extent that a Relief Event:
53.1.1	is the direct cause of a delay to a Service Availability Date in relation to the corresponding Target Service Availability Date; or
53.1.2	adversely affects the ability of the Contractor to perform any of its obligations under this Agreement
then the Contractor shall be entitled to apply for relief from any rights of the Authority arising under clause TERMINATION OF THIS AGREEMENT   
53.2	Relief
To obtain relief, the Contractor must:
53.2.1	as soon as practicable, and in any event within [14] days after it becomes aware that the Relief Event has caused or is likely to cause delay and/or adversely affect the ability of the Contractor to perform its other obligations give to the Authority a notice of its claim for relief from its obligations under this Agreement, including full details of the nature of the Relief Event, the date of occurrence and its likely duration;
53.2.2	within 5 Working Days of receipt by the Authority of the notice referred to in clause 53.2.1, give full details of the relief claimed; and
53.2.3	demonstrate to the reasonable satisfaction of the Authority that:
(A)	the Contractor and its sub-contractors could not reasonably have foreseen the occurrence or consequences of the relevant Relief Event and could not have avoided such occurrence or consequences by steps which they might reasonably be expected to have taken, without incurring material expenditure;
(B)	the Relief Event directly caused the delay to the Target Service Availability Date;
(C)	the time lost and/or relief from the obligations under this Agreement claimed could not reasonably be expected to be mitigated or recovered by the Contractor acting in accordance with Good Industry Practice, without incurring material expenditure; and
(D)	the Contractor is using reasonable endeavours to perform its obligations under this Agreement.
53.3	Consequences
In the event that the Contractor has complied with its obligations under clause Relief, then:
53.3.1	the Target Service Availability Date shall be postponed by such time as shall be reasonable for such a Relief Event, taking into account the likely effect of delay; and/or
53.3.2	the Authority shall not be entitled to exercise its rights of termination under clause TERMINATION OF THIS AGREEMENT.
53.4	Deductions
Nothing in clause Consequences shall affect any entitlement to make Unavailability Deductions or Performance Point Deductions during the period in which the Relief Event is subsisting.
53.5	Information
In the event that information required by clause Relief is provided after the dates referred to in that clause, then the Contractor shall not be entitled to any relief in respect of the period for which the information is delayed.
53.6	Notify
The Contractor shall notify the Authority as soon as reasonably practicable if at any time it receives or becomes aware of any further information relating to the Relief Event, giving details of that information to the extent that such information is new or renders information previously submitted materially inaccurate or misleading.
53.7	Disputes
If the parties cannot agree the extent of the relief required, or the Authority disagrees that a Relief Event has occurred or that the Contractor is entitled to any relief under this clause the matter shall be resolved in accordance with the Dispute Resolution Procedure.
54.	Change in Law
54.1	Qualifying Change in Law
If a Qualifying Change in Law occurs or is shortly to occur, then either party may write to the other to express an opinion on its likely effects, giving details of its opinion of:
54.1.1	any necessary change to the Works or in the Services;
54.1.2	whether any changes are required to the terms of this Agreement to deal with the Qualifying Change in Law;
54.1.3	whether relief from compliance with obligations is required, including the obligation of the Contractor to achieve the Target Service Availability Date in relation to a School;
54.1.4	any Estimated Revised Project Costs that directly result from the Qualifying Change in Law; and
54.1.5	any Capital Expenditure that is required or no longer required as a result of a Qualifying Change in Law taking effect during the Operational Phase;
in each case giving in full detail the procedure for implementing the change in the Works or in the Services. Responsibility for the costs of implementation (and any resulting variation to the Unitary Charge) shall be dealt with in accordance with clauses  Parties to discuss  to Finaincing.
54.2	Parties to discuss
As soon as practicable after receipt of any notice from either party under clause Qualifying Change in Law, the parties shall discuss and agree the issues referred to in clause Qualifying Change in Law and any ways in which the Contractor can mitigate the effect of the Qualifying Change of Law, including:
54.2.1	providing evidence that the Contractor has used reasonable endeavours to oblige the Sub-Contractors to minimise any increase in costs and maximise any reduction in costs;
54.2.2	demonstrating how any Capital Expenditure to be incurred or avoided is being measured in a cost effective manner, including showing that when such expenditure is incurred or would have been incurred, foreseeable Changes in Law at that time have been taken into account by the Contractor;
54.2.3	giving evidence as to how Qualifying Change in Law has affected prices charged by any similar businesses to the Project, including similar businesses in which the shareholders or their Affiliates carry on business; and
54.2.4	demonstrating that any expenditure that has been avoided, which was anticipated to be incurred to replace or maintain assets that have been affected by the Qualifying Change in Law concerned, has been taken into account in the amount claimed under clause Qualifying Change in Law.
54.3	Change Agreed
If the parties agree to a change to the Works or in the Services, or a change to the Works or in the Services is determined to be needed under the Dispute Resolution Procedure because of a Qualifying Change in Law and if the change to the Works or in the Services requires the Contractor to incur additional Capital Expenditure (excluding Capital Expenditure in relation to a General Change in Law which is not the Authority’s Share of any Capital Expenditure agreed or determined to be payable by the Authority as a result of a General Change in Law under this clause), then the Contractor shall use its reasonable endeavours to obtain funding for such additional Capital Expenditure on terms reasonably satisfactory to it and the Senior Lenders.
54.4	Financing
If the Contractor has used reasonable endeavours to obtain funding for such additional Capital Expenditure, but has been unable to do so within [60] days of the date that the agreement or determination referred to in clause Change Agreed occurred, then the Authority shall pay to the Contractor an amount equal to that Capital Expenditure on or before the date falling 30 days after the Capital Expenditure has been incurred.
Any compensation payable under this clause Change in Law by means of an adjustment to or reduction in the Unitary Charge shall be calculated in accordance with Schedule 7.
54.5	VAT
If, following a Change in Law, a Relevant Authority determines that supplies to be made by the Contractor to the Authority under this Agreement are exempt from VAT and that input tax incurred and attributable to such supplies is not recoverable by the Contractor, then the Authority shall compensate the Contractor through an increase in the Unitary Charge to reflect the additional unavoidable cost incurred by the Contractor.
55.	VARIATIONS
55.1	Authority Changes
55.1.1	The Authority may propose a change to the Authority’s Requirements in accordance with this Clause.
55.1.2	The Authority may not propose any change to the Authority’s Requirements which infringes any law or is inconsistent with Good Industry Practice.
55.1.3	The Authority may serve a notice (“Authority Notice of Change”) of a proposed change on the Contractor.
55.1.4	The Authority Notice of Change shall 
(A)	set out the Change to the Authority’s Requirements in sufficient detail to enable the Contractor to calculate and provide the Estimated Revised Project Costs in accordance with Clause 55.1.5; and
(B)	require the Contractor to provide to the Authority with 15 Working Days of receipt of the Authority Notice of Change with an estimate of the likely effects of the proposed change (the “Estimate”).
55.1.5	As soon as practicable and in any event within 15 Working Days after having received the Authority Notice of Change, the Contractor shall deliver to the Authority the Estimate.  The Estimate shall include the opinion of the Contractor on:
(A)	any impact on any Target Service Availability Date;
(B)	any impact on the position of the Services;
(C)	any amendment required to this Agreement and/or any Project Document as a result of the Change; 
(D)	any Estimated Revised Project Cost that results from the Change;
(E)	any Capital Expenditure that is required or no longer required as a result of the change; and
(F)	the proposed method of certification of any construction or operational aspects of the Works or the Services required by the proposed change if not covered by the procedures specified in clause [19] (Notification of Service Availability) 
55.1.6	As soon as practicable after the Authority receives the Estimate, the parties shall discuss and agree the issues set out in the Estimate.  In such discussions the Authority may modify the Authority Notice of Change, in which case the Contractor shall, as soon as practicable, and in any event not more than 10 Working Days after receipt of such modification, notify the Authority of any consequential change to the Estimate.
55.1.7	If the parties cannot agree on the contents of the Estimate then the dispute will be determined in accordance with the Dispute Resolution Procedure.
55.1.8	As soon as practicable after the contents of the Estimate have been agreed or otherwise determined pursuant to the Dispute Resolution Procedure, the Authority shall either:
(A)	confirm in writing the Estimate (as modified).  
(B)	withdraw the Authority Notice of Change.
55.1.9	If the Authority does not confirm the Estimate (as modified) within 20 Working Days of the contents of the Estimate having been agreed or determined then the Authority Notice of Change shall be deemed to have been withdrawn.
55.1.10	In the event that the Estimate (as modified) involves Capital Expenditure then the Contractor shall use its reasonable endeavours to obtain funding for the whole of the estimated Capital Expenditure , on terms reasonably satisfactory to it and the Senior Lenders.
55.1.11	 If the Contractor has used its reasonable endeavours to obtain funding for the whole of the estimated Capital Expenditure but has been unable to obtain an offer of funding with 40 Working Days after the date in which the Authority confirmed the Estimate then the Contractor shall have no obligation to carry out the change unless the Authority agrees to pay the cost involved.
55.1.12	The Authority may, at any time following the date on which the Estimate is confirmed, agree to meet all or, to the extent the Contractor has obtained funding for part of the Capital Expenditure, the remaining part of the estimated Capital Expenditure.
55.1.13	In the event that the Estimate has been confirmed by the Authority, then any adjustment to the Unitary Charge to reflect funding obtained shall be made in accordance with Part 5 of Schedule 7.
56.	AUTHORITY STEP-IN 
56.1	Reason for Step-In
If the Authority reasonably believes that it needs to take action in connection with the Services:
56.1.1	because a serious risk exists to the health or safety of persons or property or to the environment; and/or
56.1.2	to discharge a statutory duty (including the duty to make available school places for school age children);
then the Authority shall be entitled to take action in accordance with clauses Notify to Contractor in Breach.
56.2	Notify Contractor
If clause Reason for Step-In applies and the Authority wishes to take action, the Authority shall notify the Contractor in writing of the following:
56.2.1	the action it wishes to take;
56.2.2	the reason for such action;
56.2.3	the date it wishes to commence such action;
56.2.4	the time period which it believes will be necessary for such action; and
56.2.5	to the extent practicable, the effect on the Contractor and its obligation to provide the Services during the period such action is being taken.
56.3	Action by Authority
Following service of such notice, the Authority shall take such action as notified under clause Notify and any consequential additional action as it reasonably believes is necessary (together, the “Required Action”) and the Contractor shall give all reasonable assistance to the Authority while it is taking the Required Action.
56.4	Contractor Not in Breach
If the Contractor is not in breach of its obligations under this Agreement, then for so long as and to the extent that the Required Action is taken, and this prevents the Contractor from providing any part of the Services:
56.4.1	the Contractor shall be relieved from its obligations to provide such part of the Services; and
56.4.2	in respect of the period in which the Authority is taking the Required Action and provided that the Contractor provides the Authority with reasonable assistance (such assistance to be at the expense of the Authority to the extent that incremental costs are incurred), the Unitary Charge due from the Authority to the Contractor shall equal the amount the Contractor would receive if it were satisfying all its obligations and providing the Services affected by the Required Action in full over that period.
56.5	Contractor in Breach
If the Required Action is taken as a result of a breach of the obligations of the Contractor under this Agreement, then for so long as and to the extent that the Required Action is taken, and this prevents the Contractor from providing any part of the Services: 
56.5.1	the Contractor shall be relieved of its obligations to provide such part of the Services; and
56.5.2	in respect of the period in which the Authority is taking the Required Action, the Unitary Charge due from the Authority to the Contractor shall equal the amount the Contractor would receive if it were satisfying all its obligations and providing the Service affected by the Required Action in full over that period, less an amount equal to all the Authority’s costs of operation in taking the Required Action.
57.	INFORMATION AND CONFIDENTIALITY
57.1	Keep Confidential
The parties shall keep confidential all matters relating to this Agreement and the Project Documents and shall use all reasonable endeavours to prevent their employees and agents from making any disclosure to any person of any matters relating to this Agreement.
57.2	Permitted Disclosure
Clause Keep Confidential shall not apply to:
57.2.1	any disclosure of information that is reasonably required by persons engaged in the performance of the obligations of a party to this Agreement;
57.2.2	any matter which a party can demonstrate is already generally available and in the public domain otherwise than as a result of breach of Clause Keep Confidential;
57.2.3	any disclosure to enable a determination to be made under the Dispute Resolution Procedure;
57.2.4	any disclosure which is required by any law (including any order of a court of competent jurisdiction), any Parliamentary obligation or the rules of any stock exchange or governmental or regulatory authority having the force of law;
57.2.5	any disclosure of information which is already lawfully in the possession of the receiving party, prior to its disclosure by the disclosing party;
57.2.6	any provision of information to the Senior Lenders or the Senior Lenders’ professional advisers or insurance advisers or, where it is proposed that a person should or may provide funds (whether directly or indirectly and whether by loan, equity participation or otherwise) to the Contractor to enable it to carry out its obligations under this Agreement, to that person but only to the extent reasonably necessary to enable a decision to be taken on the proposal;
57.2.7	any disclosure by the Authority, of information relating to the design, construction, operation and maintenance of the Project and such other information as may be reasonably required for the purpose of conducting a due diligence exercise to:
(A)	any proposed new contractor, its advisers and lenders should the Authority decide to re-tender this Agreement;
(B)	any person in connection with Benchmarking or market-testing. 
57.2.8	any registration or recording of the Necessary Consents and property registration required;
57.2.9	any disclosure of information by the Authority to any other department, office or agency of the Government, or to the Governing Body of any of the Schools;
57.2.10	any disclosure by the Authority of any document relating to this Agreement to which it is a party and which the Contractor (acting reasonably) has agreed with the Authority contains no Commercially Sensitive Information; and
57.2.11	any disclosure for the purpose of:
(A)	the examination and certification of the Authority’s or the Contractor’s accounts; or
(B)	any examination pursuant to the Local Government Act 1999 of the economy, efficiency and effectiveness with which the Authority has performed its functions.
57.3	Obligations Preserved
Where disclosure is permitted under Clause Permitted Disclosure other than clauses 57.2.2, 57.2.6, 57.2.8, 57.2.10 and 57.2.11 the recipient of the information shall be subject to the same obligation of confidentiality as that contained in this Agreement.
57.4	Audit
For the purposes of the Local Government Finance Act the District Auditor and the Audit Commission may examine such documents as he or it may reasonably require which are owned, or held by or otherwise in the control of the Contractor and any Sub-Contractor and may require the Contractor and any Sub-Contractor to produce such oral or written explanations as he or it considers necessary.
57.5	Exploitation of Information
The Contractor shall not make use of this Agreement or any information issued or provided by or on behalf of the Authority in connection with this Agreement otherwise than for the purposes of this Agreement, except with the written consent of the Authority.
57.6	Expiry
On or before the Expiry Date the Contractor shall ensure that all documents or computer records in its possession, custody or control which contain information relating to any member of staff or pupil at or Governing Body of any School, including any documents in the possession, custody or control of any Sub-Contractor are delivered up to the Authority.
57.7	Access to Government Information
The Contractor will note and facilitate the Authority’s compliance with, the Code of Practice on Government Information (1994).  In the event that the Authority is required to provide information to any person as a result of a request made to it under the Code, the Authority shall adhere to the requirements of the Code in disclosing information relating to this Agreement and the Contractor.
57.8	Disclosure by Audit Commission
The parties acknowledge that the Audit Commission has the right to publish details of this Agreement (including Commercially Sensitive Information) in its relevant reports to Parliament.
58.	indemnities and responsibility
58.1	Contractor’s Indemnity
The Contractor shall, subject to Clause Contractor not Responsible, be responsible for, and shall release and indemnify the Authority, its employees, agents and contractors on demand from and against all liability for:
58.1.1	death or personal injury;
58.1.2	loss of or damage to property (including property belonging to the Authority or for which it is responsible); and
58.1.3	actions, claims, demands, costs, charges and expenses (including legal expenses on an indemnity basis) 
which may arise out of, or in consequence of, the design, construction, operation or maintenance of the Schools or the performance or non-performance by the Contractor of its obligations under this Agreement or the presence on the Authority’s property of the Contractor or any Contractor Related Party.
58.2	Contractor not responsible
The Contractor shall not be responsible or be obliged to indemnify the Authority for:
58.2.1	any injury, loss or damage, cost and expense caused by the negligence or wilful misconduct of the Authority or any Authority Related Party or by the breach of the Authority of its obligations under this Agreement; or
58.2.2	any claim in excess of [      ]. 
58.3	Authority’s indemnity
The Authority shall, subject to clause Authority not Responsible,  be responsible for, and shall indemnify the Contractor, its employees, agents and contractors on demand from and against all liability for:
58.3.1	death or personal injury;
58.3.2	loss of or damage to property; and
58.3.3	actions, claims, demands, costs, charges and expenses (including legal expenses on an indemnity basis) 
which may arise out of, or in consequence of the negligence of the Authority or an Authority Related Party or a breach by the Contractor of its obligations under this Agreement.
58.4	Authority not responsible
The Authority shall not be responsible or be obliged to indemnify the Contractor for:
58.4.1	any injury, loss, damage, cost and expense caused by the negligence or wilful misconduct of the Contractor or any Contractor Related Party or by the breach by the Contractor of its obligations under this Agreement; or
58.4.2	any claims in excess of [      ].  
58.5	Damage by Authority or Authority Related Parties
Notwithstanding the remaining provisions of this Agreement, damage to the Schools by the Authority or an Authority Related Party shall not be a Compensation Event and the Authority  shall have no obligation to indemnify the Contractor or any Contractor Related Party in respect of such damage. 
58.6	Responsibility for Related Parties
The Contractor shall be responsible as against the Authority for the acts or omissions of the Contractor Related Parties as if they were the acts or omission of the Contractor and the Authority shall be responsible as against the Contractor for the acts or omissions of the Authority Related Parties as if they were the acts or omissions of the Authority.
58.7	Notification of clauses
Where either party (the “Indemnified Party”) wishes to make a claim under this Clause against the other (the “Indemnifying Party”), the Indemnified Party shall give notice of the relevant claim as soon as reasonably practicable setting out full particulars of the claim.
58.8	Conduct of Claims
The Indemnifying Party may at its own expense and with the assistance and co-operation of the Indemnified Party have the conduct of the claim including its settlement and the Indemnified Party shall not, unless the Indemnifying Party has failed to resolve the claim within a reasonable period, take any action to settle or prosecute the claim.
58.9	Costs of claims
The Indemnifying Party shall, if it wishes to have conduct of any claim, give reasonable security to the Indemnified Party for any cost or liability arising out of the conduct of the claim by the Indemnifying Party.
59.	INSURANCE
59.1	Requirement to Maintain
The Contractor shall take out and maintain in force or procure the taking out and maintenance of the insurances specified in Schedule 15 and any other insurances as may be required by law (provided that its cover requires to be effective in each case not later than the date on which it is required and from the date on which the relevant risk commences).
59.2	Obligation on Parties
No party to this Agreement shall take or fail to take any reasonable action, or (insofar as it is reasonably within its power) permit anything to occur in relation to it, which would entitle any insurer to refuse to pay any claim under any insurance policy in which that party is an insured, a co-insured or additional insured person or noted on the policy.
59.3	Nature of the Insurances
The insurances referred to in clause Requirement to Maintain shall:
59.3.1	name the Contractor as co-insured with any other party maintaining the insurance;
59.3.2	contain a clause waiving the insurers’ subrogation rights against the Authority, its employees and agents;
59.3.3	provide for 30 days prior written notice of their cancellation, non-renewal or amendment to be given to the Authority; and
59.3.4	provide for payment of any proceeds to be made by insurers in accordance with clauses Co-Insured to Premiums and clause REINSTATEMENT.
59.4	Co-Insured
Wherever possible, the insurances referred to in Clause application of Proceeds shall name the Authority as a co-insured for its separate interest.
59.5	Evidence of Policies
The Contractor shall provide to the Authority:
59.5.1	copies on request of all insurance policies relating to the above and the Authority shall be entitled to inspect them during ordinary business hours; and
59.5.2	evidence that the premiums payable under all insurance policies have been paid and that the insurances are in full force and effect.
59.6	Renewal Certificates
Renewal certificates in relation to insurances referred to in clause Requirement to Maintain shall be obtained as and when necessary and copies (certified in a manner acceptable to the Authority) shall be forwarded to the Authority as soon as possible but in any event at least 10 days before the renewal date.
59.7	Breach
If the Contractor is in breach of clause Requirement to Maintain the Authority may pay any premiums required to keep such insurance in force or itself procure such insurance and may in either case recover such amounts from the Contractor on written demand.
59.8	Notification of Claim
The Contractor shall give the Authority notification within 30 days after any claim on any of the insurance policies referred to in this clause and (if required by the Authority) by full details of the incident giving rise to the claim.
59.9	Limit of Liability
Neither failure to comply nor full compliance with the insurance provisions of this Agreement shall limit or relieve the Contractor of its liabilities and obligations under this Agreement.	
59.10	Premiums
The insurance premiums referred to in this clause shall be the responsibility of the Contractor.
59.11	Authority Approval
The insurances referred to in this clause shall be effected with insurers approved by the Authority, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed.
60.	REINSTATEMENT
60.1	Application of Proceeds
All insurance proceeds received under any policy referred to in Part [    ] of Schedule 15 (the “Physical Damage Policies”) shall be applied to repair, reinstate, and replace each part or parts of the Schools in respect of which the proceeds were received.
60.2	Joint Account
All insurance proceeds paid under any Physical Damage Policy in respect of a single event (or a series of related events) in an amount in excess of £[minimum level] ([Adjusted]) shall be paid to an account in the joint names of the Authority and the Contractor.
60.3	Obligations
Where a claim is made or proceeds of insurance are received or are receivable under any Physical Damage Policy in respect of a single event (or a series of related events) (the “Relevant Incident”) in an amount in excess of £[the same figure as above] ([Adjusted]):
60.3.1	the Contractor shall deliver as soon as practicable and in any event within [28] days after the making of the claim a plan prepared by the Contractor for the carrying out of the works necessary (the “Reinstatement Works”) to repair, reinstate or replace (the “Reinstatement Plan”) the School[s] the subject of the relevant claim or claims in accordance with clause Works Carried Out.  The Reinstatement Plan shall set out:
(A)	if not the Building Contractor, the identity of the person proposed to effect the Reinstatement Works, which shall be subject to the prior written approval of the Authority; and
(B)	the proposed terms and timetable upon which the Reinstatement Works are to be effected (including the date that [the Project will become fully operational]), the final terms of which shall be subject to the prior written approval of the Authority;
60.3.2	provided that the Authority is satisfied that the Reinstatement Plan will enable the Contractor to comply with clause Works Carried Out within a reasonable timescale:
(A)	the Reinstatement Plan will be adopted;
(B)	the Contractor shall enter into contractual arrangements to effect the Reinstatement Works with the person identified in the approved Reinstatement Plan approved by the Authority;
(C)	the proceeds received by the Authority under any Physical Damage Policy in respect of the Relevant Incident (the “Relevant Proceeds”) (together with any interest accrued) may be withdrawn by the Contractor from the account referred to in clause Joint Account as required to enable it to make payments in accordance with the terms of the contractual arrangements, referred to in clause 60.3.2 (B), and to meet any other costs and expenses of the Contractor for the sole purposes of financing the Reinstatement Works;
(D)	the Authority agrees and undertakes that, subject to compliance by the Contractor with its obligations under this clause, and provided that the Contractor procures that the Reinstatement Works are carried out and completed in accordance with the contractual arrangements referred to in clause 60.3.2 (B), it shall not exercise any right which it might otherwise have to terminate this Agreement by virtue of the event which gave rise to the claim for the Relevant Proceeds;
(E)	the Authority undertakes to use all reasonable endeavours to assist the Contractor in the carrying out of the Reinstatement Plan; and
(F)	after the Reinstatement Plan has been implemented to the reasonable satisfaction of the Authority and in accordance with clause Works Carried Out the Authority shall permit withdrawal by the Contractor of any Relevant Proceeds then held in the account referred to in clause Joint Account that have not been paid under clause60.3.2 (C),  together with any interest accrued.
60.4	Works Carried Out
Where insurance proceeds are to be used in accordance with this agreement to repair, reinstate or replace any part of the School[s], the Contractor shall carry out the work in accordance with the Authority’s Requirements so that on completion of the work the School[s] meet[s] the provisions of this Agreement.
61.	uninsurable risks
61.1	Obligation
Nothing in clause [INSURANCE] [Indemnities and Responsibility] shall oblige the Contractor to take out insurance in respect of a risk which is Uninsurable.
61.2	Risks Become Uninsurable
If either a Specific Risk or a risk usually covered by construction all risks, material damage or statutory insurances becomes Uninsurable then:
61.2.1	the Contractor shall notify the Authority within five days of the risk becoming Uninsurable; and
61.2.2	if both parties agree, or it is determined in accordance with the Dispute Resolution Procedure, that the risk is Uninsurable and that:
(A)	the risk being Uninsurable is not caused by the actions of the Contractor or a Sub-Contractor; and
(B)	in respect of a risk usually covered by the construction all risks, material damage or statutory insurances the Contractor has demonstrated to the Authority that the Contractor and third parties faced with the same Uninsurable risk in the same or substantially similar businesses have ceased to operate such businesses as a result of that risk becoming Uninsurable,
then the parties shall meet to discuss the means by which the risk should be managed (including considering the issue of self-insurance by either party).
61.3	Consequences
If the requirements of clause Joint Account are satisfied, but the parties cannot agree as to how to manage the risk, then this Agreement shall continue but with the Unitary Charge being adjusted to deduct an amount equal to the premium that was payable for insurance for such risk immediately prior to it becoming Uninsurable.  On the occurrence of the risk the Authority shall (at the Authority’s option) either pay to the Contractor an amount equal to the insurance proceeds that would have been payable had the relevant insurance continued to be available and this Agreement will continue, or an amount equal to the amount set out in clause Amount of Compensation and this Agreement will terminate.
62.	DISPUTE RESOLUTION
62.1	Any dispute arising in relation to any aspect of this Agreement shall be resolved in accordance with this Clause.
62.2	If a dispute arises in relation to any aspect of this Agreement, the Contractor and the Authority shall first consult in good faith in an attempt to come to an agreement in relation to the disputed matter.
62.3	If the Contractor and the Authority fail to resolve the dispute through such consultation with [7] days, either party may refer the matter to an Adjudicator selected in accordance with paragraph 62..4.1 below
62.4	The Adjudicator nominated to consider a dispute referred to him shall be selected on a strictly rotational basis from the relevant panel of experts appointed in accordance with the following:
62.4.1	there shall be two panels of experts, one in respect of construction matters (Construction Panel) and one in respect of operational and maintenance matters (Operational Panel).  All the experts on each panel shall be wholly independent of the Contractor, the Authority, the relevant Sub-Contractor and any of the major competitors of the Contractor or relevant Sub-Contractor;
62.4.2	the Construction Panel shall be comprised of [3] experts who shall be appointed jointly by the Contractor and the Authority.  Such appointments shall take place within [28] days of the date of this Contractor;
62.4.3	the Operational Panel shall be comprised of [3] experts who shall be appointed jointly by the Contractor and the Authority.  Such appointments shall take place on or before the Commencement Date;
62.4.4	if any member of a panel resigns during the term of this Agreement, a replacement expert shall be appointed by the Contractor and the Authority as soon as practicable;
62.4.5	if the Authority and the Contractor are unable to agree on the identity of the experts o be appointed to the panel(s), the President for the time being of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators shall appoint such expert(s) within 30 days of any application for such appointment by either party.
62.5	Within 7 days of appointment in relation to a particular dispute, the Adjudicator shall require the parties to submit in writing their respective arguments.  The Adjudicator shall, in his absolute discretion, consider whether a hearing is necessary in order to resolve the dispute.
62.6	In any event, the Adjudicator shall provide to both parties his written decision on the dispute, within 28 days of appointment (or such other period as the parties may agree after the reference, or 42 days from the date of reference if the party which referred the dispute agrees).  The Adjudicator shall not state any reasons for his decision.  Unless and until revised, cancelled or varied by the Arbitrator, the Adjudicator’s decision shall be binding on both parties who shall forthwith give effect to the decision.
62.7	The Adjudicator’s costs of any reference shall be borne as the Adjudicator shall specify or, in default, equally by the parties.  Each party shall bear its own costs arising out of the reference, including legal costs and the costs and expenses of any witnesses.
62.8	The Adjudicator shall be deemed not to be an arbitrator but shall render his decision as an expert and the provisions of the Arbitration Act 1996 and the law relating to arbitration shall not apply to the Adjudicator or his determination or the procedure by which he reached his determination.
62.9	The Adjudicator shall act impartially and may take the initiative in ascertaining the facts and the law.  The Adjudicator shall have the power to open up, review and revise any opinion, certificate, instruction, determination or decision of whatever nature given or made under this Agreement.
62.10	All information, data or documentation disclosed or delivered by a party to the Adjudicator in consequence of or in connection with his appointment as Adjudicator shall be treated as confidential.  The Adjudicator shall not, save as permitted by Clause 25 (Confidential Information), disclose to any person or company any such information, data or documentation and all such information, data or documentation shall remain the property of the party disclosing or delivering the same and all copies shall be returned to such party on completion of the Adjudicator’s work.
62.11	The Adjudicator is not liable for anything done or omitted in the discharge or purported discharge of his functions as Adjudicator unless the act or omission is in bad faith.  Any employee or agent of the Adjudicator is similarly protected from liability.
62.12	If: 
62.12.1	there is any dispute in respect of matters referred to in Clauses 12 (Change in Service), 13 (Change in Law), [14 (Price Variation)], 20.1.3 (Compensation of Authority Default), [Section 20.2.5 (Compensation on Termination for Contractor Default)], Clause 20.3.4 (Compensation on Termination for Force Majeure), [Section 20.4.3 (Compensation on Termination for Corrupt Gifts and Fraud)] or Clause 20.5.2 (Compensation on Voluntary Termination); or
62.12.2	either party is dissatisfied with or otherwise wishes to challenge the Adjudicator’s decision made in accordance with Clause [  ]; or
62.12.3	both parties agree, 
then either party may (within [28] days or receipts of the Adjudicator’s decision, where appropriate), notify the other party of its intention to refer the dispute to arbitration.  Such notification shall invite the other party to concur in the appointment of a sole arbitrator who shall be a solicitor, barrister or arbitrator recognised by the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators of not less than 10 years’ standing (the Arbitrator).  If the parties are unable within 14 days to agree the identity of the Arbitrator either party may request the President of the Law Society to make the appointment.
62.13	The Arbitrator shall have the power to open up, review and revise any opinion, certificate, instruction, determination or decision of whatever nature given or made under this Agreement, to vary or cancel the decision of the Adjudicator and, where appropriate, to order financial compensation to be paid by one party to the other.  The arbitration shall take place in London.
62.14	The Arbitrator shall in his absolute discretion, make such procedural directions as he considers necessary such as ordering the parties to provide written submissions within such time period as he considers appropriate and/or to attend such hearings as he deems necessary.
62.15	The Arbitrator shall deliver his decision on any matter referred to him within 28 days of concluding any hearings which may have been held in connection with the matter and in any event within 3 months (or such other period as the parties may agree) of his appointment.  The Arbitrator’s decision shall be in writing and shall state his reasons for his decision.  The decision of the Arbitrator shall be final and binding on both parties.  The costs of the arbitration will be in the discretion of the Arbitrator.
62.16	The parties shall continue to comply with, observe and perform all their obligations hereunder regardless of the nature of the dispute and notwithstanding the referral of the dispute for resolution under this Clause and shall give effect forthwith to every decision of the Adjudicator and the Arbitrator delivered under this Clause.
62.17	If any dispute arising under this Agreement raises issues which relate to: 
62.17.1	any dispute between the Contractor and the Construction Sub-Contractor arising under the Construction Sub-Contract or otherwise affects the relationship or rights of the Contractor and/or the Construction Sub-Contractor under the Construction Sub-Contract (the “Construction Sub-Contract Dispute”); or
62.17.2	any dispute between the Contractor and the Operating Sub-Contractor arising under the Operating Sub-Contract or otherwise affects the relationship or rights of the Contractor and/or the Operating Sub-Contractor under the Operating Sub-Contract (the “Operating Sub-Contract Dispute”),
then the Contractor may include as part of its submissions made to the Adjudicator or to the Arbitrator, where the dispute is referred to arbitration, submissions made by the Construction Sub-Contractor or by the Operating Sub-Contractor as appropriate.
62.18	The Adjudicator or the Arbitrator, as appropriate, shall not have jurisdiction to determine the Construction Sub-Contract Dispute of the Operating Sub-Contract Dispute but he decision of the Adjudicator or the Arbitrator shall, subject to Clause 27(1), be binding on the Contractor and the Construction Sub-Contractor insofar as it determines the issues relating to the Construction Sub-Contract Dispute and on the Contractor and the Operating Sub-Contractor insofar as it determines the issues relating to the Operating Sub-Contract Dispute
62.19	Any submissions made by the Construction Sub-Contractor or the Operating Sub-Contractor shall:
62.19.1	be made within the time limits applicable to the delivery of submissions by the Contractor; and
62.19.2	concern only those matters which relate to the dispute between the Authority and the Contractor under this Agreement. 
62.20	Where the Construction Sub-Contractor or the Operating Sub-Contractor makes submissions in any reference before:
62.20.1	the Adjudicator, the Adjudicator’s costs of such reference shall be borne as the Adjudicator shall specify, or in default, one-third by the Authority and two-thirds by the Contractor; and
62.20.2	the Arbitrator, the costs of the arbitration shall be in the discretion of the Arbitrator. 
62.21	The Authority shall have no liability to the Construction Sub-Contractor or the Operating Sub-Contractor arising out of or in connection with any decision of the Adjudicator or Arbitrator or in respect of the costs of the Construction Sub-Contractor or the Operating Sub-Contractor in participating in the resolution of any dispute under this Agreement.
62.22	The Contractor shall not allow the Construction Sub-Contractor or the Operating Sub-Contractor access to any document relevant to issues in dispute between the Authority and the Contractor save where:
62.22.1	the document is relevant also to the issues relating to the Construction Sub-Contract Dispute or the Operating Sub-Contract Dispute as the case may be; and
62.22.2	the Contractor has first delivered to the Authority a written undertaking from the Construction Sub-Contractor and/or the Operating Sub-Contractor (as appropriate) addressed to the Authority that they shall not use any such document otherwise than for the purpose of the dispute resolution proceedings under this Agreement and that they shall not disclose such documents or any information contained therein to any third party other than the Adjudicator or Arbitrator or any professional adviser engaged by the Construction Sub-Contractor or the Operating Sub-Contractor (as appropriate) to advise in connection with the dispute.
63.	ORDERING OF GOODS AND SERVICES
Neither party shall place or cause to be placed any orders with suppliers or otherwise incur liabilities in the name of the other party or any representative of the other party.
64.	INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
64.1	The Contractor shall make available to the Authority free of charge (and hereby irrevocably licences the Authority to use) all Project Data that might reasonably be required by the Authority and the Contractor shall ensure that the Contractor obtains all necessary licenses, permissions and consents to ensure that the Contractor can make the Project Data available to the Authority on these terms, for the purposes of:
64.1.1	the Authority providing the Schools for educational and ancillary purposes, its duties under this Agreement and/or any statutory duties which the Authority may have; and
64.1.2	following termination of this Agreement, the design or construction of the Schools, the operation, maintenance or improvement of the Schools and/or the provision of services the same as, or similar to , the Services,
(together, the “Approved Purposes”), and in this Clause “use” shall include the acts of copying, modifying, adapting and translating the material in question and/or incorporating them with other materials and the term “the right to use” shall be construed accordingly.
64.2	The Contractor
64.2.1	hereby grants to the Authority, free of charge, an irrevocable, non-exclusive and transferable (but only to any assignee or transferee of any rights or benefits under this Agreement or upon or at any time following termination of this Agreement) licence (carrying the right to grant sub–licences) to use all the Intellectual Property Rights which are or become vested in the Contractor; and
64.2.2	shall, where any Intellectual Property Rights are or become vested in a third party, use its reasonable endeavours to procure the grant of a like licence to that referred to in clause 0 above to the Authority,
in both cases, solely for the Approved Purposes.
64.3	The Contractor shall use all reasonable endeavours to ensure that any Intellectual Property Rights created, brought into existence or acquired during the term of this Agreement vest, and remain vested throughout the term of this Agreement, in the Contractor and the Contractor shall enter into appropriate agreements with any Contractor Related Party (or other third parties) that may create or bring into existence, or from which it may acquire, any Intellectual Property Rights. Intellectual Property Rights.
64.4	To the extent that any of the data, materials and documents referred to in this clause are generated by or maintained on a computer or similar system, the Contractor shall: 
64.4.1	use all reasonable endeavours to procure for the benefit of the Authority, at no charge or at the lowest reasonable fee, the grant of a licence or sub-licence for any relevant software to enable the Authority or its nominee to access and otherwise use (subject to the payment by the Authority of the relevant fee, if any) such data for the Approved Purposes.  As an alternative, the Contractor may provide such data, materials or documents in a format which may be read by software generally available in the market at the relevant time or in hard copy format; and
64.4.2	enter into the NCC’s then current multi-licence escrow deposit agreement or standard single licence escrow deposit agreement as appropriate in each case.
64.5	The Contractor shall ensure the back-up and storage in safe custody of the data, materials and documents referred to in Clause the Contractor shall: in accordance with Good Industry Practice.  Without prejudice to this obligation, the Contractor shall submit to the Authority’s Representative for approval its proposals for the back-up and storage in safe custody of the data, materials and documents and the Authority shall be entitled to object if the same is not in accordance with Good Industry Practice.  The Contractor shall comply, and shall cause all Contractor Related Parties to comply, with all procedures to which the Authority’s Representative has given its approval.  The Contractor may vary its procedures for such back-up and storage subject to submitting its proposals for change to the Authority’s Representative, who shall be entitled to object on the basis set out above.
64.6	Where a claim or proceeding is made or brought against the Authority which arises out of the infringement of any rights in or to any Intellectual Property (other than any Disclosed Date) or because the use of any materials, plant, machinery or equipment in connection with the Works or the Project infringes any rights in or to any Intellectual Property or a third party then, unless such infringement has arisen out of the use of any Intellectual Property by or on behalf of the Authority otherwise than in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, the Contractor shall indemnify the Trust at all times from and against all such claims and proceedings and the provisions of Clause 58 shall apply.
65.	ASSIGNMENT AND SUB–CONTRACTING
65.1	Restriction on the Authority​[11]​
The obligations of the Authority under this Agreement shall not (without the prior consent of the Contractor, such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed) be novated or otherwise transferred (whether by virtue of any Legislation or any scheme pursuant to any Legislation or otherwise) to another person other than:
65.1.1	any department, office, instrumentality or agency of the Government or any Local Authority which (in any such case) has the legal capacity and sufficient financial resources to perform the obligations of the Authority under this Agreement; or
65.1.2	any person who has the legal capacity and sufficient financial resources to perform the obligations of the Authority under this Agreement and either:-
(A)	who is of no lesser risk asset weighting with the Bank of England than was the Authority as at the date of this Agreement; or
(B)	whose obligations under this Agreement are validly and enforceably guaranteed by the Authority or the Government or by any department, office, instrumentality or agency of the Government  or any Local Authority which (in any such case) has the legal capacity and sufficient financing resources to perform the obligations of the Authority under this Agreement; 
(C)	for the purposes of this clause, an obligation shall be deemed to be validly and enforceably guaranteed by the Authority or the, office, instrumentality or agency of the Government or any Local Authority (in any such case) if the Authority Government or any Local Authority or by any department or office, instrumentality or agency of the Government or any Local Authority (as the case may be) has delivered a legal opinion stating that the guarantee is fully valid and enforceable in accordance with its terms subject to customary qualifications and assumptions from a reputable firm of solicitors approved in advance by the Contractor (such approval not to be unreasonable withheld or delayed) having appropriate experience of the matters opined upon. 
65.2	Restriction on the Contractor
Subject to clause Exception and subject always to the provisions of the Direct Agreement the Contractor shall not assign, underlet, charge, sell, bargain or otherwise deal in any way with the benefit of this Agreement in whole or in part except with the prior written consent of the Authority (which the Authority may in its absolute discretion refuse).
65.3	Exception
Nothing in this Agreement shall prohibit the Contractor from providing or procuring the provision of the Works or the Services from a sub–contractor of sound financial standing and good repute and whose identity has been notified to the Authority by the Contractor and approved by the Authority (such approval not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed) prior to the appointment of such sub–contractor, provided that the Contractor shall remain primarily and directly liable for the Contractor’s obligations under this Agreement.
65.4	Contractor’s Obligations
The Contractor shall perform its obligations under and observe all the terms of any sub–contract.
65.5	Sub–Contractors
Nothing in this Agreement shall prohibit or prevent any sub–contractor employed by the Contractor from being employed by the Authority at any establishments of the Authority.
66.	AUDIT ACCESS
Notwithstanding the provisions of clause Auditor, the Contractor shall co-operate fully and in a timely manner with any reasonable request from time to time of any auditor (whether internal or external) of the Authority and at the expense of the Contractor to provide documents, or to procure the provision of documents, relating to the Project, and to provide, or to procure the provision of, any oral or written explanation relating to the same.
67.	CORPORATE STRUCTURES
67.1	Obligation to Inform
The Contractor shall inform the Authority as soon as reasonably practicable and, in any event, within 30 days of any Change of  Control of the Contractor.
67.2	Contractor Warranty
The Contractor warrants and represents to the Authority that the legal and beneficial ownership of the Contractor at the date of this Agreement is as set out in Schedule 12.
67.3	Change of Ownership
67.3.1	The Contractor shall not register any person as a member as a result of a Restricted Share Transfer without the prior written consent of the Authority.
67.3.2	For the purposes of clause Obligation to Inform and clause Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference: 
(A)	any change in beneficial or legal ownership of any shares that are listed on a stock exchange; and
(B)	any transfer of shares or of any interest in shares by a person to its Affiliate
shall be disregarded.
68.	no agency
68.1	Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as creating a partnership or as a contract of employment between the Authority and the Contractor.
68.2	Save as expressly provided otherwise in this Agreement, the Contractor shall not be, or be deemed to be, an agent of the Authority and the Contractor shall not hold itself out as having authority or power to bind the Authority in any way.
68.3	Without limitation to its actual knowledge, the Contractor shall for all purposes of this Agreement, be deemed to have such knowledge in respect of the Project as is held (or ought reasonably to be held) by any Contractor Party.
69.	entire Agreement
69.1	Except where expressly provided in this Agreement, this Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties in connection with its subject matter and supersedes all prior representations, communications, negotiations and understandings concerning the subject matter of this Agreement.
69.2	Each of the parties acknowledge that:
69.2.1	it does not enter into this Agreement on the basis of and does not rely, and has not relied upon any statement or representation (whether negligent or innocent) or warranty or other provision (in any case whether oral, written, express or implied) made or agreed to by any person (whether a party to this Agreement or not) except those expressly repeated or referred to in this Agreement and the only remedy or remedies available in respect of any misrepresentation or untrue statement made to it shall be any remedy available under this Agreement; and
69.2.2	this sub-clause shall not apply to any statement, representation or warranty made fraudulently, or to any provisions of this Agreement which was induced by fraud, for which the remedies available shall be all those available under the law governing this Agreement.
70.	notices
70.1	All notices under this Agreement shall be in writing and all certificates, notices or written instructions to be given under the terms of this Agreement shall be served by sending the same by first class post, facsimile or by hand, leaving the same at:
If to the Contractor	[Address]Fax No: [      ]
If to the Authority	[Address]Fax No: [      ]
70.2	Where any information or documentation is to be provided or submitted to the Authority’s Representative or the Contractor’s Representative it shall be provided or submitted by sending the same by first class post, facsimile or by hand, leaving the same at:
If to the Contractor’s Representative	[Address]Fax No: [      ]
If to the Authority’ Representative	[Address]Fax No: [      ]
(copied in each case to the Authority).
70.3	Either party to this Agreement (and either Representative) may change its nominated address or facsimile number by prior notice to the other party.
70.4	Notices given by post shall be effective upon the earlier of (i) actual receipt, and (ii) five (5) Business Days after mailing.  Notices delivered by hand shall be effective upon delivery.  Notices given by facsimile shall be deemed to have been received where there is confirmation of uninterrupted transmission by a transmission report and where there has been no telephonic communication by the recipient to the senders (to be confirmed in writing) that the facsimile has not been received in legible form:
70.4.1	within two (2) hours after sending, if sent on a Business Day between the hours of 9am and 4pm; or 
70.4.2	by 11am on the next following Business Day, if sent after 4pm, on a Business Day but before 9am on that next following Business Day.
71.	SEVERABILITY
If any term, condition or provision of this Agreement shall be held to be invalid, unlawful or unenforceable to any extent, such term, condition or provision shall not affect the validity, legality and enforceability of the other provisions of or any other documents referred to in this Agreement.
72.	WAIVER
72.1	No term or provision of this Agreement shall be considered as waived by any party to this Agreement unless a waiver is given in writing by that party.
72.2	No waiver under Clause 72.1 shall be a waiver of a past or future default or breach, nor shall it amend, delete or add to the terms, conditions or provisions of this Agreement unless (an then only to the extent) expressly stated in that waiver.
73.	public relations and PUBLICITY
73.1	Restriction
The Contractor shall not by itself, its employees or agents and procure that its sub-contractors shall not communicate with representatives of the press, television, radio or other communications media on any matter concerning this Agreement or the Project without the prior written approval of the Authority.
73.2	Photographs
No facilities to photograph or film in or upon any property used in relation to the Project shall be given or permitted by the Contractor unless the Authority has given its prior written approval.
74.	ADVERTISEMENTS
The Contractor shall not exhibit or attach to any part of the Sites or the Schools any notice or advertisement without the prior written permission of the Authority’s Representative, save where otherwise required to comply with Legislation.
75.	Contractor’s records
75.1	Records of Costs
The Contractor shall at all times:
75.1.1	maintain a full record of particulars of the costs of performing the Services, including those relating to the design, construction, maintenance, operation and financing of the Project;
75.1.2	upon request by the Authority, provide a written summary of any of the costs referred to in clause Records of Costs, including details of any funds held by the Contractor specifically to cover such costs, in such form and detail as the Authority may reasonably require to enable the Authority to monitor the performance by the Contractor of its obligations under this Agreement;
75.1.3	provide such facilities as the Authority may reasonably require for its representatives to visit any place where the records are held and examine the records maintained under this clause; and
75.1.4	upon request by the Authority, provide to the Authority any information provided on a regular basis by it to the Senior Lenders during the Contract Period.
75.2	Books of Account
Compliance with this clause shall require the Contractor to keep (and where appropriate to procure that its sub-contractors shall keep) books of account in accordance with best accountancy practice with respect to this Agreement showing in detail:
75.2.1	administrative overheads;
75.2.2	payments made to sub-contractors;
75.2.3	capital and revenue expenditure;
75.2.4	such other items as the Authority may reasonably require from time to time to conduct cost audits for verification of cost expenditure or estimated expenditure, for the purpose of this Agreement.
75.2.5	and the Contractor shall have (and procure that its sub-contractors shall have) the books of account evidencing the items listed in clauses 75.2.1 to 75.2.4 above inclusive available for inspection by the Authority (and any expert) upon reasonable notice, and shall promptly present a written report of these to the Authority as and when requested from time to time.
75.3	Auditor
The Contractor shall permit all records referred to in this clause to be examined and copied from time to time by the Authority’s auditor and their representatives and other representatives of the Authority.
75.4	Retention
The records referred to in this clause shall be retained for a period of at least five years after the Contractor’s obligations under the Agreement have come to an end.
75.5	Termination or Expiry
Upon termination or expiry of this Agreement, and in the event that the Authority wishes to enter into another contract for the operation and management of a project the same as or similar to the Project the Contractor shall (and shall ensure that its sub-contractors will) comply with all reasonable requests of the Authority to provide information relating to the Contractor’s costs of operating and maintaining the Project.
75.6	Confidentiality
All information referred to in this clause is subject to the obligations set out in clause 57.
76.	DATA protection
76.1	General
76.1.1	In relation to all Personal Data, the Contractor shall at all times comply with the DPA as a data controller if necessary, including maintaining a valid and up to date registration or notification under the DPA covering the data processing to be performed in connection with the Service.
76.1.2	The Contractor and any Sub-Contractor shall only undertake processing of Personal Data reasonably required in connection with the Service and shall not transfer any Personal Data to any country or territory outside the European Economic Area.
76.2	No Disclosure
76.2.1	The Contractor shall not disclose Personal Data to any third parties other than:
(A)	to employees and Sub-Contractors to whom such disclosure is reasonably necessary in order for the Contractor to carry out the Service; or
(B)	to the extent required under a court order,
provided that disclosure under Clause [ ] is made subject to written terms substantially the same as, and no less stringent than, the terms contained in this Clause and that the Contractor shall give notice in writing to the Authority of any disclosure of Personal Data it or a Sub-Contractor is required to make under Clause [ ] immediately it is aware of such a requirement. 
76.2.2	The Contractor shall bring into effect and maintain all technical and organisational measures to prevent unauthorised or unlawful processing of Personal Data and accidental loss or destruction of, or damage to, Personal Data including but not limited to take reasonable steps to ensure the reliability of staff having access to the Personal Data.
76.2.3	The Authority may, at reasonable intervals, request a written description of the technical and organisational methods employed by the Contractor the Sub-Contractors referred to in Clause76.2.2.  Within [30] days of such a request, the Contractor shall supply written particulars of all such measures detailed to a reasonable level such that the Authority can determine whether or not, in connection with the Personal Data, it is compliant with the DPA.
76.3	Indemnity
The Contractor shall indemnify and keep indemnified the Authority against all losses, claims, damages, liabilities, costs and expense (including reasonable legal costs) incurred by it in respect of any breach of this Clause Indemnity by the Contractor and/or any act or omission of any Sub-Contractor.
77.	CORRUPT GIFTS AND PAYMENTS OF COMMISSION
77.1	Corrupts Gifts and Fraud
The Contractor warrants that in entering into this Agreement is has not committed any Prohibited Act.
77.2	Termination for Corrupt Gifts and Fraud
77.2.1	If the Contractor or any of its sub-contractors (or anyone employed by or acting on behalf of any of them) or any of its or their agents or shareholders commits any Prohibited Act, then the Authority shall be entitled to act in accordance with clauses Termination for Corrupt Gifts and Fraud.
77.2.2	If a Prohibited Act is committed by the Contractor or by an employee not acting independently of the Contractor but acting under the authority of or with the knowledge of a director of the Contractor, then the Authority may terminate this Agreement by giving notice to the Contractor.
77.2.3	If the Prohibited Act is committed by an employee of the Contractor acting independently of the Contractor, then the Authority may give notice to the Contractor of termination and this Agreement will terminate, unless within [30] days of receipt of such notice the Contractor terminates the employee’s employment and (if necessary) procures the performance of such part of the Services by another person.
77.2.4	If the Prohibited Act is committed by a sub-contractor of the Contractor or by an employee of that sub-contractor not acting independently of that sub-contractor then the Authority may give notice to the Contractor of termination and this Agreement will terminate, unless within [30] days of receipt of such notice the Contractor terminates the relevant [Project Document] and procures the performance of such part of the Services by another person.
77.2.5	If the Prohibited Act is committed by an employee of a sub-contractor of the Contractor acting independently of that sub-contractor then the Authority may give notice to the Contractor of termination and this Agreement will terminate, unless within [30] days of receipt of such notice the Sub-Contractor terminates the employee’s employment and (if necessary) procures the performance of such part of the Services by another person.
77.2.6	If the Prohibited Act is committed by any other persons not specified in clauses Termination for Corrupt Gifts and Fraud then the Authority may give notice to the Contractor of termination and this Agreement will terminate unless within [30 days] of receipt of such notice, the Contractor procures the termination of such person’s employment and of the appointment of their employer (where not employed by the Contractor or the Sub-Contractors) and (if necessary) procures the performance of such part of the Services by another person.
77.2.7	Any notice of termination under this clause Termination for Corrupt Gifts and Fraud shall specify:
(A)	the nature of the Prohibited Act;
(B)	the identity of the party whom the Authority believes has committed the Prohibited Act;
(C)	the date on which this Agreement will terminate, in accordance with the applicable provision of this clause; and
(D)	the Authority’s chosen option under clause Compensation on Termination for Corrupt Gifts and Fraud.
77.3	Compensation on Termination for Corrupt Gifts and Fraud
On termination of this Agreement in accordance with clause Termination for Corrupt Gifts and Fraud the Authority shall pay the Contractor compensation in accordance with the provisions of clause 49.
78.	interest on late payment
Save where otherwise specifically provided where any payment or sum of money due from the Contractor to the Authority or from the Authority to the Contractor under any provision of this Agreement is not paid within [    ] Working Days of the due date it shall bear interest thereon at the Prescribed Rate from the due date (whether before or after any judgement) until actual payment and it is agreed between the parties that the Prescribed Rate and the provisions of this Agreement relating to the payment of compensation on termination of this Agreement following the occurrence of an Authority Default provide the Contractor with a substantial remedy pursuant to sections 8 and 9 of the Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998.
79.	CO-OPERATION
The Contractor shall co–operate fully and in a timely manner with any request from time to time of any auditor (whether internal or external) of the Authority or the Ombudsman to provide documents, or to procure the provision of documents, relating to the Project, and to provide, or to procure the provision of, any oral or written explanation relating to the same.
80.	LOCAL GOVERNMENT (CONTRACTS) ACT 1997
80.1	Certification Requirements
The Certification Requirements are intended to be satisfied by the Authority with respect to this Agreement and the Direct Agreement before the end of the Certification Period relating to each agreement.
80.2	Contractor's Consent
The Contractor hereby consents to the issue by the Authority of certificates under Section 3 of the Local Government (Contracts) Act 1997 in respect of this Agreement and the Direct Agreement.
80.3	Failure to Issue a Certificate
If a certificate is not issued by the Authority pursuant to clause Contractors Consent within [ ] weeks of the date of this Agreement then the Contractor shall be entitled by giving notice in writing to the Authority within seven days of the Authority failing to issue such a certificate to terminate this Agreement, whereupon the Authority shall pay to the Contractor the aggregate costs incurred by the Contractor (including all sums owing to the Lender under the Loan Agreements) is entering into and terminating this Agreement.
80.4	Relevant Discharge Terms
The relevant discharge terms within the meaning of Section 6 of the Local Government (Contracts) Act 1977 are set out in Schedule 13.
81.	GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION
This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in all respects in the accordance with the laws of England and Wales. Subject to clause DISPUTE RESOLUTION, the English Courts shall have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any disputes which may arise out of or in connection with this Agreement.



















































CUMULATIVE CAPITAL EXPENDITURE	AUTHORITY’S SHARE
£0 - £[a] (inclusive)	0%
£[a+1] - £[b] (inclusive)	10%
£[b+1] - £[c] (inclusive)	20%
£[c+1] - £[d] (inclusive)	40%
£[d+1] - £[e] (inclusive)	60%










































The Service Availability Requirements are:
1.	All the Operational Services are or are capable of being delivered in accordance with the Authority’s Requirements.
2.	The Works are complete with the exception of minor matters whose remediation cannot reasonably be expected to disrupt the use of the School [s] for educational purposes.
3.	All Contractor commissioning and Joint Commissioning have been completed.










1.1	Calculation of Unitary Charge during the Interim Period
The Unitary Charge for each Contract Month during the Interim Period shall be calculated as follows:
UC = IC ± [SUC – AD – PPD] ± AO
Where
UC	=	The Unitary Charge
IC	=	The Interim Service fees net of any performance deductions calculated in accordance with Part 2 in relation to those Schools which have not achieved Service Availability
SUC	=	the aggregate of the notional apportionments of the Base Unitary Charge shown in Appendix [A] for those Schools which have achieved Service Availability
AD	=	Availability Deductions [determined in accordance with Part 4]
PPD	=	Performance Points Deductions [determined in accordance with Part 3]
AO	=	Any other amounts which are required to be added to or subtracted from the Unitary Charge in accordance with paragraph 2.6 of Part 5 (Availability of Indices)

1.2	Unitary Charge in the Operational Period
The Unitary Charge for each Contract Month shall be calculated as follows:
UC =  [BUC – AD – PPD] ± AO – IA
Where
UC	=	The Unitary Charge
BUC	=	The Base Unitary Charge [determined in accordance with Part 5]
AD	=	Availability Deductions [determined in accordance with Part 3]
PPD	=	Performance Points Deductions [determined in accordance with Part 2]
AO	=	Any other amounts which are required to be added to or subtracted from the Unitary Charge in accordance with paragraph 2.6 of Part 5 (Availability of Indices)
























PART 2tc "PART2PerformancePoints" \f # \l 1
Interim Service Fees

[This Part of the Payment Mechanism should set out the basis on which the Authority is to pay for the Interim Services and the way in which the fees may fall short of their maximum as a result of poor performance.  This is an area where a high degree of variability among projects may arise and what follows is intended to be completed by the details of the interim payment mechanism for each project.
1.	INTERPRETATION
[       ]
2.	INTERIM SERVICE FEES
2.1	Calculation of Interim Service Fees 
The Interim Service Fees shall be calculated as follows:
IC = ISF – PD
Where
IC	=	The Interim Service Fees payable by the Authority
ISF	=	The aggregate of the headline Interim Service Fees for those Schools which have not achieved Service Availability set out in Appendix B 
PD	=	Performance Deductions calculated in accordance with Paragraph 3

3.	PERFORMANCE DEDUCTIONS































In this Part 3 the following terms shall, unless the context otherwise requires, have the following meanings:
“High Points Event” means Service Failure which High Performance Points are allocated in the relevant Service Schedule;
“Low Points Event” means a Service Failure to which Low Performance Points are allocated in the relevant Service Schedule;
“Medium Points Event” means Service Failure to which Medium Performance Points are allocated in the relevant Service Schedule;
“Performance Monitoring Programme” means a performance monitoring programme agreed in accordance with paragraph 2;
“Performance Point” means a de-merit point awarded to the Project Co in respect of a Performance Point Event and calculated pursuant to paragraph 4;
“Performance Point Event” means a:
Low Points Event; or
Medium Points Event; or
High Points Event; or
Super Points Event;
“Service Failure” means a shortfall of any part of the School against the requirements of any operational Service;
 “Super Points Event” means Service Failure to which Super Performance Points are awarded in the relevant Service Schedule; and
“Threshold Number” has in relation to each Operational Service the meaning given in paragraph 5.4.
2.	performance monitoring programme
2.1	Draft Performance Monitoring Programme
At least three months before the [first] Target Service Availability Date [for a Project Phase] the Service Provider shall deliver to the Authority a draft Performance Monitoring Programme that:
2.1.1	describes in detail the actions that the Service Provider shall take or procure are taken regularly and systematically to monitor the provision of the Operational Services operational to determine whether they are provided in accordance with this Agreement (including the relevant Authority’s Requirements); and
	2.1.2	detects and records Performance Point Events.
2.2	Parties to Liaise
The Parties shall liaise in accordance with the Liaison Procedure to seek to agree the terms of [each / the] Performance Monitoring Programme delivered to the Authority pursuant to paragraph 2.1.  If the Parties fail to agree on any matter relating to the Performance Monitoring Programme within two months of delivery of the draft Performance Monitoring Programme to the Authority under paragraph 2.1, either Party may refer the matter to the Fast Track Dispute Resolution Procedure.
2.3	Project Co to Monitor
The Service Provider shall procure that each Operational Service is monitored [at each School] at all times after the [relevant] Service Availability Date in accordance with the [relevant] Performance Monitoring Programme.
3.	performance reports
3.1.	Procedure
In determining the Performance Point Deductions to be made for each Contract Month, the steps set out in paragraphs 3.2 to 3.4 shall be taken.
3.2	Performance Monitoring Report
Within five Working Days of the end of Contract Month -2, the Service Provider shall deliver or shall procure that there is delivered to the Authority a draft Performance Monitoring Report in respect of all Operational Services for Contract Month -2.  The draft Performance Monitoring Report shall contain the following information:
3.2.1	a summary assessment of the performance of the Operational Services during Contract Month -2;
3.2.2	a list of all Performance Point Events that occurred during Contract Month -2 which were recorded by the Helpdesk and/or which were notified to the Helpdesk and a description of each Performance Point Event; and
3.2.3	the number of Performance Points to be awarded against the Service Provider Co in respect of Performance Point Events that occurred in Contract Month -2 calculated in accordance with paragraph 4.

3.3	Authority to Confirm
Within 15 Working Days of receipt of the draft Performance Monitoring Report the Authority shall either confirm to the Service Provider that it accepts the contents of the draft Performance Monitoring Report or, if it does not, provide the Service Provider with full details of any matter in the draft Performance Monitoring Report that is not agreed and such matter may then be referred by either Party to the [Fast Track] Dispute Resolution Procedure.  Except in cases where a systematic fault in the Helpdesk is found to have occurred, notwithstanding Clause [    ] (Disputed Payments), no further Dispute in relation to any matter referred to in the draft Performance Monitoring Report may subsequently be raised by either Party.
3.4	Inclusion of Deductions in Invoice
	3.4.1	Performance Point Deductions calculated in accordance with paragraph 5 of this Part 3 in respect of Performance Point Events occurring in Contract Month -2 as agreed or determined in accordance with paragraph 3.3 of this Part 3 shall be made for a Contract Month. 
	3.4.2	If: 
		(A)	there is any Dispute in relation to any matter included in the draft Performance Monitoring Report delivered to the Authority pursuant to paragraph 3.2, and that Dispute has not been agreed or determined prior to the delivery by the Service Provider to the Authority of its Report pursuant to Clause 38.3 and any invoice pursuant to Clause [    ] (Invoices) in Contract Month -1; or 
		(B)	the Authority has not, prior to the delivery of that Report and invoice, confirmed its acceptance of the contents of the draft Performance Monitoring Report pursuant to paragraph 3.3,
Performance Point Deductions shall be made and included in that Report and invoice by reference to that draft Performance Monitoring Report. 
	3.4.3	At such time as the Dispute is agreed or determined, the Performance Point Deductions calculated in accordance with paragraph 3.4.2 of this Part 2 shall be recalculated, and a payment or deduction included in the next Report delivered pursuant to Clause [    ] (Reports) and invoice delivered pursuant to Clause [    ] (Invoices) after such recalculation to take account of any overpayment or underpayment.
4.	performance points
4.1	Calculation of Performance Points
The Service Provider shall calculate the Performance Points for all Performance Point Events by reference to:
	4.1.1	the table set out in paragraph 4.4 and the provisions of this paragraph 4; and
	4.1.2	Appendix C.
4.2	Exceptions
	No Performance Points may be awarded for any Performance Point Event:
	4.2.1	other than in accordance with paragraph 3 of this Part 2;
	4.2.2	in respect of a Operational Service prior to the Service Availability Date [for the relevant  School / Project Phase];
	4.2.3	[which occurs during a period of [   ] months from the [relevant] Service Availability Date];
	4.2.4	which occurs in respect of an Operational Service during a period of one month from the date on which that Operational Service is first provided by a replacement Sub-Contractor following a Market Testing exercise pursuant to Clause MARKET TESTING AND BENCHMARKING (Benchmarking and Market Testing); or
	4.2.5	in respect of service delivery in any Area in respect of any time during which an Unavailability Deduction is made for that Area.
4.3	Multiple Performance Point Events
Where any event is capable of being classified as more than one Service Failure, Performance Points in respect of that event shall be awarded against the Service Provider only in respect of one Performance Point Event, being the Performance Point Event which attracts the greatest number of Performance Points.
4.4	Allocation of Performance Points
Subject to paragraph 4.5 the categories of Performance Point Events set out in the table below shall attract the number of Performance Points listed next to them:







	4.5.1	A Service Failure which recurs [more than once] in any contract month shall on the [third] and each subsequent occurrence within that Contract Month attract [twice] the number of Performance Points awarded in respect of the first occurrence, except to the extent that any recurrence is the result of a Relief Event or Force Majeure




The amount of the deduction to be made for any Contract Month in respect of Performance Points in respect of Contract Month -2 (the “Performance Point Deduction”) shall be:
	5.1.1	where the number of Performance Points awarded [in respect of that operational Service in Contract Month -2 is less than or equal to the Threshold Number [for that operational Service], zero; or
	5.1.2	where the number of Performance Points awarded [in respect of that Operational Service] in Contract Month -2 is greater than the Threshold Number [for that operational Service], determined in accordance with the formula:
			    (PP)
		SPD=     1000

		where:
		SPD	=	the amount of the Performance Point Deduction
		PP	=	the number of Performance Points awarded [in respect of that operational Service] in Contract Month –2
	BUC	=	Basic Unitary Charge for Contract Month -2
Provided that Performance Point Deductions [when aggregated with Unavailability Deductions] may not in any Contract Month exceed the amount of the Basic Unitary Charge for that Contract Month.
5.2	Exceptions
No Performance Point Deductions shall be made in respect of any Service Failure where Unavailability in respect of which Unavailability Deductions are made arises as a result of that Service Failure in respect of any time during which those Unavailability Deductions are made or to be made.
5.3	Threshold Numbers
5.3.1	Subject to paragraph 5.4.2 the Threshold Number for each Operational Service shall be 50.









Categorisation of Service Failures


Service Failure		Super			High			Medium Points			Low Points
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1.	DEFINITIONS
In this Part 4 the following terms shall, unless the context otherwise requires, have the following meanings:
	"Area" means an area of the School;
"Authority's Response Period" means, in relation to an Area, the period of time set out in Appendix D from the time the Authority receives the Project Co's proposal for the Alternative Accommodation for the Authority to notify the Project Co of its acceptance or rejection of such proposal pursuant to paragraph 5;
["Available" means in relation to any Area that it can reasonably be used for the purpose contemplated by the [Authority's Requirements] during the Required Period, and that in particular:
	(A)	the Area has unrestricted physical access as contemplated by [the Design Documents];
	(B)	[environmental requirements (heating etc.)];
	(C)	the Area does not present any hazard or threat to the well being of any person [except as contemplated by the Design Documents]; and
	(D)	all Service Provider Equipment required to be in the Area is present and in full working order.
"Availability Cost" means [a periodic rate which allows for non-use during holiday periods (e.g. 195th of the attributable Unitary Charge notionally attributed to each School in Appendix A so that the total Unavailability of that School leads to the non-payment of its notional Unitary Charge)];
	"Lesson" means [                            ];
"Period of Unavailability" means, in relation to an Area, the unit of time in which the duration of Unavailability is measured (being Lessons, Days or Hours) as set out in Appendix A to this Part 3; 
"Proposal Period" means, in relation to an Area, the period of time set out in Appendix D for the Project Co to propose Alternative Accommodation pursuant to paragraph 5;
"Rectification Period" means, in relation to an Area, the period of time set out in Appendix A to this Part 3 for the Project Co to remedy the Unavailability of an Area;
“Required Period” is the School Day and the period of any planned Community Use;
	"School Day" means the period from [0800 to 1800] each Monday to Friday during a 	Term;
	“Term” means the aggregate period of [195] days in each year during which the School[s] is [are] to be used for Educational Services in accordance with clause [use of schools] (Use of Schools).
	"Unavailability Deduction" means a deduction calculated in accordance with 	paragraphs 4 to [    ] (inclusive of this Part [    ]; and
“Weighing” means in relation to each School the percentage figure shown in the column headed Percentage weighting against that school in Appendix D.
2.	availability AND SERVICE PAYMENTS
2.1	Unavailability Deductions from the Unitary Change for Unavailability for any Contract Month shall be calculated in accordance with the procedure set out in this Part 4.
3.	NOTICE OF UNAVAILABILITY
3.1	Authority to Notify 
The Authority shall procure that any Authority [employee] promptly notifies the Helpdesk of any circumstances of which he becomes aware which constitute or may lead to Unavailability of any Area.
3.2	Service Provider
The Service Provider shall within one hour of becoming aware of the Unavailability of any Area appraise the circumstances and issue to the Authority a notice (a "Service Provider’s Notice of Unavailability"), specifying:
	3.2.1	whether the Area is, in the Service Provider’s opinion, Unavailable;
3.2.2	the apparent cause of such circumstances which constitute or may lead to Unavailability; and

	3.2.3	the Project Co's plans for remedying the Unavailability within the Rectification Period and the estimated time by which the Unavailability will be remedied.
4.	calculation of deductions
4.1	Commencement of Unavailability
If the Project Co does not remedy any Unavailability within the relevant Rectification Period then that Unavailability will be deemed to have commenced at the beginning of the Period of Unavailability during which the Project Co became aware or was notified of the Unavailability.
4.2	Duration of Unavailability
Any Unavailability is deemed to continue for the purpose of calculating Unavailability Deductions until the end of the Period of Unavailability in which the Unavailability is remedied. The Project Co shall immediately notify the Authority when an Area which has been Unavailable ceases to be Unavailable.
4.3	Unavailability Deductions
Subject to the remainder of this paragraph, for each Contract Month, an Unavailability Deduction shall be made for each event of Unavailability occurring in Contract Month [-2], from the Unitary Change for that Contract Month which is determined in accordance with the formula:
	D = T x AC x W
		    TP

	where:
	D	=	the Unavailability Deduction 
T	=	the duration of the Unavailability Event in Periods of Unavailability

	AC	=	the Availability Cost 
	TP	=	the maximum number of periods of Unavailability for the relevant Area which could occur in any day during the Required Period
W		=	the weighting for the Area
4.4	Repeat Unavailability
	4.4.1	Where in any Contract Month an Unavailability Deduction falls to be made more than once in respect of an Area, the Unavailability Deduction in respect of the second and each subsequent period of Unavailability shall be the outcome of the formula in a paragraph 4.3 multiplied by 2, provided that the aggregate Unavailability Deductions in respect of any Contract Month may not exceed the Unitary Charge in respect of that Contract Month.
	4.4.2	Where the Unavailability of an A continues for more than three days, with effect from the beginning of the fourth day, the relevant Unavailability Deduction shall be the outcome of the formula in paragraph 4.3 multiplied by 2, provided that the aggregate Unavailability Deductions in respect of any Contract Month may not exceed the Unitary Charge in respect of that Contract Month.
	4.4.3	The provisions of paragraph 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 do not apply to periods of repeated or continued Unavailability which are determined to be caused in accordance with the relevant provisions Clauses [   ] (Relief Events and [   ] (Force Majeure) by a Relief Event or Force Majeure. 
4.5	Deemed Unavailability
	Where the Areas which are Unavailable at any time exceed [      ]% of the total area of	 [a/the] School, the whole School shall be deemed to be Unavailable.
4.6	Use of Unavailable Area
Where any Deduction falls to be made in respect of an Area which continues to be used by the Authority while it is Unavailable the Deduction shall be [three-quarters] the amount which would it otherwise be under paragraphs 4.3 and 4.4.
4.7	No Deductions
	4.7.1	No Deductions shall be made where the relevant Unavailability arises as a result of:
		(A)	any inspection, testing, maintenance, upkeep, repair, replacement or renewal carried out in accordance with the Agreed Programme; or
		(B)	a failure of the Service Provider to perform its obligations caused by a Compensation Event.
	4.7.2	Deductions shall not be made in relation to any Unavailability:
		(A)	in relation to which the Authority: 
			(1)	has accepted any Alternative Accommodation offered to it by the Service Provider pursuant to paragraph 5.2.1; or 
			(2)	has not refused such offer on the grounds set out in paragraph 5.2.2 with the relevant Authority's Response Period,
in relation to the time from the Authority starting to use the Alternative Accommodation the activities which would otherwise have been carried out in the relevant Area (or, if paragraph 4.4.2(A)(2) applies, the Authority could reasonably have recommenced such activities) and for so long as such Alternative Accommodation is itself available to the Authority; or
		(B)	subject to paragraph 5.3, in relation to which the Project Co has failed to offer the Authority Alternative Accommodation within the relevant Proposal Period, or the Authority has refused any offer of Alternative Accommodation made pursuant to paragraph 5.2.1 on the grounds set out in paragraph 5.2.2 within the relevant Authority's Response Period, and the Authority has procured its own Alternative Accommodation pursuant to paragraph 5.3, in relation to the Authority starting to use the Alternative Accommodation for the activities which would otherwise have been carried out in the relevant Unavailable Area; or
		(C)	where and for so long as the continued use of the Unavailable Area by the Authority prevents the Project Co from remedying the Unavailability; or
		(D)	which takes place outside the Required Period.
4.8	Straddling periods
Where an event of Unavailability extends into more than one Contract Month, Deductions in respect of the second and any subsequent Contract Month shall be calculated on the basis that the Unavailability started at the beginning of each such Contract Month.
5.	ALTERNATIVE ACCOMMODATION
5.1	Co-operation
Where an Area is Unavailable the Parties shall use reasonable endeavours to minimise the inconvenience caused to the Authority and the financial losses suffered by the Service Provider as a result of such Unavailability including (where appropriate, readily available and not required by the Authority for other purposes within the period of Unavailability) the use of other sites or accommodation owned managed or occupied by the Authority, provided that the Authority shall not be obliged to use such sites or accommodation if it would be entitled to refuse to accept the same as Alternative Accommodation pursuant to paragraph 5.2.2.
5.2	Service Provider Alternative Accommodation
5.2.1	The Service Provider may, when the Unavailability of an Area has occurred, propose to the Authority Alternative Accommodation in respect of the Unavailable Area by sending a notice to the Authority:
		(A)	specifying the Alternative Accommodation; and
		(B)	setting out the Service Provider proposals regarding the timing and co-ordination of the relocation to and from the Alternative Accommodation; and
		(C)	advising the Authority of its reasonable estimate of the date or time by which it may relocate from the Alternative Accommodation to the relevant Area on the basis that the same is no longer Unavailable; and
		(D)	describing the terms upon which the Authority shall be entitled to occupy such Alternative Accommodation (which terms shall not impose any rental obligation on the Authority).
	5.2.2	The Authority shall notify the Service Provider of its acceptance (or refusal) of such Alternative Accommodation within the Authority Response Period for the relevant Area (such acceptance not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed) provided that the Authority shall have no obligation to accept any Alternative Accommodation offered to it pursuant to paragraph 5.2.1 if the relevant Proposal Period has expired, or if the Authority reasonably considers that such Alternative Accommodation:
		(A)	could not within a reasonable time, having regard to the nature and use of the relevant Unavailable Area, reasonably be used by or on behalf of the Authority to perform the functions and/or deliver substantially the same outputs which are from time to time performed and/or delivered in or from the Unavailable Area; or
		(B)	does not meet the standard of accommodation in the UK generally in which local education authorities deliver equivalent services or which local education authorities provide for educational purposes; or
		(C)	would, if it were a part of the School, itself be Unavailable.
	5.2.3	In agreeing to any Alternative Accommodation pursuant to paragraph 5.2.2 the Authority and the Service Provider shall also agree to the date by which the Authority may reasonably expect to relocate to the relevant Area on the basis that the same is no longer Unavailable.
5.3	Authority Alternative Accommodation
Where an Area has became Unavailable and the Service Provider has failed, within the relevant Proposal Period, to offer the Authority any Alternative Accommodation pursuant to paragraph 5.2.1, or where the Authority has refused (on the terms set out in paragraph 5.2.2) to accept any Alternative Accommodation offered to it by the Project Co pursuant to paragraph 5.2.1, the Authority shall be entitled (but not bound) to take such steps or procure the taking of such steps as are necessary to find its own Alternative Accommodation.  All reasonable costs and expenses properly incurred by the Authority in providing such Alternative Accommodation shall be borne by the Service Provider.
5.4	Remedy of Unavailability
The Service Provider shall immediately notify the Authority when an Area which has been Unavailable ceases to be Unavailable.  Where relevant, the Authority shall use all reasonable endeavours to relocate from any Alternative Accommodation to the relevant Area as soon as reasonably practicable following receipt of such notice and the relevant Area shall be deemed to remain Unavailable until that relocation is or should reasonably have been completed.
6.	rectification by authority
6.1	Authority Notice
Without limitation to Clause [    ] (Authority's right to step in), if the Service Provider does not rectify any Unavailability arising as a result of a breach of the Service Provider‘s obligations under this Agreement within the relevant Rectification Period, the Authority may, at any time after the expiry of the relevant Rectification Period, notify the Service Provider that it requires the Service Provider to remedy such Unavailability.
6.2	Authority May Rectify 
If within a further period equal to the relevant Rectification Period following delivery of notice by the Authority pursuant to paragraph 6.1 the Service Provider has not rectified the relevant Unavailability, the Authority shall be entitled to take such steps as are necessary to rectify the relevant Unavailability, and the Service Provider shall reimburse the Authority for all reasonable costs properly incurred by the Authority in so doing.
7.	unavailability reports
7.1	Procedure
In determining the Deductions for each Contract Month, the steps set out in paragraphs 7.2 to 7.4 shall be taken.
7.2	Draft Unavailability Report
Within five Working Days of the end of Contract Month -2, the Service Provider shall procure that a draft Unavailability Report is delivered to the Authority.  The draft Unavailability Report shall contain the following information:
	7.2.1	a summary assessment of all notifications of circumstances constituting or which might lead to Unavailability during Contract Month -2;
	7.2.2	a detailed description of all events of Unavailability during Contract Month -2, including:
		(A)	the Areas affected by Unavailability;
		(B)	the total duration of each event of Unavailability (including the time and date upon which the same commenced and, where relevant, ceased) and in relation to any continuing Unavailability, the expected and for that date Unavailability; and
		(C)	any other factors that the Service Provider acting reasonably shall consider relevant;
	7.2.3	a calculation of the Deductions Contract Month -2; and
7.3	Agree Report
Within 15 Working Days of receipt of a draft Unavailability Report, the Authority shall procure that the Authority's Representative either confirms to the Service Provider that it accepts the contents of the draft Unavailability Report or, if it does not, provides the Service Provider with full details of any matter in the draft Unavailability Report that is not agreed and such matter may then be referred by either Party to the Fast Track Dispute Resolution Procedure.  
7.4	Inclusion of Deductions in Invoice
7.4.1	Deductions calculated in accordance with paragraph 4.3 of this Part 3 in respect of Unavailability in Contract Month -2 as agreed or determined in accordance with paragraph 6.3 of this Part 3 shall be made from the Unitary Change for a Contract Month.
	7.4.2	If: 
		(A)	there is any Dispute in relation to any matter included in the draft Unavailability Report delivered to the Authority pursuant to paragraph 6.1, and such Dispute has not been agreed or determined prior to the delivery by the Service Provider to the Authority of its Report pursuant to Clause 37.3 and any invoice pursuant to Clause 37.4 in Contract Month -1; or
		(B)	the Authority has not, prior to the delivery of such Report and invoice, confirmed its acceptance of the contents of the draft Unavailability Report pursuant to paragraph 7.3, 
Deductions shall be made and included in that Report and invoice by reference to that draft Unavailability Report.
	7.4.3	When as any Dispute as to anything in a draft Unavailability Report is agreed or determined, any Deductions previously calculated in accordance with paragraph 6.4.3 of this Part 2 shall be recalculated, and a payment or deduction included in the next delivered pursuant to Clause [    ] (Payment) after that recalculation to take account of any previous overpayment or underpayment.
8.	review of weightings











































2.1	Original Base Unitary Charge
The Base Unitary Charge for the Contract Month in which the Service Commencement Date occurs shall be £[X] [as agreed by the Authority and the Service Provider] [the “Original Base Unitary Charge”).
2.2	Indexed Element
	The Indexed Element of the Original Base Unitary Charge shall be £
2.3	Unindexed Element
	The Unindexed Element of the Original Base Unitary charge shall be £
2.4	Base Unitary Charge in Second Contract Year
The Base Unitary Charge for the second [and each subsequent] Contract Year shall be determined as follows:
	BUC2 = FE + IE2
	Where
BUC2	=	the Base Unitary Charge for the second [and each subsequent Contract Year]
UE	=	the Unindexed Element
IE2	=	the Indexed Element for the Second [and each subsequent Contract Year]
	
2.5	Indexation of Indexed Element
The Indexed Element shall be increased in the first Contract Month of the Second [and each subsequent] Contract Year as follows:
	IE2 = IE1 x  [RP12 – RP11]
			   RP11
	Where
IE1	=	the Indexed Element for the first or preceding Contract Year
IE2	=	the Indexed Element for the second [and each subsequent] Contract Year.
RP11	=	the retail prices index for the month of [January] next before the first Contract Month of the preceding Contract Year
RP12	=	the retail prices index for the month of [January] next before the second [and each subsequent] Contract Year

2.6	Availability of Indices
Where the retail prices index for any month which is required to calculate a revised Indexed Element has not yet been published then:
	2.5.1	forecast RP1 shall be used instead of the unpublished figure; and
2.5.2	on publication of the retail prices index for the relevant month, the Indexed Element shall be recalculated and any under or overpayment for the months during which the Indexed Element calculated using forecast RPI has been used as against the Indexed Element calculated using the published figure shall be included as an adjustment to the Unitary Charge [AO].
3.	ADJUSTMENT
3.1 	Application
The provisions of this paragraph apply whenever the Unitary Charge falls to be adjusted in accordance with this part. Any such adjustment shall be made to the Base Unitary Charge.
3.2	Principles of Adjustment
The Unitary Charge shall be adjusted so as to ensure that the Contractor is in no better and no worse position than it was prior to the event which gave rise to the need for the adjustment.
3.3	Relevant Factors
The considerations to be taken into account when making any adjustment include:
3.3.1	the amount of any Revised Estimated Project Costs, or other saving or increase in costs;
3.3.2	the effect of the event which gave rise to the need for adjustment on the likelihood of Unavailability Deductions or Performance Point Deductions arising;
3.3.3	the terms on which funding for the Authority’s Share of any Cumulative Capital Expenditure has been obtained;
3.3.4	any changes which the parties may have agreed in connection with the adjustment to the terms of the Agreement; and
3.3.5	[others]
3.4	Failure to agree























1.1	The provisions of this Schedule shall apply whenever any item, documents or course of action is required to be reviewed, approved or otherwise processed in accordance with the Review Procedure.
1.2	Each submission under the Review Procedure shall be accompanied by a copy of the document to be reviewed (including, where applicable, any Reviewable Design Data) or a statement of the proposed course of action (the entire contents of a submission being referred to in the Schedule as a “Submitted Item”).  In relation to each Submitted Item, the following procedure shall apply:
1.2.1	as soon as possible and, if the Submitted Item comprises:

(A)	an item of Reviewable Design Data;

(B)	a revised Construction Programme; or

(C)	a document or proposed course of action submitted in the case of an Emergency, within 10 Working Days of the date of receipt of a submission (or re-submission, as the case may be) of the Submitted Item to the Authority’s Representative (or such other period as the parties may agreed), the Authority’s Representative shall return one copy of the relevant Submitted Item to the Contractor endorsed “no comment” or (subject to and in accordance with paragraph 3 “comments” as appropriate; and 

1.2.2	subject to paragraph 1.4, if the Authority’s Representative fails to return a copy of any Submitted Item (including any re-submitted Submitted Item) duly endorsed in accordance with paragraph 1.2.1, within 10 Working Days (or within such other period as the parties may agree in writing) of the date of its submission to the Authority’s Representative, then the Authority’s Representative shall be deemed to have returned the Submitted Item to the Contractor endorsed “no comment” (and, in the case of the Reviewable Design Data, endorsed “Level A – no comment”).
1.3	If the Authority’s Representative raises comments on any Submitted Item in accordance with paragraph 3 he shall state the ground upon which such comments are based and the evidence or other information necessary to substantiate that ground.  To the extent that the Authority’s Representative comments on a Submitted Item other than on the basis set out in this Schedule, or fails to comply with the provisions of this paragraph, the Contractor may, in its discretion, either:
1.3.1	request written clarification of the basis for such comments and, if clarification is not received within 5 Working Days of such request by the Contractor, refer the matter for determination in accordance with the Dispute Resolution Procedure; or

1.3.2	at its own risk, and without prejudice to Clause 9, proceed with further design or construction disregarding such comments. 
1.4	In the case of any Submitted Item of the type referred to in paragraph 3(i), a failure by the Authority’s Representative to endorse and return such Submitted Item within the period specified in paragraph 1.2.1 shall be deemed to constitute an objection by the Authority’s Representative to such Submitted Item.  If the parties fail to agree the form and content of such Submitted Item, within 10 Working Days following the expiry of the period specified in paragraph1.2.1, the matter shall be determined in accordance with the Dispute Resolution Procedure.
2.	FURTHER INFORMATION
2.1	The Contractor shall submit any further or other information, data and documents that the Authority’s Representative reasonably requires in order to determine whether he has a basis for raising comments or making objections to any Submitted Item in accordance with this Schedule.  If the Contractor does not submit any such information, data and documents, the Authority’s Representative shall be entitled to:
2.1.1	comment on the Submitted Item on the basis of the information, data and documents which have been provided; or

2.1.2	object to the Submitted Item on the grounds that insufficient information, data and documents have been provided to enable the Authority’s Representative to determine whether he has a legitimate basis for commenting or objecting in accordance with this Schedule.
3.	GROUNDS OF OBJECTION
3.1	The expression “raise comments” in this paragraph shall be construed to mean “raise comments or make objections” unless the contrary appears from the context.  The Authority’s Representative may raise comments in relation to any Submitted Item on the grounds set out in paragraph [ ] above or on the grounds that the Submitted Item would (on the balance of probabilities) breach any Law or not be in accordance with any necessary consent but otherwise may raise comments in relation to a Submitted Item only as follows:
3.1.1	in relation to any Submitted Item:

(A)	the Contractor’s ability to perform its obligations under this Agreement would (on the balance of probabilities) be adversely affected by the implementation of the Submitted Item; or

(B)	the implementation of the Submitted Item would (on the balance of probabilities) be adversely affect any right of the Authority under this Agreement or its ability to enforce any such right;

3.1.2	in relation to any Submitted Item submitted pursuant to Clause 7.1:

(A)	the Authority's ability to perform its obligations under the 
Agreement would be adversely affected by the proposed course of action;

(B)	the Authority's ability to provide the Educational Services or to carry out any of its statutory functions would (on the balance of probabilities) be adversely affected by the proposed course of action;

(C)	the proposed course of action would likely to result in an increase to the Authority's liabilities or potential or contingent liabilities under this Agreement;

(D)	the proposed course of action would adversely affect any right of the Authority under this Agreement or its ability to enforce any such right; 

(E)	the Contractor's ability to perform its obligations under the Agreement would be materially adversely affected by the proposed course of action; or

(F)	in the case of a proposed Refinancing, satisfactory arrangements for the Trust to receive the Refinancing Share are not in place. 

3.1.3	in relation to Reviewable Design Data submitted pursuant to Clause 9:

(A)	the Submitted Item is not in accordance with the Facilities Requirements; or

(B)	the Submitted Item is not in accordance with the Contractor's Proposals;

3.1.4	in relation to any proposed variation to the Contractor's Proposals relating to the Works:

(A)	the Submitted Item would increase the likelihood of Unavailability or Performance Point Deductions following the relevant Service Availability Date; or

(B)	would result in a decrease or worsening of the quality of the Schools following the relevant Service Availability Date. 

3.1.5	in relation to the submission of any revised Construction Programme on the ground that the revised Construction Programme: 

(A)	would not (on the balance of probabilities) enable any part of the Works to be completed by the relevant Target Service Availability Date; or

(B)	would materially increase the cost or disruption to the Authority of any decanting from or within an Existing School; or

(C)	would materially increase the disruption to the provision of Educational Services by the Authority; or

(D)	would render the Authority unable to carry out any Joint Commissioning without material additional expense or disruption. 

3.1.6	in relation to the submission of any proposed revision or substitution for the Contractor’s Service Delivery Proposals on the grounds that:

(A)	the proposed revision or substitution is not in accordance with Good Industry Practice;

(B)	the performance of the relevant Service in accordance with the proposed revision or substitution would (on the balance of probabilities):
(1)	be less likely to achieve compliance with relevant parts of the Authority's Requirements; or
(2)	have an adverse effect on the provision by the Authority of the Educational Services or on the safety of any users of the Schools; or
(3)	would cause the Authority to incur material additional expense. 

(C)	the proposed revision or substitution would (on the balance of probabilities) result in an inferior standard of performance of the relevant Service to the standard of performance in accordance with the Service Delivery Proposals prior to such proposed revision or substitution;

3.1.7	in relation to the submission of any Maintenance Programme, any revision to any Maintenance Programme on the grounds that:

(A)	carrying out the programmed maintenance in the period or at the times suggested would (on the balance of probabilities) interfere with the operations of the Authority or a School and such interference could be avoided or mitigated by the Contractor rescheduling the programmed maintenance; or

(B)	the safety of pupils or staff or other users of the Schools would (on the balance of probabilities) be adversely affected; or

(C)	the period for carrying out the programmed maintenance or the would (on the balance of probabilities) exceed the period reasonable required for the relevant works. 

3.1.8	in relation to any proposal for Third Party Use, on the grounds that: 

(A)	Third Party Use would not be compatible with the use of the Schools as schools; or

(B)	that Third Party Use would impair the ability of the Authority to provide Educational Services; or

(C)	that Third Party Use would impair Community Use.

3.1.9	in relation to the submission of the Contractor's proposals for the Handback Works, the Handback Programme and the Handback Amount, on the grounds that:
(A)	in the case of the Handback Works the Contractor's proposals will not (on the balance of probabilities) ensure that the Handback Requirements are achieved by the Expiry Date;

(B)	in the case of the Handback Programme, performance of the Handback Works in accordance with the programme is not (on the balance of probabilities) capable of achieving satisfaction of the Handback Requirements by the Expiry Date; and

(C)	in the case of the Handback Amount, it does not represent the cost of carrying out the Handback Works as agreed or determined.
4.	EFFECT OF REVIEW
4.1	Any Submitted Item which is returned or deemed to have been returned by the Authority's Representative endorsed "no comment" (and in the case of Reviewable Design Data, endorsed "Level A - no comment") any be complied with or implemented (as the case may be) by the Contractor.
4.2	In the case of any Submitted Item other than Reviewable Design Data, if the Authority's Representative returns the Submitted Item to the Contractor endorsed "comments", the Contractor shall comply with such Submitted Item after amendment in accordance with the comments unless the Contractor disputes that any such comment is on grounds permitted by this Agreement, in which case the Contractor or the Authority's Representative may refer the matter for determination in accordance with Schedule 26 [and the Contractor shall not act on the Submitted Item until such matter is so determined or otherwise agreed.] 
4.3	In the case of a Submitted Item comprising Reviewable Design Data, if the Authority's Representative returns the Submitted Item endorsed other than "Level A – no comment", the Contractor shall: 
4.3.1	where the Authority's Representative has endorsed the Submitted Item "Level B – proceed subject to amendment as noted", either proceed to construct or proceed to the next level of design of the part of the Works to which the Submitted Item relates but take into account any amendments required by the Authority's Representative in his comments;





5.1	The Contractor shall issue [ ] copies of all Submitted Item to the Authority's Representative and compile and maintain a register of the date and contents of the submission of all Submitted Items.

5.2	The Contractor shall compile and maintain a register of the date or receipt and content of all Submitted Items that are returned or deemed to be returned by the Authority's Representative.





6.1	No approval or comment or any failure to give or make an approval or comment under this Schedule shall constitute a Variation save to the extent provided in this Schedule.
6.2	If, having received comments from the Authority's Representative, the Contractor considers that compliance with those comments would amount to a Variation, the Contractor shall, before complying with the comments, notify the Authority of the same and, if it is agreed by the parties or determined pursuant to the Dispute Resolution Procedure that a Variation would arise if the comments were complied with, the Authority may, if it wishes, implement the Variation and it shall be dealt with in accordance with the Variation Procedure.  Any failure by the Contractor to notify the Authority that it considers compliance with any comments of the Authority's Representative would amount to a Variation shall constitute an irrevocable acceptance by the Contractor that any compliance with the Authority's comments shall be without cost to the Authority's without any extension of time.













































[To follow outcome of 4Ps guidance.  Expected to be:
Amount
Lesser of:	Authority Default
		Damages for repudiatory breach of contract
Adjustment of rights
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^1	  Draft guidance issued by 4Ps, TTF and DETR in relation to Best Value (the “Local Authority Guidance”) is currently in separate consultation.  When the Local Authority Guidance is finalised the relevant provisions of this document will be conformed to it.
^2	  Additional relevant events constituting Authority Default may arise from the Local Authority  Guidance when finalised
^3	  This definition arises from the draft Local Authority Guidance.
^4	  The definition will be inserted from the Local Authority Guidance when finalised.
^5	  This is the period allowed for the satisfaction of the Conditions Precedent
^6	  Each Authority will decide its own requirements in relation to the length of the School Day.  In group schemes, different schools may have different School Days.
^7	  See section 14 of the main Treasury Taskforce Guidance
^8	  These provisions are derived from the standard NHS Contract and assume the use of a lease structure, with a view to the Contractor obtaining capital allowances during the Operational Period.  Where capital allowances are not required or exclusion of extension rights is not possible a mere licence will be sufficient.
^9	  See section 3.7 of the Schools Guidance.  Each Authority will decide its own requirements as to the ways in which Schools become available.
^10	  The Technical Adviser derives from the Independent Certifier in the NHS Guidance
^11	  See the draft Local Authority Guidance
^12	  This Review Procedure is based on the procedure in the NHS Guidance.
